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Abstract
This thesis presents a practical methodology for formalizing the meta-theory of formal
systems with binders and coinductive relations in constructive type theory.
While constructive type theory offers support for reasoning about formal systems
built out of inductive definitions, support for syntax with binders and coinductive
relations is lacking. We provide this support.
We implement syntax with binders using well-scoped de Bruijn terms and parallel
substitutions. We solve substitution lemmas automatically using the rewriting theory
of the σ-calculus. We present the Autosubst library to automate our approach in the
proof assistant Coq.
Our approach to coinductive relations is based on an inductive tower construction,
which is a type-theoretic form of transfinite induction. The tower construction
allows us to reduce coinduction to induction. This leads to a symmetric treatment
of induction and coinduction and allows us to give a novel construction of the
companion of a monotone function on a complete lattice.
We demonstrate our methods with a series of case studies. In particular, we present
a proof of type preservation for CCω, a proof of weak and strong normalization for
System F, a proof that systems of weakly guarded equations have unique solutions in
CCS, and a compiler verification for a compiler from a non-deterministic language
into a deterministic language.




In dieser Dissertation beschreiben wir praktische Techniken um Formale Systeme mit
Bindern und koinduktiven Relationen in Konstruktiver Typtheorie zu implementieren.
Während Konstruktive Typtheorie bereits gute Unterstützung für Induktive Defi-
nition bietet, gibt es momentan kaum Unterstützung für syntaktische Systeme mit
Bindern, oder koinduktiven Definitionen.
Wir kodieren Syntax mit Bindern in Typtheorie mit einer de Bruijn Darstellung
und zeigen alle Substitutionslemmas durch Termersetzung mit dem σ-Kalkül. Wir
präsentieren die Autosubst Bibliothek, die unseren Ansatz im Beweisassistenten Coq
implementiert.
Für koinduktive Relationen verwenden wir eine induktive Turmkonstruktion,
welche das typtheoretische Analog zur Transfiniten Induktion darstellt. Auf diese Art
erhalten wir neue Beweisprinzipien für Koinduktion und eine neue Konstruktion von
Pous’ “companion” einer monotonen Funktion auf einem vollständigen Verband.
Wir validieren unsere Methoden an einer Reihe von Fallstudien.
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We present a practical methodology for formalizing the meta-theory of formal systems
with binders and coinductive predicates in constructive type theory. Our approach
to syntax with binders is based on the combination of (well-scoped) de Bruijn
terms and parallel substitutions [30], with operations from the σ-calculus of explicit
substitutions [1]. We implement this approach with the AUTOSUBST library for
Coq [106]. Our approach to coinduction is based on an inductive tower construction
and the companion construction of Pous [99]. We demonstrate the effectiveness of
our approach with several case studies. All technical results are formalized using
the Coq proof assistant [121] under the assumptions of functional and propositional
extensionality.
A formal system consists of a collection of inductive types of terms along with
inductive and coinductive relations over terms. Examples of formal systems include
proof systems, such as Gentzen’s inference rules for first-order logic [50], the static
and dynamic semantics of programming languages [57], and process calculi [82]. In
this thesis we consider the untyped λ-calculus [32], System F [51, 102], CCω [78],
CCS [82] with recursive processes, and two idealized imperative programming
languages GC [41] and IC [109].
We are interested in proving global properties of formal systems. For example, we
show termination of all programs in System F. We recall a typical presentation of
System F with explicitly named variables. The syntax of System F types (A,B) and
terms (s, t) is given by the following grammar.
A,B ::= X | A→ B | ∀X. A
s, t ::= x | s t | λx. s | sA | ΛX. s
Here, X and x are type and term variables respectively. Informally, we think of
variables as symbols drawn from a fixed countably infinite alphabet. New variables
can be bound in types (∀X. A) and terms (λx. s, ΛX. s). Formally, terms have to be
identified up-to renaming of bound variables (α-equivalence). A variable which is
not bound is called free.
The main operation on terms is capture-avoiding instantiation of free variables by
terms and types, written sxt and s
X
A . Instantiation s
x
t is the operation of replacing the
free variable x in s by the term t while renaming bound variables in s so as to avoid
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clashes with free variables in t.
Using instantiation we define the operational semantics of System F inductively by
rules such as the following.
(λx. s) t B sxt (ΛX. s)A B sXA
s B s′
s t B s′ t
. . .
These rules define a relation s B t called reduction, which formally defines the
evaluation of a program in System F. Typing for System F terms (Γ ` s : A) is another
example of an inductive relation. Typing determines well-formed programs. The
termination theorem (Corollary 5.29) for System F states that all well-typed terms
are terminating, i.e., that there is no infinite reduction path starting from s whenever
Γ ` s : A holds.
Proving termination is delicate. For example, termination fails when extending
System F with intentional features such as Girard’s J operator [51], or the following
variant due to Harper and Mitchell [58].
J : ∀XY. (X → X)→ Y → Y
J X X f B f
J X Y f B λx. x if X 6= Y and X,Y closed
Intuitively, J X Y f x is a type conditional, which only applies the argument function
when the two types X,Y match. If both input types are the same, then the application
of J evaluates to f x, otherwise it returns x unchanged. In isolation, the operator J
and its reduction rules are harmless. Yet the following term diverges [58].
A := ∀X. X → X
ω := ΛX. J AX (λx. xAx)
ωAω B J AA (λx. xAx)ω B (λx. xAx)ω B ωAω
This shows that termination is a global property and cannot be deduced by local
analysis. Termination can fail due to the interplay of separate and at first glance
unrelated features. In this case, intentional type analysis combined with impredicative
quantification yields non-termination, even though either feature is harmless in
isolation. This behavior is typical for global properties of formal systems.
At the same time, these delicate proofs quickly become tedious.
In order to show termination we have to analyze all terms and reduction paths. This
is not a problem for System F, which is a small core language. Realistic programming
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languages are much larger. For example, a mathematical presentation of Standard ML
takes up 136 pages [83]. Similarly, the mechanized semantics for the big-step
evaluation of JavaScript of Bodin et al. [28] has about 900 separate rules. In this case,
establishing global properties of evaluation means analyzing all 900 cases. Many of
these cases will not be interesting and yet a small mistake in any of them can ruin
the whole endeavor.
This combination of subtle yet tedious proofs is fertile ground for errors.
For example, in 1997 Drossopoulou and Eisenbach [43] argued for the type
soundness of Java. Yet in the same year, Saraswat [104] found that Java is unsound
due to an obscure feature of the language. This mistake has been fixed and further
extensions had been carefully scrutinized. Yet in 2016 Amin and Tate [14] showed
that the type systems of both Java and Scala remain unsound.
Our long term goal is to eliminate mistakes in proofs about formal systems by
mechanizing these proofs in a proof assistant based on constructive type theory.
Constructive type theory is a formal system originating with Martin-Löf [80]. The
type theory we use in this thesis is an extension of Martin-Löf’s type theory with an
impredicative universe, functional and propositional extensionality, and inductive
types.
What makes type theory appealing for formalizations is that it offers good support
for inductive definitions [34, 44]. This is in contrast to classical logics based on
arithmetic or set theory, where inductive definitions (along with everything else)
are obtained by finding a concrete encoding into numbers or sets. In type theory,
inductive types are first-class objects of the theory. This makes type theory ideal for
mechanizing proofs about formal systems which are, after all, proofs about inductive
definitions.
However, type theory offers little support for reasoning about syntax with binders
or coinductive relations. This is the topic we address in this thesis.
We use the Coq proof assistant [121] to mechanize our results. Coq is a mature
proof assistant with excellent support for proof automation. In addition, the type
theory underlying Coq (the calculus of inductive constructions) includes an impred-
icative universe of propositions, which is essential for the material from Chapter 6
onwards.
Representing Syntax with Binders. So far we have not discussed the precise defini-
tions of variables, binders and capture avoiding instantiation. In a proof assistant we
are forced to be precise.
Informal proofs are usually incomplete when it comes to the treatment of syntax
with binders. Typically, variables are written with explicit names and proofs use the
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“Barendregt convention” [18] to avoid talking about issues of α-equivalence. The
Barendregt convention states that all newly introduced variables ought to be distinct
from all variables currently contained in any term.
Formally, terms which differ only by renaming of bound variables should be
identified and many inference rules have to carry “freshness” side-conditions which
ensure that newly introduced names do not clash with existing names. These side
conditions are usually glossed over in proofs “by the Barendregt convention”.
This is not ideal for formalizations. In the first place, the Barendregt convention is
just a convention, not a sound framework for dealing with variable binding. It is easy
to come up with situations where the Barendregt convention leads to wrong results,
especially in combination with inductive proofs [127].
A number of methods exist for formalizing syntax with binders, which can be
roughly categorized into synthetic approaches (such as higher-order abstract syntax
and nominal logic) and explicit approaches (such as de Bruijn and locally nameless
terms).
In this thesis we use well-scoped de Bruijn representations [25] throughout. We
argue that even on paper a nameless representation leads to short and clear proofs,
which are comparable to proofs using a named representation with the Barendregt
convention. In particular, we use the σ-calculus of Abadi et al. [1] to automate
the proofs of substitution lemmas, which are one of the main sources of overhead
compared to informal paper proofs.
Representing Coinductive Relations and Proofs. Coinduction is the order-theoretic
dual of induction. While the values of inductive types are essentially trees in which
every branch is finite, coinductive types may be infinite or cyclic. Coinductive
relations are especially useful for expressing safety properties (absence of errors)
without enforcing liveness properties (e.g., termination) at the same time. This
makes coinductive relations ideal for formulating partial correctness statements.
Coinductive techniques are also relevant for representing program equivalence and
for compiler verification [76].
Unlike inductive definitions, there is at best marginal support for coinductive
reasoning in type theory. While there are theoretically attractive approaches to
coinduction, such as the copatterns of Agda and Beluga [5], none of these approaches
are implemented in Coq. Coq provides limited support for coinductive types, but while
there is a coinductive analogue to the recursion principle for inductive types, there is
no direct analogue to the induction principle. This asymmetry makes reasoning about
coinductive relations more difficult than reasoning about their inductive counterparts.
We present a construction of coinductive relations which reduces coinduction to
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induction. We formalize the standard construction of coinductive relations in an
impredicative universe using order theory. Using the tower construction [112], we
obtain both the companion of Pous [99], as well as dual induction and coinduction
principles in type theory. The companion allows us to internalize up-to techniques
for coinduction, which are useful tools to modularize coinductive proofs [100]. The
tower induction principle allows us to perform coinductive proofs with minimal
overhead in a proof assistant. This restores the duality between inductive and
coinductive relations in type theory.
We demonstrate the power of this approach with a simple development of the
theory of strong bisimilarity in CCS with recursive processes and a compiler verifica-
tion taking both inductive total correctness and coinductive partial correctness into
account.
1.1 Structure of the Thesis
The thesis is organized as a series of case studies. Each case study is accompanied
by a mechanization in Coq. Our paper presentation is intentionally close to the
mechanized development. In particular, we use a nameless term representation in
the thesis.
The mechanization is meant to be self-contained. In particular, we do not use the
AUTOSUBST library, so as to make the substitution lemmas as explicit as possible. Still,
our proofs follow the same structure that we would employ when using AUTOSUBST.
The complete Coq development, as well as a PDF version of the thesis are available
online at
https://www.ps.uni-saarland.de/~schaefer/thesis
Definitions and lemmas in the PDF version of the thesis are hyperlinked with the cor-
responding definitions and lemmas in the formalization. We point out discrepancies
between the presentation in the thesis and the formalization in the discussion section
of each chapter.
The contents of the thesis are organized as follows.
• Chapter 2: We summarize the background type theory, notations, and prelimi-
nary definitions.
• Chapter 3: We illustrate our approach to working with de Bruijn terms and
parallel substitutions on the example of the λ-calculus. We show how the
λ-calculus with parallel substitutions forms a model of the σSP-calculus [1].
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Using this model we then show substitutivity of βη-reduction. In particular, we
show how substitution lemmas are discharged through rewriting.
• Chapter 4: We present a proof of type preservation for CCω [78]. We show that
the full typing judgment of CCω can be extended to a relational (pre-)typing
judgment. In this form, we can separate structural properties, such as the
context morphism lemma [54], from type soundness and preservation. This
allows us to omit well-formedness side conditions when showing structural
properties and leads to short proofs.
• Chapter 5: We present proofs of weak and strong normalization for System F.
Parallel substitutions are already well-adapted to these proofs and we obtain a
very concise development. Well-scoped terms of System F are presented using
a vector instantiation operation, which generalizes parallel substitutions from
single-sorted syntax to multi-sorted syntax.
• Chapter 6: We present a general construction of coinductive relations and
proof techniques for coinduction. Our construction is based on an inductive
tower construction for the greatest fixed-point of a monotone function on a
complete lattice. This yields a novel definition of the companion of Pous [99],
which itself was introduced as a refinement of the parameterized coinduction
of Hur et al. [63].
In addition, we adapt several results about the tower construction which
were previously presented in the context of classical type theory [112] to a
constructive setting.
• Chapter 7: We develop the metatheory of CCS with recursive processes and
strong bisimilarity. In particular, we show that bisimilarity is a congruence, that
up-to context reasoning is sound in the presence of recursive processes, and
that systems of weakly guarded equations have unique solutions.
• Chapter 8: We verify a compiler from a non-deterministic language of guarded
commands to a deterministic low-level language of imperative continuations
using axiomatic semantics. This development mixes inductive and coinductive
reasoning and makes extensive use of the tower construction.
• Chapter 9: We explain the design and implementation of AUTOSUBST.
Finally, we give an overview of representations for syntax with binders in Appendix A.
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1.2 Contributions
• We demonstrate that the combination of (well-scoped) de Bruijn representation
with the substitution operations of the σ-calculus provide a practical foundation
for formalizing syntax with binders.
• We extend our approach to syntax with binders to type systems through rela-
tional typing.
• We present a new proof technique for strong normalization of System F. Our
technique scales to handle sums and other positive inductive types, as demon-
strated in [47].
• We present a new construction of the companion [99] using an inductive tower
construction [112]. The tower construction allows us to construct new proof
rules for the companion as well as for coinduction and induction in general,
with the (co-)directed (co-)induction principle in Chapter 8.
The tower construction originates in Zermelo’s work on the well-ordering
theorem in classical set theory. We show how the central constructions from
this setting can be developed in constructive type theory.
• We apply the companion to CCS with recursive processes and show the admissi-
bility of up-to context reasoning using open relative bisimilarity. This technique
yields several classic results about strong bisimilarity in CCS as a corollary and
allows us to extend these results to the setting of CCS with recursive processes.
• We show how weakest preconditions and the new proof rules for induction
and coinduction can be used for compiler verification for a non-deterministic
language.
• We automate our approach to formalizing syntax with binders with the AUTO-
SUBST library for Coq.
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2Preliminaries
Every technical result in this thesis is formalized in the Coq proof assistant [121]
under the assumption of propositional and functional extensionality. On paper we
will occasionally deviate from the actual formalization for notational convenience, so
as not to overburden the presentation with details of its type theoretic encoding.
2.1 Type Theory
While the type theory underlying Coq is complex, our proofs use only a small fragment
of this theory. Informally, we use a version of Martin-Löf dependent type theory [80]
with the following features.
• A predicative and cumulative hierarchy of universes Ui. We will usually omit
the universe index and simply write A : U to say that A is a type in some
universe Ui.
• An impredicative universe of propositions P at the bottom of the universe
hierarchy.
• The existence of strictly positive inductive types in all universes.
• The principle of propositional extensionality (PE) which states that logically
equivalent propositions are equal. That is, for two propositions P,Q : P such
that P ↔ Q we have P = Q.
• The principle of functional extensionality (FE) which states that pointwise
equal functions are equal. That is, for two functions f, g : ∀x : A. B x such that
f x = g x for all x we have f = g.
These assumptions are by no means minimal. In particular, extensionality assump-
tions are merely a tool for simplifying proofs.
While functional extensionality is generally accepted as harmless, propositional
extensionality is a priori incompatible with Homotopy Type Theory [126]. In our
case, we only consider set-level constructions and so our proofs could be translated
into Homotopy Type Theory extended with the propositional resizing principle, by
using homotopy propositions in place of P.
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Another justification for extensionality assumptions in type theory is given by
Hofmann [59], who proves that extensionality is a conservative extension of inten-
sional type theory. Formally, Hofmann constructs a Setoid model of type theory, in
which a type is interpreted as a type together with a distinguished P-valued partial
equivalence relation. This construction can be seen as a proof-term translation from a
type theory with extensionality assumptions (FE, PE, quotients, etc.) to a type theory
without these features.
Note that PE implies proof irrelevance.
Lemma 2.1 (Proof Irrelevance) For all P : P and proofs p, q : P we have p = q.
Proof Since we have strictly positive inductive types, we can construct a proposition
> with a unique witness I : >. We have P ↔ > since P is inhabited. By propositional
extensionality it suffices to show the statement for P = > where we have p = q = I.
2.2 Notations
We write N and B for the type of natural numbers and booleans as usual. We identify
booleans with the propositions >,⊥.
We use set notations whenever they simplify the presentation. As is standard in
type theory, we identify functions P : A → P with sets and use the notations P x
and x ∈ P interchangeably. We sometimes define predicates with comprehensions as
follows.
{x | P } := λx. P
{ f x | P } := λy. ∃x. f x = y ∧ P
Furthermore, we also use the element notation for lists. Lists over a type X are the
inductive type with the constructors [ ] for the empty list and x · s for the extension
of a list with a new element. When we write x ∈ s where s is a list we mean that x
appears in s.
The one notation we use throughout the thesis which is non-standard is f ◦ g for
forward composition of functions.
f ◦ g := λx. g(f x)
This is the convention used in the σ-calculus [1].
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2.3 Abstract Reduction Systems
We will frequently deal with languages whose semantics are given by a small-step
reduction relation. Many definitions and lemmas about such systems are independent
of the actual language under consideration and can be formulated for an arbitrary
notion of “reduction”. For the purpose of this chapter, an “abstract reduction system”
is simply a relation R : A→ A→ P.
The study of abstract reduction at this level of generality was introduced by
Huét [62]. The definitions in this chapter are carefully chosen to simplify the
formalization.
As usual we write R ⊆ S for the order on relations.
R ⊆ S := ∀xy. R x y → S x y
Definition 2.2 The reflexive, transitive closure of a relation R : A → A → P is the




R∗ s t R t u
R∗ s u
The relation R∗ is always reflexive by ∗-REFL, but transitivity remains to be shown.
Fact 2.3 R∗ is transitive.
Proof Let R∗ s t and R∗ t u be given. We show R∗ s u by induction on the derivation of
R∗ t u. In the case of ∗-REFL we have t = u and therefore R∗ s u holds by assumption.
In the case of ∗-STEP we have R∗ s u0 and Ru0 u1 and hence R∗ s u1 follows by
∗-STEP. 
It is also clear by the induction principle for R∗ that any reflexive and transitive
relation containing R necessarily contains R∗. Thus R∗ is a closure operator, and
in fact has the following “homomorphism” property which is frequently useful for
lifting operations into the reflexive, transitive closure.
Fact 2.4 Let R : X → X → P, S : Y → Y → P be relations, f : X → Y a function
such that Rxy implies S∗ (f x) (f y). Then R∗ x y implies S∗ (f x) (f y).
Proof By induction on the derivation of R∗ x y. The case for ∗-REFL is trivial. In the
case of ∗-STEP we have R∗ x y and Ry z. We have to show that S∗ (f x) (f z) holds.
This follows from Fact 2.3, since we have S∗ (f x) (f y) by induction and S∗ (f y) (f z)
by assumption. 
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Fact 2.5 We have R ⊆ R∗ for all R and R∗ ⊆ S∗ whenever R ⊆ S∗ for all R,S.
Proof The statement R ⊆ R∗ follows from ∗-STEP together with ∗-REFL. Assuming
R ⊆ S∗ and R∗ s t we have S∗ s t by Fact 2.4 with the identity function for f . 
In addition to the reflexive, transitive closure of a relation we need the least
equivalence relation containing a given relation.
Definition 2.6 The reflexive, transitive, symmetric closure of a relation R : A→ A→




R≡ s t R t u
R≡ s u
≡-RSTEP
R≡ s t R u t
R≡ s u
Fact 2.7 For all relations R we have R∗ ⊆ R≡.
Proof Assume R∗ x y, we show R≡ x y by induction on the derivation of R∗ x y. Both
cases follow immediately, since all constructors of R∗ are also constructors of R≡. 
Just as in the case of the reflexive, transitive closure of a relation, reflexivity of
R≡ is immediate by ≡-REFL, while transitivity and symmetry remain to be shown.
The proof of transitivity of R≡ is completely analogous to the proof of transitivity for
R∗, since our definition of R≡ can be read as the reflexive, transitive closure of the
symmetric closure of R. Symmetry then follows, since the transitive closure of a a
symmetric relation is symmetric.
Fact 2.8 R≡ is transitive.
Proof By induction analogous to the proof of Fact 2.3. 
Fact 2.9 R≡ is symmetric.
Proof Assuming R≡ s t we show R≡ t s by induction on the derivation of R≡ s t. In
the case of ≡-REFL we have s = t and R≡ t s follows by ≡-REFL. In the case of ≡-STEP
we have R≡ t s and R tu and have to show that R≡ u s holds. By ≡-RSTEP and ≡-REFL
we have R≡ u t and R≡ u s follows by transitivity. The case of ≡-RSTEP is analogous.
Finally, R≡ is a closure operator and in particular, computes the reflexive, transitive,
symmetric closure as desired. As for R∗ we note the stronger homomorphism
property.
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Fact 2.10 Let R : X → X → P, S : Y → Y → P be relations, f : X → Y a function
such that Rxy implies S≡ (f x) (f y). Then R≡ x y implies S≡ (f x) (f y).
Proof Analogous to the proof of Fact 2.4 using Fact 2.8, Fact 2.9. 
Fact 2.11 We have R ⊆ R≡ for all R and R≡ ⊆ S≡ whenever R ⊆ S≡ for all R,S.
Proof Analogous to the proof of Fact 2.5. 
Definition 2.12 (Properties of Abstract Reduction Systems)
• Two relations R,S commute if for all x, y, z such that Rxy and S x z there
exists some w such that Rz w and S y w.
• A relation has the diamond property if it commutes with itself.
• A relation R is confluent if R∗ has the diamond property.
• A relation R has the Church-Rosser property if R≡ x z implies that there is
some y such that R∗ x y and R∗ z y.
Lemma 2.13 If R,S commute then so do S∗ and R.
Proof Assume that S∗ x y and Rxz hold. We have to find some w such that Ry w
and S∗ z w hold. The proof proceeds by induction on the derivation of S∗ x y. In the
case of REFL we have x = y and we choose w = z. In the case of ∗-STEP we have
S∗ x y′ and S y′ y. By induction there is some w′ such that Ry′w′ and S∗ z w′ hold.
But since R,S commute there is also some w such that Ry w and S w′w hold and
thus also S∗ z w. 
Corollary 2.14 If R has the diamond property then R is confluent.
Lemma 2.15 A relation R has the Church-Rosser property iff it is confluent.
Proof Assume that R has the Church-Rosser property and that we have R∗ x y and
R∗ x z. By Fact 2.7 we have R≡ x y and R≡ x z and since R≡ is symmetric and
transitive we have R≡ y z. By the Church-Rosser property it follows that there is some
w such that R∗ y w and R∗ z w, which implies that R is confluent.
In the other direction, assume that R is confluent and that we have R≡ x z. We
show that there is some w such that R∗ xw and R∗ z w by induction on the derivation
of R≡ x z.
• In the case of ≡-REFL we have x = y and choose w = x.














• In the case of ≡-RSTEP we have R≡ x z′ and Rz z′ and thus in particular
R∗ z z′. By induction there is some w such that R∗ xw and R∗ z′w and thus by
transitivity R∗ z w.
• In the case of ≡-STEP we have R≡ x z′ and Rz′ z and thus also R∗ z′ z. By
induction there is some w′ such that R∗ xw′ and R∗ z′w′. At this point we use
the fact that R has the Church-Rosser property, which implies that there is some
w such that R∗w′w and R∗ z w and hence by transitivity also R∗ xw. 
2.4 Discussion
In the presence of functional and propositional extensionality, the existence of all
strictly positive inductive types follows from the existence of a number of simpler
inductive types [2, 11]. For example, it would be sufficient to assume the existence
of a propositional equality type in P, together with booleans, W -types, and Σ types
in Ui for all i and Π types in all universes. In Chapter 6 we will explicitly construct
coinductive predicates using the impredicativity of P. The same construction could
be used for inductive predicates, further reducing the type theoretic preliminaries we
rely on.
In fact, the use of extensionality in these constructions is only a matter of conve-
nience. Using Hofmann’s model of extensional type theory the constructions would
simply yield setoids rather than types with the right equality.
Propositional extensionality only implies proof irrelevance when we already have
a proposition with a unique witness [23]. In the proof of Lemma 2.1 we use the
proposition > with the unique witness I for this purpose.
Quotients in Type Theory. The type theory we consider lacks quotient types, which
would be required to develop named terms modulo α-equivalence. None of the
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results in the thesis require quotient types, apart from those quotients which we build
implicitly using FE and PE.
For completeness, the Coq development accompanying the thesis includes a con-
struction of FE and quotient types from the existence of a “propositional truncation”
in the sense of Homotopy Type Theory [126]. The type theory we use in our formal-
ization is effectively a subset of observational type theory [12].
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3De Bruijn Representation of
Syntax with Binders
In this chapter we focus on the de Bruijn representation on the example of the
λ-calculus [32]. In order to reason effectively about de Bruijn terms we introduce
parallel substitution and instantiation operations on terms, and investigate their
equational theory as in [106]. We show that terms and parallel substitutions yield
a model of the σSP-calculus [38], which is a slight extension of the σ-calculus of
explicit substitutitions [1]. This allows us to automate all “substitution lemmas”
which appear in proofs about the λ-calculus and related systems.
We illustrate this approach in a proof that βη-reduction respects instantiation of
variables.
The content of this chapter is based on [106] and [108].
3.1 De Bruijn Representation of λ-Terms
The λ-calculus is the archetype of a language with local definitions. A term of the
λ-calculus is either an application, a binder, or a variable. A variable is a reference —
either to a binder within the same term or to an outside context. In order to make
this context explicit we represent terms as a family of types Ek for k ∈ N. An element
of the type Ek is a term in a context of size k. When we want to be explicit about the
size of the context we write sk, tk for elements of Ek. In most cases the size of the
context is clear and we simply write s, t for terms.
A variable in a context of size k is represented as an index x, y, z ∈ Ik, where Ik is
the finite type with exactly k elements. For notational convenience, we identify Ik with
the corresponding initial segment of the natural numbers. Under this identification,
we then use the de Bruijn index convention where the index n refers to the n-th
enclosing binder, counting from 0.
De Bruijn terms for the λ-calculus are given by the following grammar.
Ek 3 sk, tk ::= xk | sk tk | λ sk+1 where xk ∈ Ik
We avoid confusion between object-level binders (λ s) and meta-level binders (λx.x)
by omitting the trailing dot in object-level binders. The position of bound variables
in object-level terms is explicit in the grammar. We give some examples of informal
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named terms and their corresponding de Bruijn representations.
λx. x λ 0 : E0
λx y. x λλ 1 : E0
λy x. y λ λ 1 : E0
λx. x a (λy z. z y) ◦ ` λ 0 1 (λ λ 0 1) : E1
There are two sources of ambiguity in the named representation. The first is the
usual issue of α-equivalence. Since variables are references to a binder, the names
of bound variables are immaterial and we would have to formally quotient named
terms modulo renaming of bound variables. This ambiguity is simply not present in
the de Bruijn representation, as seen in the second and third example above.
Under the de Bruijn index convention the meaning of index i depends on the
context in which it occurs. For example, in the fourth term above, the index 0 occurs
twice, but refers to different binders in each case.
With the well-scoped representation of de Bruijn terms, there is a second source of
ambiguity, where every named open term corresponds to multiple de Bruijn terms. A
free variable in a named term is a dangling reference to an (implicit) outside context.
In the de Bruijn representation we make the context explicit which eliminates this
ambiguity.
We can manipulate terms by changing the interpretation of the context. The most
straightforward way of doing this is by renaming variables, that is, replacing one
context by another. More generally, we can instantiate variables by terms living in a
different context using a substitution.
A substitution is a function mapping indices to terms. A renaming is a substitution
that replaces indices by indices. For convenience, we identify functions between
finite types and renamings. Note that we do not assume that renamings are bijective.
The letters σ, τ, θ denote substitutions, while ξ, ζ stand for renamings.
Formally, a substitution maps from a specific finite type (e.g., Im) into a specific
term type (e.g., En). However, the domains of substitutions will always be clear from
the context and hence we do not make this explicit in the notation for substitutions.
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A substitution can be seen as a list (s0, s1, s2, . . . , sm) of terms. This view motivates
the definition of a cons operation s · σ.
_ · _ : En → (Im → En)→ (Im+1 → En)
s · σ := λx.
s if x = 0σ(x− 1) otherwise
Intuitively, cons allows us to extend a list σ = (t0, . . . , tm) by a new head element
s · σ = (s, t0, . . . , tm).
We also introduce notations for the identity and shift renamings.
id : In → En ↑ : In → En+1
id := λx. x ↑ := λx. x+ 1
Next, we define the instantiation of a term under a renaming s〈ξ〉.
_〈_〉 : Em → (Im → In)→ En
x〈ξ〉 := ξ(x)
(s t)〈ξ〉 := s〈ξ〉 t〈ξ〉
(λ s)〈ξ〉 := λ s〈0 · ξ ◦ ↑〉
Where the notation ξ ◦ ↑ in the third equation refers to forward composition of
functions (ξ then ↑).
In the third equation, we change the renaming ξ to reflect the extended context
in the body of a binder. While λ s is a term in a context of size m, its body is a
term in a context of size m+ 1. It follows that we also need to extend the renaming
ξ : Im → In to a renaming ⇑ξ = 0 · ξ ◦ ↑ : Im+1 → In+1. As we want to implement
capture-avoiding renaming, we have to preserve the bound index 0 and shift all
other indices to skip over the additional binder. Pleasantly, this is the only natural
definition of ⇑ξ in the well-scoped setting for this case, so the types guide us towards
a correct implementation.
We write ⇑σ (pronounced up) for this operation and extend it to substitutions as
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follows.
⇑ _ : (Im → En)→ (Im+1 → En+1)
⇑σ := λx.
0 if x = 0σ(x− 1)〈↑〉 otherwise
Using this definition of up, we extend the instantiation and composition operations
s[σ] (read “s under σ”) and σ ◦ τ to substitutions. Instantiation implements capture-
avoiding substitution and composition of substitutions, respectively.
_[_] : Em → (Im → En)→ En
x[σ] = σ(x)
(s t)[σ] = s[σ] t[σ]
(λ s)[σ] = λ s[⇑σ]
_ ◦ _ : (Im → En)→ (In → Ek)→ (Im → Ek)
(σ ◦ τ)(x) = σ(x)[τ ]
There is a lot of redundancy between the definitions of instantiation for renamings
and substitutions. This is not surprising, since instantiation for renamings is a special
case of instantiation for substitutions.
Lemma 3.1 s〈ξ〉 = s[ξ]
Proof By induction on s. The cases for variables and application are immediate
from the definition. For s = λ t we use the definition of ⇑ξ along with the inductive
hypothesis to show
(λ s)〈ξ〉 = λ s〈0 · ξ ◦ ↑〉 = λ s〈⇑ξ〉 = λ s[⇑ξ] = (λ s)[ξ]. 
In particular, this shows that the up operation can be defined in terms of cons and
substitution composition.
Corollary 3.2 ⇑σ = 0 · (σ ◦ ↑)
3.2 Equational Theory of Substitutions
De Bruijn terms and parallel substitutions, together with the substitution operations
(instantiation, composition, cons, shift, and id) form a model of the σ-calculus by
Abadi et al. [1]. The σ-calculus is a calculus of explicit substitutions. Explicit
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(s t)[σ] = s[σ] t[σ] id ◦ σ = σ
(λ s)[σ] = λ s[0 · σ ◦ ↑] σ ◦ id = σ
0[s · σ] = s (σ ◦ τ) ◦ θ = σ ◦ (τ ◦ θ)
↑ ◦ (s · σ) = σ (s · σ) ◦ τ = s[τ ] · σ ◦ τ
s[id] = s s[σ][τ ] = s[σ ◦ τ ]
0[σ] · (↑ ◦ σ) = σ 0 · ↑ = id
Fig. 3.1.: The convergent rewriting system of the σSP -calculus
substitutions were introduced to analyze reduction and its implementation in a more
fine-grained way. For us, it is interesting for two reasons.
First, the σ-calculus can express all substitutions necessary to describe reductions
in the λ-calculus. For instance, β-reduction can be expressed using cons and id. In
de Bruijn representation, a term (λ s) t reduces to the term s where the index 0 is
replaced by t and every other index is decremented, since we move to a smaller
context. Using the substitution operations of the σ-calculus, this is expressed as
(λ s) t B s[t · id]. We can similarly express η-reduction as (λ s[↑] 0) B s. The bound
index 0 cannot appear in the image of s under the shift substitution, which replaces an
explicit side condition on the rule which would be necessary in a named presentation
of the calculus [18].
Second, the σ-calculus yields a useful decision procedure for equational substi-
tution lemmas. The decision procedure is based on the rewriting system shown
in Figure 3.1. As a rewriting system, the rules of Figure 3.1 are confluent [38]
and strongly normalizing [36]. As an equational theory, they are complete for our
definition of the substitution operations [108]. Thus, we obtain a rewriting-based
decision procedure for equations containing the operations defined in this section,
the term constructors of the λ-calculus, and universally quantified meta-variables for
terms and substitutions.
We will not repeat the proof of completeness here, which we have previously
presented in [108], since no further developments depend on this result. The fact
that the substitution operations as defined form a model of the σ-calculus is however
crucial for the following developments.
The equations of the σ-calculus fall into two categories. Definitional rules, such as
(s t)[σ] = s[σ] t[σ], specify how instantiation interacts with the terms of a particular
language. General rules, such as (s · σ) ◦ τ = s[τ ] · σ ◦ τ are basic properties of our
definitions and not bound to any particular term language.
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Fact 3.3 For all s, σ we have
(1) (s t)[σ] = s[σ] t[σ]
(2) (λ s)[σ] = λ s[0 · σ ◦ ↑]
(3) 0[s · σ] = s
(4) ↑ ◦ (s · σ) = σ
(5) id ◦ σ = σ
(6) 0[σ] · (↑ ◦ σ) = σ
(7) 0 · ↑ = id
(8) (s · σ) ◦ τ = s[τ ] · σ ◦ τ
Proof By definition with functional extensionality and Corollary 3.2. 
Next, we consider the compatibility of instantiation and composition with the
identity substitution.
Lemma 3.4 For all terms s and substitutions σ we have
(1) s〈id〉 = s
(2) s[id] = s
(3) σ ◦ id = σ
Proof (1) By induction on s. We use functional extensionality to show that ⇑id = id.
(2) By (1), Fact 3.3, and Lemma 3.1.
(3) By (2) with functional extensionality. 
Finally, we consider the compatibility of instantiation and composition.
Lemma 3.5 For all s, ξ, ζ, σ, τ, θ we have
(1) s〈ξ〉[σ] = s[ξ ◦ σ]
(2) s〈ξ〉〈ζ〉 = s〈ξ ◦ ζ〉
(3) s[σ]〈ξ〉 = s[σ ◦ ξ]
(4) ⇑σ ◦ ⇑τ = ⇑(σ ◦ τ)
(5) s[σ][τ ] = s[σ ◦ τ ]
(6) (σ ◦ τ) ◦ θ = σ ◦ (τ ◦ θ)
Proof (1) By induction on s. For s = λ t we have
(λ t)〈ξ〉[σ] = λ t〈0 · ξ ◦ ↑〉[⇑σ]
= λ t[(0 · ξ ◦ ↑) ◦ ⇑σ]
= λ t[0 · (ξ ◦ σ ◦ ↑)]
= λ t[⇑(ξ ◦ σ)]
= (λ t)[ξ ◦ σ]
(2) By (1) and Lemma 3.1.
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(3) By induction on s similar to (1). For s = λ t we have to show ⇑σ ◦ (0 · ξ ◦ ↑) =
⇑(σ ◦ ξ) which follows from (1) and (2) with functional extensionality.
(4) By (1) and (3) with functional extensionality.
(5) By induction on s similar to (1) using (4) in the case where s = λ t.
(6) By (5) using functional extensionality. 
This concludes the proof of all equations in Figure 3.1.
3.3 Case Study: Substitutivity of βη-Reduction
We now illustrate how the equations in Figure 3.1 help with solving substitution
lemmas. We show that βη-reduction on λ-terms is substitutive, i.e., compatible
with instantiation. Besides being an obviously desirable property of reduction,
substitutivity is required to show confluence of reduction and also plays a role in
some proofs of strong normalization.
Definition 3.6 The βη-reduction relation s B t is inductively defined by the following
rules.
β-REDUCTION
(λ s) t B s[t · id]
η-REDUCTION
λ s[↑] 0 B s
APPL
s B s′
s t B s′ t
APPR
t B t′
s t B s t′
LAM
s B s′
λ s B λ s′
Lemma 3.7 (Substitutivity) s B t implies s[σ] B t[σ].
Proof By induction on the derivation of s B t. The congruence rules APPL, APPR,
and LAM follow immediately from the inductive hypothesis.
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For β-REDUCTION we have
((λ s) t)[σ] = (λ s[0 · σ ◦ ↑]) t[σ] Fact 3.3 (1,2)
B s[0 · σ ◦ ↑][t[σ] · id] β-REDUCTION
= s[(0 · σ ◦ ↑) ◦ (t[σ] · id)] Lemma 3.5 (5)
= s[0[t[σ] · id] · (σ ◦ ↑) ◦ (t[σ] · id)] Fact 3.3 (8)
= s[t[σ] · σ ◦ (↑ ◦ (t[σ] · id))] Fact 3.3 (3), Lemma 3.5 (6)
= s[t[σ] · σ ◦ id] Fact 3.3 (4)
= s[t[σ] · σ] Lemma 3.4 (3)
= s[t[σ] · id ◦ σ] Fact 3.3 (5)
= s[(t · id) ◦ σ] Fact 3.3 (8)
= s[t · id][σ] Lemma 3.5 (5)
For η-REDUCTION we have
(λ s[↑] 0)[σ] = λ (s[↑][0 · σ ◦ ↑] 0[0 · σ ◦ ↑]) Fact 3.3 (1,2)
= λ (s[↑ ◦ (0 · σ ◦ ↑)] 0) Lemma 3.5 (5), Fact 3.3 (3)
= λ (s[σ ◦ ↑] 0) Fact 3.3 (4)
= λ (s[σ][↑] 0) Lemma 3.5 (5)
B s[σ] η-REDUCTION 
The proof of Lemma 3.7 is, of course, unnecessarily verbose for illustration pur-
poses. Since the rules in Figure 3.1 are confluent we can always replace long
chains of equational reasoning by reducing both sides of an equation to normal
form. For example, in the case of β-REDUCTION in the proof of Lemma 3.7, we have
s[0 · σ ◦ ↑][t[σ] · id] = s[t · id][σ] since both sides reduce to the same normal form,
namely s[t[σ] · σ].
3.4 Discussion
Throughout this thesis we consider formal systems with binders quantifying over the
terms of the system itself. This is in contrast to systems such as first-order logic, which
contain binders quantifying over a different type — in that case the complications we
deal with can be avoided by only considering closed terms [50].
When we reason about syntax with binders in type theory we need to choose a
concrete representation of binders. We explain our choice of a well-scoped de Bruijn
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representation in Appendix A.
The use of a nameless representation of λ-terms along with the use of parallel
substitutions goes back to de Bruijn [30]. Nevertheless, the use of single-index
substitutions is widespread in the programming language community. Compared
to parallel instantiation, single-index instantiation is equally complicated to define,
significantly less expressive, and the definition involves ad-hoc recursive “shift”
functions.
We believe that single-index substitutions are responsible for much of the dissatis-
faction with de Bruijn terms. In contrast, the careful choice of substitution operations
by Abadi et al. [1] makes this approach to formalizing syntax elegant.
Using unscoped de Bruijn terms as in [30] is fairly error-prone. The use of well-
scoped term representations goes back to Bird and Paterson [25], and represents
a particularly sweet spot in the design space. On the one hand, well-scoped term
representations avoid many of the pitfalls of programming with unscoped de Bruijn
terms [6]. On the other hand, well-scoped terms are not bound to any particular
type system unlike intrinsically typed terms. Well-scoped terms also easily scale to
dependently typed languages, which is otherwise problematic with intrinsically typed
terms.
There is also some theoretical support behind using well-scoped de Bruijn terms.
Altenkirch and Reus [10] first introduced monadic term representations, which
can be seen as another refinement of de Bruijn’s term representation. Monads
are used extensively in the categorical approach to abstract algebra [64] and so
their appearance in term representations for higher-order languages makes sense.
However, in a monadic term representation variables are represented as elements
of an arbitrary type, which might not even have decidable equality. In order to
get a useful model for language in which variables must have identity — such as
System F<: which has been the subject of the POPLmark challenge [17] — we need
more restrictions on the types interpreting variables. Following this thread to its
logical conclusion leads to the theory of relative monads [13]. Indeed, Lemma 3.4,
Lemma 3.5 exactly state that well-scoped de Bruijn terms with instantiation form a
monad relative to I_, regarded as a functor from the skeleton of the category of finite
sets into the category Set. An equivalent construction (in terms of presheafs over a
category of renamings) has also appeared in Fiore et al.’s categorical approach to
abstract syntax with variable binding [46].
There is an apparent ambiguity remaining in our definition of de Bruijn terms. An
open term such as λ 1 : E1 exists in all contexts with at least one free variable. There
is some indication that removing this ambiguity actually leads to a superior term
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representation. In particular, McBride [81] presents the first structurally recursive
implementation for instantiation of parallel hereditary substitutions. The definition
makes essential use of a precise term representation which keeps track of exact
contexts. For the topics we consider in this thesis, however, well-scoped de Bruijn
terms are perfectly adequate.
There are several differences between the presentation in this chapter and the
actual Coq formalization of de Bruijn terms. While we could define finite types
as initial segments of the natural numbers1, doing so would not lead to very nice
reduction behavior. Instead, the easiest definition to use seems to be to define the
finite type Ik by recursion on k as follows.
I0 := void
In+1 := option In
This leads to equally simple definition for ↑ as Some and 0 as None and _ · _ as the
recursor for option. Most of the rules in Fact 3.3 then hold definitionally which at the
very least leads to compact proof terms.
Additionally, while on paper we do not make a distinction between the types of
renamings and substitutions, this distinction has to be explicit in the Coq formaliza-
tion. This is essentially an artifact of Coq’s termination checker and for the most part
we consider it an implementation detail that is best ignored. With better support for
well-founded recursion, e.g., as in F ∗ we could also work with a direct definition of
instantiation and avoid introducing renamings at all [117].
1This is how finite types are implemented in the mathematical components library for Coq [55].
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4Subject Reduction in CCω
Subject reduction, or type preservation states that typing is preserved under re-
duction. This is a classic metatheoretic statement about typed languages. We use
subject reduction in CCω as a case study for formalized metatheory using de Bruijn
representation.
The calculus CCω is the extended calculus of constructions (ECC) [78] without
dependent sum types. Explicitly, CCω is a Martin-Löf dependent type theory with a
hierarchy of predicative universes and a single impredicative universe of propositions.
Types are identified under conversion and subtyping, both of which complicate the
proof of subject reduction. Nevertheless, using the techniques of Chapter 3 all proofs
go through with minimal overhead compared to a traditional paper presentation of
this proof [78].
Our formalized setting suggests several improvements over the usual formulation
of the typing judgment in ECC. We present a two level approach to typing in CCω,
where we first present a relational “pretyping” judgment whose context is an arbitrary
— not necessarily well-formed — hypothetical typing judgment in the sense of higher-
order abstract syntax [89]. We then identify the well-formed types and contexts in
a second step and derive the full typing judgment of CCω. This approach avoids
most of the complicated well-formedness side conditions on ECC typing and leads to
simpler and more uniform proofs.
We also present a more direct formulation of the subtyping relation, compared to
Luo [78]. Our subtyping relation is not obviously transitive, but much closer to an
actual implementation of subtyping in a proof assistant.
4.1 Syntax and Semantics of CCω
We define a family of types Ek of terms in a context of size k inductively according to
the following grammar.
Ek 3 sk, tk, Ak, Bk ::= xk | sk tk | λ sk+1 | ΠAk Bk+1 | Uα where xk ∈ Ik
α ∈ {z ∈ Z | z ≥ −1}
Here Uα refers to a universe, which is either the impredicative universe of propositions
U−1 or one of infinitely many predicative universes U0, U1, . . . In the remainder we
usually write A,B for types and s, t for terms, but there is no syntactic difference
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between the two in CCω.
We define instantiation on terms as in Chapter 3. Instantiation satisfies the follow-
ing definitional equations, along with the general equations of the σ-calculus.
x[σ] = σ x s[id] = s
(s t)[σ] = s[σ] t[σ] s[σ][τ ] = s[σ ◦ τ ]
(λ s)[σ] = λ s[⇑σ]
(Πs t)[σ] = Πs[σ] t[⇑σ]
(Uα)[σ] = Uα
We define the reduction relation of CCω inductively by the following rules.
β-REDUCTION
(λ s) t B s[t · id]
APPL
s B s′
s t B s′ t
APPR
t B t′
s t B s t′
LAM
s B s′
λ s B λ s′
PIL
s B s′
Πs t B Πs′ t
PIR
t B t′
Πs t B Πs t′
We write s B∗ t for the reflexive, transitive closure of reduction (Definition 2.2)
and s ≡ t for conversion, the reflexive, transitive, symmetric closure of reduction
(Definition 2.6).
The universes and types of CCω are connected with a subtyping relation. Subtyping
includes both conversion, identifying types which are definitionally equal, as well as
the cumulativity of universes, ensuring that types in Ui are included in Uj for i < j.
We choose to separate these two concerns in the definition below, since this simplifies
subsequent inversion lemmas. We first introduce a type inclusion judgment A<:1 B,
which implements cumulativity and then combine this judgment with conversion to
obtain the full subtyping judgment A<:B.
Definition 4.1 Let A,B be two terms of CCω. We define the type inclusion relation





ΠA B1 <:1 ΠA B2
The full subtyping relation is defined as the relational composition of type inclusion
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with conversion.
A<:B := ∃A′B′. A ≡ A′ <:1 B′ ≡ B
Using subtyping we define the typing judgment of CCω. We first present a pre-
typing judgment as a function between term relations. This presentation is inspired
by typing judgments in higher-order abstract syntax and differs from the more
traditional presentation where typing judgments are defined in terms of a finite
context mapping variables to their types.
Definition 4.2 We define the (pre-)typing judgment of CCω
_ ` _ : _ : (En → En → P)→ En → En → P
inductively for all n by the following rules.
VAR
G sA
G ` s :A
SORT
G ` Un : Un+1
APP
G ` s : ΠAB G ` t :A
G ` s t :B[t · id]
LAM
G ` A : Un G, A ` s :B
G ` λ s : ΠA B
PI
G ` A : Um G, A ` B : Un
G ` ΠA B : Um⊕n
SUB
G ` s :A A<:B G ` B : Un
G ` s :B
where the relation G, A is inductively defined by the following rules
G sB
(G, A) s[↑]B[↑] (G, A) 0A[↑]
and the operation m⊕ n on universe levels is defined by
m⊕ n :=
−1, if n = −1max mn, otherwise
Furthermore, we say that a term A is a type in context G (written G ` A) whenever
there exists some α such that G ` A : Uα.
Intuitively, the operation “G, A” stands for the extension of the context G by a new
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bound variable with a specified type A. The operation m ⊕ n on universe levels
expresses the fact that the universe of propositions U−1 is impredicative, that is,
ΠA B is in U−1 whenever B is. We will occasionally need to refer to the empty
context which we write as “ · ”.
The pretyping judgment is deficient in that it admits an arbitrary hypothetical
judgments G to appear as a context. With the right context, this allows us to derive
arbitrary types. In particular, pretyping does not have the subject reduction property
in general, since the context G might not have this property.
Nevertheless, pretyping has excellent structural properties, and if we restrict
ourselves to well-formed contexts we can recover the full typing judgment of CCω.
While not strictly necessary, we also restrict attention to finite contexts, since this
matches the usual presentations of type theory.
Definition 4.3 A context G is well-formed (written G `) if it can be derived induc-
tively using the following rules.
· `
G ` G ` A
G, A `
Note that this matches the usual definition of context well-formedness [78].
Our main goal in this chapter is to show that typing in well-formed contexts has
the subject reduction property. For all terms s,A and well-formed contexts G ` such
that G ` s :A we have G ` t :A whenever s B t.
For this result it is crucial that the subtyping relation and therefore also conversion
and reduction are well-behaved. Thus we begin out investigation by showing the
Church-Rosser theorem for reduction (Chapter 4.2). The next ingredient of the
proof of subject reduction is the compatibility of typing with instantiation, which
holds already for pretyping and takes on a particularly simple form in this context
(Chapter 4.4). From these lemmas we can then conclude both soundness of typing
(Lemma 4.39) as well as subject reduction (Theorem 4.40).
4.2 The Church-Rosser Theorem for CCω
The Church-Rosser theorem [33] for CCω states that reduction has the Church-Rosser
property, or equivalently, that reduction is confluent. In particular, this implies that
two terms are convertible A ≡ B if and only if they have a common reduct C, i.e., a
term C such that A B∗ C and B B∗ C.
Since confluence is a property of the reflexive, transitive closure of reduction, we
begin by giving a different characterization of _ B∗ _ as the reflexive, transitive
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closure of a better behaved parallel reduction relation.
Definition 4.4 The parallel reduction relation s B> t is defined inductively by the
following rules.
β-REDUCTION
sB> s′ tB> t′




sB> s′ tB> t′






ΠA B B>ΠA′ B′
U
Uα B> Uα
We extend parallel reduction pointwise to substitutions and set
σ B> τ := ∀x. σ xB> τ x.
The maximal parallel reduction of a term s is the term ρ s defined by recursion
as follows.
ρ x := x
ρ((λ s) t) := (ρ s)[ρ t · id]
ρ(s t) := ρ s (ρ t) for s 6= λ b for all b
ρ(λ s) := λ ρ s
ρ(ΠA B) := ΠρA ρB
ρ(Uα) := Uα
Fact 4.5 Parallel reduction is reflexive.
Proof We show sB> s by induction on s, using the congruence rules VAR, APP, LAM,
PI, U. 
Intuitively, parallel reduction is an extended reduction relation which permits the
contraction of several visible redexes at the same time. Maximal parallel reduction
recursively contracts all visible redexes.
It is relatively easy to see that parallel reduction is confluent, and in fact has the
stronger diamond property. The technical reason why parallel reduction is so much
better behaved than ordinary reduction is that it is substitutive in a stronger sense
than what is true for ordinary reduction. First recall the usual notion of substitutivity.
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Lemma 4.6 For all substitutions σ and terms s, t such that sB> t we have s[σ]B> t[σ].
Proof Analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.7, using Fact 4.5. 
Corollary 4.7 σ B> τ implies ⇑σ B> ⇑τ .
The new feature of parallel substitution is that it also allows reduction inside of
substitutions. This fails for ordinary reduction, since a substitution might instantiate
the same variable several times, while we can only take a single step at a time. For
example we have σ := ((λ 0)s · id) B (s · id) =: τ , but (0 0)[σ] = ((λ 0)s) ((λ 0)s) 6B
s s = (0 0)[τ ]. Meanwhile, we do have (0 0)[σ]B> (0 0)[τ ] for parallel reduction.
Lemma 4.8 For all substitutions σ, τ such that σ B> τ and terms s, t such that sB> t
we have s[σ]B> t[τ ].
Proof By induction on the derivation of sB> t.
• U: Trivial.
• VAR: Follows by assumption from σ B> τ .
• APP: Follows from the inductive hypotheses.
• LAM, PI: Follows from the inductive hypotheses and the fact that σB> τ implies
⇑σ B> ⇑τ which in turn follows from Lemma 4.6.
• β-REDUCTION: We have
((λ s) t)[σ] = (λ s[⇑σ]) t[σ]B> s′[⇑τ ][t′[τ ] · id]
by the inductive hypothesis since ⇑σ B> ⇑τ and therefore s[⇑σ] B> s′[⇑τ ] and
similarly t[σ] B> t′[τ ]. The statement then follows from the rules of the σSP-
calculus, since we have s′[⇑τ ][t′[τ ] · id] = s′[t′[τ ] · τ ] = s′[t′ · id][τ ]. 
Lemma 4.9 For all terms s, t such that sB> t we have tB> ρs.
Proof By induction on the derivation of s B> t. The cases for VAR, APP, LAM, PI
follow immediately from the inductive hypotheses. In the case of β-REDUCTION
we have s = (λ b) a and t = b′[a′ · id] where a B> a′ and b B> b′. By induction
we know that a′ B> ρa and b′ B> ρ b which together with Lemma 4.8 implies that
t = b′[a′ · id]B> (ρ b′)[ρ a′ · id] = ρ s. 
Lemma 4.10 Parallel reduction is confluent.
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Proof From Lemma 4.9 we conclude that parallel reduction has the diamond property
and hence by Corollary 2.14 that parallel reduction is confluent. 
The confluence of parallel reduction in turn implies the confluence of reduction,
since B∗ and B>∗ are the same relation. Showing this formally is easy, if somewhat
tedious. We begin by noting some congruence properties of _ B∗ _.
Fact 4.11 Multi-step reduction is a congruence.
(1) s B∗ s′, t B∗ t′ imply s t B∗ s′ t′ and Πs t B∗ Πs′ t′
(2) s B∗ s′ implies λ s B∗ λ s′
Proof By Fact 2.4 and Fact 2.3. 
Lemma 4.12 (Substitutivity of B) If s B t then s[σ] B t[σ].
Proof Analogous to Lemma 3.7. 
Lemma 4.13 (Strong Substitutivity of B∗) If s B∗ t and σ x B∗ τ x for all x then
s[σ] B∗ t[τ ].
Proof By Fact 2.4 and Lemma 4.12 it suffices to show that t[σ] B∗ t[τ ]. This in turn
follows by induction on t using Fact 4.11. 
Next we show that _B> _ lies between _ B _ and _ B∗ _ as a relation.
Lemma 4.14 s B t implies sB> t
Proof By induction on the derivation of s B t. Each case follows immediately from
the inductive hypothesis together with Fact 4.5. 
Lemma 4.15 sB> t implies s B∗ t
Proof By induction on the derivation of sB> t using Fact 4.11 and Lemma 4.13. 
This implies that we can lift confluence of _B> _ to the confluence of _ B _.
Theorem 4.16 Reduction has the Church-Rosser property.
Proof We first show that B∗ and B>∗ are equivalent relations. By Lemma 4.14 we
have B⊆ B> ⊆ B>∗ and hence by Fact 2.5 we have B∗⊆ B>∗. In the reverse direction,
by Lemma 4.15 we have B> ⊆ B∗ and by Fact 2.5 we have B>∗ ⊆ B∗. Together these
imply that B>∗ = B∗.
Now since parallel reduction is confluent by Lemma 4.10 and confluence is a
property of B>∗ it follows that reduction is confluent. But confluence and the
Church-Rosser property are equivalent by Lemma 2.15 and hence reduction has the
Church-Rosser property. 
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4.3 Properties of Subtyping
The Church-Rosser property implies that conversion and subtyping are well-behaved.
Fact 4.17 (Type Inversions)
(1) For all A,B,C such that ΠA B B C there are A′, B′ such that C = ΠA′ B′,
A B∗ A′, and B B∗ B′.
(2) For all A,B,C such that ΠA B B∗ C there are A′, B′ such that C = ΠA′ B′,
A B∗ A′, and B B∗ B′.
(3) There is no A such that Uα B A.
(4) For all A such that Uα B∗ A we have A = Uα.
Lemma 4.18 (Injectivity of Products) ΠA B ≡ ΠA′ B′ implies A ≡ A′ and B ≡ B′.
Proof By Theorem 4.16 there is some term C such that ΠA B B∗ C and ΠA′ B′ B∗ C.
By Fact 4.17 and injectivity of constructors there are A′′, B′′ such that C = ΠA′′ B′′,
A B∗ A′′, A′ B∗ A′′, B B∗ B′′, B′ B∗ B′′. Using Fact 2.7 together with the symmetry
and transitivity of ≡ we have A ≡ A′ and B ≡ B′ as required. 
Lemma 4.19 (Injectivity of Universes) Uα ≡ Uβ implies that α = β.
Proof By Theorem 4.16 there is some term A such that Uα B∗ A and Uβ B∗ A, and
by Fact 4.17 this implies that Uα = A = Uβ. 
Lemma 4.20 (Disjointness of Products and Universes) ΠA B 6≡ Uα
Proof By Theorem 4.16 there is some term C such that ΠA B B∗ C and Uα B∗ C, but
by Fact 4.17 this implies that Uα = C = ΠA′ B′ for some A′, B′ which is impossible.
These lemmas in turn imply that subtyping is well-behaved, and in particular that
subtyping is transitive.
Lemma 4.21 Subtyping is transitive, A<:B and B <: C imply A<: C.
Proof By the definition of subtyping there are A′, B′, B′′, C ′ such that
A ≡ A′ <:1 B′ ≡ B ≡ B′′ <:1 C ′ ≡ C.
The statement follows if we can show that type inclusion is transitive in the sense
that whenever A <:1 B ≡ C <:1 D then A <:D. We show this by induction on the
derivation of A<:1 B.
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• In the case of reflexivity we have A = B and hence A <: D by definition of
subtyping.
• In the case of universes we have A = Um, B = Un with m ≤ n. Now consider
the derivation of C <:1 D. If this derivation is by reflexivity, then C = D and
the statement again follows by the definition of subtyping. It is impossible
to encounter the case for products at this point since then we would have
Un ≡ ΠA′ B′ which is impossible by Lemma 4.20. Finally, if we have the case
of universes then C = Un by Lemma 4.19 and D = Uk with n ≤ k. Since we
have m ≤ k then in particular Um <:1 Uk holds and the statement follows.
• In the case of products we have A = ΠA′ B′, B = ΠA′ B′′ with B′ <:1 B′′.
Consider the derivation of C <:1 D. In the case of reflexivity we have C = D
and the statement follows by the definition of subtyping. The case for universes
is again impossible by Lemma 4.20. It follows that we must have derived
C <:1 D using the product rule which implies that C = ΠA′′ C ′, D = ΠA′′ C ′′,
and C ′ <:1 C ′′. Since we have ΠA′ B′′ = B ≡ C = ΠA′′ C ′ we have A′ ≡ A′′
and B′′ ≡ C ′ by Lemma 4.18. In particular we have B′<:1 B′′ ≡ C ′<:1 C ′′ and
hence B′ <: C ′′ by the inductive hypothesis. Thus there are some D′, D′′ such
that B′ ≡ D′ <:1 D′′ ≡ C ′′ and by the product rule for <:1 and the congruence
property of ≡ we have A = ΠA′ B′ ≡ ΠA′ D′ <:1 ΠA′ D′′ ≡ ΠA′′ C ′′ = D and
hence A<:D. 
Furthermore, there are inversion lemmas for subtyping which follow from the
corresponding inversion lemmas for conversion. We only need the case for products.
Lemma 4.22 If ΠA B <: ΠA′ B′ then A ≡ A′ and B <:B′.
Proof By the definition of subtyping and Fact 4.17 (2), there are C,C ′, D,D′ such
that A ≡ C, B ≡ D, A′ ≡ C ′, B′ ≡ D′ and ΠC D<:1ΠC ′ D′. By the definition of type
inclusion this implies C = C ′ and D <:1 D′. In particular, we have A ≡ C = C ′ ≡ A′
and so A ≡ A′, as well as B ≡ D <:1 D′ ≡ B′ and hence B <:B′. 
Finally, conversion and subtyping are substitutive.
Lemma 4.23 We have A[σ] ≡ B[σ] whenever A ≡ B.
Proof By Fact 2.10 and Lemma 4.12. 
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Lemma 4.24 We have A[σ]<:B[σ] whenever A<:B.
Proof Conversion is substitutive by Lemma 4.23. It suffices to show that type
inclusion is substitutive. We show that A <:1 B implies A[σ]<:1 B[σ] by induction
on the derivation of A<:1 B. The case of reflexivity and universes are trivial, in the
case of products we have A = ΠC D, B = ΠC D′, and D <:1 D′. By the inductive
hypothesis we have D[⇑σ]<:1 D′[⇑σ] and hence
A[σ] = ΠC[σ] D[⇑σ]<:1 ΠC[σ] D′[⇑σ] = B[σ]. 
4.4 Properties of Pretyping Judgments
In this section we show that the pretyping judgment is compatible with instantiation.
To this end we extend the pretyping judgment to substitutions.
Definition 4.25 A substitution σ maps a context G into G′ (written σ : G → G′) if
∀sA. G sA → G′ s[σ]A[σ]
In this way substitutions can be seen as maps of contexts.
Fact 4.26 For all contexts G,G′,G′′ and substitutions σ, τ we have
(1) id : G → G
(2) σ ◦ τ : G → G′′ whenever σ : G → G′ and τ : G′ → G′′
(3) ↑ : G → G, A
(4) s · σ : G, A→ G whenever σ : G → G′ and G′ sA[σ]
Proof (1) By definition.
(2) By Lemma 3.5.
(3) By the definition of G, A.
(4) For all (G, A) t B we have to show G t[s · σ] B[s · σ]. We proceed by case
analysis on the derivation of (G, A) t B. There are two cases to consider.
In the first case we have t = 0 and B = A[↑]. We have
G 0[s · σ] A[↑][s · σ] = G s A[σ]
which holds by assumption.
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In the second case we have G t′ B′ with t = t′[↑] and B = B′[↑]. We have
G t′[↑][s · σ] B′[↑][s · σ] = G t′[σ] B′[σ]
which holds by assumption on σ. 
We begin by showing that the pretyping judgment respects context maps. The crux
of the proof is that context maps are compatible with context extension.
Lemma 4.27 If σ : G → G′ then ⇑σ : (G, A)→ (G′, A[σ]).
Proof By Fact 4.26 (4) it suffices to show that (G′, A[σ]) 0A[σ ◦ ↑] and σ ◦ ↑ : G →
(G′, A[σ]). The former follows from the definition of (G′, A[σ]), the latter follows
from Fact 4.26 (2) and (3). 
Lemma 4.28 For G ` s :A and σ : G → G′ we have G′ ` s[σ] :A[σ].
Proof By induction on the derivation of G ` s :A.
• VAR: This case is equivalent to the assumption on σ.
• SORT: Trivial.
• APP: By the inductive hypothesis we have G′ ` s[σ] : ΠA[σ] B[⇑σ] and G′ `
t[σ] :A[σ]. It follows that we have G′ ` (s t)[σ] : (B[⇑σ])[t[σ] · id] = B[(t[σ]) · σ].
• LAM: By the inductive hypothesis and Lemma 4.27 we have G′ ` A[σ] : Un and
G′, A[σ] ` s[⇑σ] :B[⇑σ] and hence G′ ` (λ s)[σ] : (ΠA B)[σ].
• PI: By the inductive hypothesis and Lemma 4.27 we have G′ ` A[σ] : Um and
G′, A[σ] ` B[⇑σ] : Un and hence G′ ` ΠAB : Um⊕n.
• SUB: By the inductive hypothesis we have G′ ` s[σ] : A[σ] and G′ ` B[σ] : Un.
Furthermore, by Lemma 4.24 we have A[σ]<:B[σ] and hence G′ ` s[σ] :B[σ].

With some additional definitions we can see Lemma 4.28 as another property of
context maps.
Definition 4.29 For a context G, we denote by TG the context of terms typable under
G.
TG s A := G ` s :A
We say that a substitution σ is a context morphism from G to G′ if σ : G → TG′.
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Using this notation we can summarize Lemma 4.28 as saying that σ : TG → TG′
whenever σ : G → G′. Extending the shift renaming in this way yields the classical
weakening statement for typing.
Corollary 4.30 (Weakening) If G ` s :B then G, A ` s[↑] :B[↑].
Proof By Lemma 4.28 and Fact 4.26 (3). 
Furthermore, weakening implies that context morphisms are compatible with context
extension.
Lemma 4.31 If σ : G → TG′ then ⇑σ : (G, A)→ T(G′, A[σ]).
Proof By Lemma 4.27 we have ⇑σ : (G, A)→ (TG′, A[σ]) and it suffices to show that
id = 0 · ↑ : (TG′, A[σ])→ T(G′, A[σ]).
By Fact 4.26 (4) this follows from ↑ : TG′ → T(G′, A[σ]) and T(G′, A[σ]) 0A[σ][↑].
The former is precisely Corollary 4.30, while the later follows by VAR and the
definition of (G′, A[σ]). 
In turn,Lemma 4.31 allows us to adapt the proof of Lemma 4.28 for T.
Lemma 4.32 For G ` s :A and σ : G → TG′ we have G′ ` s[σ] :A[σ].
Proof Exactly like the proof of Lemma 4.28, but using Lemma 4.31 in place
of Lemma 4.27. 
Another way to read Lemma 4.32 is that σ : G → TG′ implies σ : TG → TG′.
There are two important special cases of Lemma 4.32. The first concerns single
variable substitutions, the second conversion in the context.
Corollary 4.33 If G, A ` s :B and G ` t :A then G ` s[t · id] :B[t · id].
Proof The assumption G ` t :A implies that t · id : (G, A)→ TG by Fact 4.26 and the
result follows by Lemma 4.32. 
Corollary 4.34 If G, A ` s : C, A ≡ B, and G ` A then G, B ` s : C.
Proof By SUB and the assumptions we have id = 0 ·↑ : (G, A)→ (G, B) by Fact 4.26
and the result follows from Lemma 4.32. 
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4.5 Type Soundness and Subject Reduction
Previously we developed the theory of CCω with respect to an abstract context G
representing an arbitrary hypothetical judgment. In order to show type soundness or
preservation we need to restrict attention to well-typed contexts. Hence all contexts
in this section will be well-formed. We write Γ,∆ for well-formed contexts.
Lemma 4.35 Let Γ be a well-formed context. Then Γ sA implies that s is a variable.
Proof By induction on the derivation of Γ `. 
Typing in well-formed contexts is generally better behaved than under arbitrary
contexts. For example, we obtain inversion lemmas that state that whenever a term
has a type then so do all of its subterms. This is not the case for typing in arbitrary
contexts, since a context G itself might not have this property. In the following we
need two inversion lemmas, one for products and one for abstractions.
Lemma 4.36 Let Γ be a well-formed context. If Γ ` ΠA B then Γ ` A and Γ, A ` B.
Proof We show that whenever Γ ` ΠA B : C then Γ ` A and Γ, A ` B by induction
on the derivation of Γ ` ΠA B : C.
Since Γ is well-formed there are only two cases to consider by Lemma 4.35. In case
PI, the statement follows immediately by assumption. In case SUB, the statement
follows by the inductive hypothesis. 
Lemma 4.37 Let Γ be a well-formed context. If Γ ` λ s : ΠA B then Γ, A ` s :B.
Proof The proof is complicated by the presence of the subtyping rule. There could
be an unbounded number of application of the subtyping rule in the derivation
of Γ ` λ s : ΠA B before an application of the LAM rule. Each application of the
subtyping rule can in turn change the type away from ΠA B, although we must
ultimately end up with some type ΠC D in order to apply the LAM rule.
In this case we need to apply the subtyping rule again at the end, which requires
that B is a type in context Γ, A. However, we only obtain this assumption from an
application of the subtyping rule. Thus there are two cases to consider. Either we
encounter the LAM rule directly, in which case we can close the proof without further
assumptions, or we have encountered an application of the SUB rule, in which case
we must remember that B is well-formed.
Formally, we show the following statement. If Γ ` λ s : C where either C = ΠA B
or C <: ΠA B and Γ, A ` B then Γ, A ` s : B. The proof proceeds by induction on
the derivation of Γ ` λ s : C. There are two cases to consider, since the variable case
is contradictory by Lemma 4.35.
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• In the case of the rule LAM, if C = ΠA B then we have Γ, A ` s : B by
assumption. Otherwise we have Γ, A′ ` s : B′ and Γ ` A′ for A′, B′ such that
ΠA′ B′ <: ΠA B and Γ, A ` B. By Lemma 4.22 this implies that A′ ≡ A and
B′<:B. By Corollary 4.34 we have Γ, A ` s :B′ and finally using the subtyping
rule we have Γ, A ` s :B as claimed.
• In the case of the subtyping rule, if C = ΠA B then we have some D such that
Γ ` λ s :D, D <: ΠA B, and Γ ` ΠA B. By Lemma 4.36 this implies Γ, A ` B
and the statement follows by induction. Otherwise we have C <: ΠA B,
Γ, A ` B and some D such that Γ ` λ s : D, and D <: C. By transitivity of
subtyping (Lemma 4.21) this implies that D<:ΠA B and the statement follows
by induction. 
Type soundness states that whenever Γ ` s :A, then A is a type in context Γ. We
first show that well-formed contexts are sound in this sense and then obtain the full
type soundness result.
Lemma 4.38 Γ sA implies Γ ` A for well-formed contexts Γ.
Proof By induction on the derivation of Γ `. Since there is no s,A such that Γ sA
holds in the empty context the only case to consider is for contexts of the form
Γ, B. Now we have (Γ, B) sA either because A = B[↑], or because A = A′[↑] with
s = s′[↑] and Γ s′A′. In the former case we have Γ ` B by assumption, in the latter
case we have Γ ` A′ by the inductive hypothesis. Either way the statement follows
by Corollary 4.30. 
Lemma 4.39 (Type Soundness) Γ ` s :A implies Γ ` A for well-formed contexts Γ.
Proof By induction on the derivation of Γ ` s :A.
• VAR: By Lemma 4.38.
• SORT,PI: We have Γ ` Uα for all α.
• APP: We have Γ ` s : ΠA B and Γ ` t :A by assumption and Γ ` ΠA B by the
inductive hypothesis. We need to show Γ ` B[t · id]. By Lemma 4.36 we have
Γ, A ` B, and the statement follows with Corollary 4.33.
• LAM: We have Γ ` A and Γ, A ` s : B by assumption and Γ, A ` B by the
inductive hypothesis. The statement follows by the typing rule for products.
• SUB: The statement follows by the assumption of the subtyping rule. 
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Finally putting all the pieces together we show that typing is preserved under
reduction.
Theorem 4.40 (Type Preservation) Let Γ be a well-formed context. If Γ ` s : A and
s B s′, then Γ ` s′ :A.
Proof By induction on the derivation of Γ ` s :A.
• VAR: By Lemma 4.35 s is a variable and hence normal.
• SORT: There is no t such that Uα B t.
• APP: We have Γ ` s : ΠA B and Γ ` t : A by assumption. For all u such that
s t B u we have to show that Γ ` u :B[t · id]. There are three cases to consider
for the derivation of s t B u.
– If u = s′ t where s B s′ we have Γ ` s′ : ΠA B by the inductive hypothesis
and thus Γ ` s′ t :B[t · id] by APP.
– If u = s t′ where t B t′ we have Γ ` t′ :A by the inductive hypothesis and
Γ ` s t′ : B[t′ · id] by APP. The statement follows by the subtyping rule
since we have B[t′ · id] ≡ B[t · id] and Γ ` B[t · id] by Lemma 4.39 applied
to the derivation of Γ ` s t :B[t · id].
– If s = λ b, u = b[t · id] we have Γ, A ` b : B by Lemma 4.37 and the
statement follows from Corollary 4.33.
• LAM: We have Γ ` A and Γ, A ` s :B, and need to show that for all u such that
λ s B u we have Γ ` u : ΠA B. When λ s B u there is some u′ such that s B u′
and u = λu′. By LAM it suffices to show that Γ, A ` u′ :B, but this follows from
the inductive hypothesis.
• PI: We have Γ ` A and Γ, A ` B and need to show that whenever ΠA B B u
we have Γ ` u. There are two cases to consider.
– If A B A′ and u = ΠA′ B we have Γ ` A′ by the inductive hypothesis and
Γ, A′ ` B by Corollary 4.34. The statement follows by PI.
– If B B B′ and u = ΠA B′ we have Γ, A ` B′ by the inductive hypothesis
and the statement follows by PI.
• SUB: Since the term under consideration does not change this follows immedi-
ately by induction. 
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4.6 Discussion
Definitions Following Luo [78], we consider a “Russel-style” presentation for CCω,
which does not distinguish between terms and types. This makes subject reduction
a very delicate affair. It is possible to add dependent sum types with the following
rules and the evident reduction rules to the system while retaining subject reduction.
A<:1 A′ B <:1 B′
ΣAB <:1 ΣA′B′
G ` A : Uα G, A ` B : Uβ α, β ≥ 0
G ` ΣAB : Uα⊕β
G ` s :A G ` t :B[s · id]
G ` (s, t) : ΣAB
G ` s : ΣAB
G ` π1 s :A
G ` s : ΣAB
G ` π2 s :B[π1 s · id]
This leads to the extended calculus of construction considered by Luo [78]. It
is, however, equally possible to add dependent sum types and destroy the subject
reduction property by replacing the last two rules with the induction principle for
dependent sums.
G,ΣAB ` P : Uα G ` s : ΣAB G, A,B ` p : P [(1, 0) · id]
G ` ΣrecP p s : P [s · id]
This phenomenon is not specific to dependent sum types. Rather, the same problem
occurs with any inductive container in a Russel-style type theory in the presence of
cumulativity [79]. As noted by Luo, a “Tarski-style” type theory which distinguishes
between terms and types does not suffer from this deficiency.
Additionally, a Tarski-style type theory would permit us to work with intrinsically
typed terms, assuming the existence of quotient inductive inductive types [9]. A
Russel-style type theory like the one we consider in this chapter forces us to use
untyped terms with a separate typing judgment.
Finally, our two-level definition of subtyping is different from Luo’s definition of
subtyping by transfinite iteration. A faithful translation of Luo’s definition is possible
with an inductive definition of subtyping which builds in transitivity and conversion.
However, we find it more direct to start with a two-level definition of subtyping
and only showing the correctness of this definition (in particular transitivity) after
the fact. After all results are established (compare from Chapter 4.3, in particular
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reflexivity, transitivity, and compatibility with conversion) it is clear that the two
definitions are equivalent.
Relational Typing and Context Morphisms. We first considered a relational typing
judgment in [66] for a syntax directed version of System F typing. Since this
syntax directed type system forms a model of the syntax of System F it has excellent
structural properties. The pretyping judgment of CCω is not syntax directed and even
more permissive since it is not restricted to finite contexts, yet it retains the excellent
structural properties that we had previously observed.
When restricted to well-formed contexts Lemma 4.32 is exactly the “context mor-
phism lemma” of Goguen and McKinna [54]. Our proof of the context morphism
lemma is unusual in that we never have to restrict context morphisms to renamings.
The more primitive notion of context maps, which is only visible with a relational
typing judgment, replaces the usual consideration of renamings.
Context maps also turn out to have very pleasant structural properties (Fact 4.26,
Lemma 4.28, Lemma 4.32, . . . ). We can summarize the situation very concisely in
the language of category theory.
Consider a category whose objects are hypothetical judgments, i.e., relations En →
En → P, and whose morphisms are context maps. This is a category by Fact 4.26.
In this setting, Lemma 4.28 and Lemma 4.32 show that pretyping is a monad on
contexts, where T is the action on objects and which is the identity on morphisms.
The opposite of the Kleisli category of this monad, restricted to the subcategory
generated by the well-formed contexts, is exactly the usual contextual category of
our type theory [61]. At least some properties — such as the existence of products
and the pullback characterization of ⇑— could be inferred from the same properties
in the category of hypothetical judgments.
Beyond the Kleisli category of this monad, it may be interesting to consider its
Eilenberg-Moore category. Concretely, an object of the Eilenberg-Moore category of
T is a hypothetical judgment G such that G ` s :A implies G sA for all s,A. In other
words, an object is a model of the CCω type system, and a morphism is similarly a
morphism of models.
We could have taken this point of view in the current chapter and shown type
soundness in a broader context, but ultimately the result would have required
additional assumptions.
The Church-Rosser theorem. Our proof of the Church-Rosser theorem for CCω
essentially follows the proof of Takahashi for confluence of the λ-calculus [119]. The
method of using parallel reduction to show confluence goes back to Tait and Martin
Löf, but was never published in this form. Takahashi introduced the notion of a
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maximal parallel reduction on top of this, which further simplifies the proof of the
diamond property for parallel reduction.
This particular proof method implies more general results in the theory of rewrite
systems [86, 124], so it is not at all surprising that essentially the same proof can be
used to show confluence of CCω.
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5Normalization in System F
In this chapter we present proofs of weak and strong normalization of the polymor-
phically typed λ-calculus (System F) [51, 102]. Weak normalization is formulated for
a fine-grained call-by-value variant of System F (called System Fcbv) and states that
every closed, well-typed term has a normal form reachable via call-by-value reduction.
Strong normalization for System F states that every well-typed term terminates under
an arbitrary reduction strategy.
While these results are standard and go back to Girard [52], we present simpler
and more systematic proofs.
It seems to be folklore that normalization proofs can be seen as a form of syntactic
model construction. The model in question is usually called the (unary) “logical
relation” interpretation and is useful beyond normalization proofs. We make this
connection explicit by introducing a notion of set-model for the types of System F [66,
7]. We then construct our logical relations as a particular model. This kind of
abstraction is standard in more expressive calculi, such as System Fω or CC, but is
usually left implicit in the simpler case of System F.
Following Dreyer et al. [42] we split the definition of our logical relation into two
parts. A value relation classifies well-behaved values of System Fcbv, while a term
relation lifts the value relation to all terms of System Fcbv. With this definition of
the logical relation there is a direct correspondence to the call-by-value reduction
relation and the proof of weak normalization becomes straightforward.
For strong normalization, we use the same proof idea, but refine the notion of
value and the lifting into an expression relation. In particular, the proof of strong
normalization does not use Girard’s notion of “reducibility candidates” [52].
All constructions work directly with a de Bruijn representation of System F. This
requires a slightly more involved definition of instantiation on terms and changes
to the underlying calculus of explicit substitutions. Our proofs make heavy use of
parallel substitutions, as is standard in normalization proofs, while all substitution
lemmas follow mechanically through rewriting in our extended calculus of explicit
substitutions.
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5.1 Polymorphic Types and Models
The types of System F are given by the following grammar.
Tk 3 Ak, Bk ::= Xk | Ak → Bk | ∀Ak+1 where Xk ∈ Ik
We denote types with the letters A,B,C. A type is either a variable X,Y, Z, a
function type A→ B, or a type quantification ∀A.
The types of System F are isomorphic to λ-terms and the treatment of substitution
and instantiation proceeds as in Chapter 3. We write σ for type substitutions. Type
instantiation satisfies the following equations, along with the general laws of the
σ-calculus.
X[σ] = σX
(A→ B)[σ] = A[σ]→ B[σ]
(∀A)[σ] = ∀A[0 · σ ◦ ↑]
In this chapter we build interpretations of polymorphic types. The notion of model
we need for this is particularly simple.
Definition 5.1 A model of System F types is given by a type D, the domain, along
with functions
A : D → D → D
Q : (D → D)→ D
interpreting function types and type quantification. We evaluate a type A in a model
JAKρ by recursion on A.
J_K_ : Tk → (Ik → D)→ D
JXKρ := ρX
JA→ BKρ := A JAKρ JBKρ
J∀AKρ := Q (λd. JAKd·ρ)
The underlying model will always be clear from the context and so we do not make
it explicit in the notation for evaluation.
Evaluation is well-behaved with respect to instantiation. This is easy to see in the
case of renamings.
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Lemma 5.2 We have JA〈ξ〉Kρ = JAKξ◦ρ, where ξ ◦ ρ refers to forward composition of
functions.
Proof By induction on the type A. The cases for type variables and function types
are trivial. In the case of quantification we have
J(∀A)〈ξ〉Kρ = J∀A〈0 · ξ ◦ ↑〉Kρ
= Q (λd. JA〈0 · ξ ◦ ↑〉Kd·ρ)
= Q (λd. JAK(0·ξ◦↑)◦(d·ρ))
= Q (λd. JAKd·ξ◦ρ)
= J∀AKξ◦ρ 
Corollary 5.3 (Weakening) JA〈↑〉Kd·ρ = JAKρ.
Using weakening, and essentially the same proof as for Lemma 5.2 we show that
evaluation respects instantiation.
Lemma 5.4 JA[σ]Kρ = JAKJσKρ , where JσKρ := λi. Jσ iKρ.
Proof By induction on A. The cases for type instantiation and function types are
trivial. In the case of quantification we use Corollary 5.3 to show Jσ ◦ ↑Kd·ρ = JσKρ.
J(∀A)[σ]Kρ = J∀A[0 · σ ◦ ↑]Kρ
= Q (λd. JA[0 · σ ◦ ↑]Kd·ρ)
= Q (λd. JAKJ0 ·σ◦↑Kd·ρ)
= Q (λd. JAKd · Jσ◦↑Kd·ρ)
= Q (λd. JAKd · JσKρ)
= J∀AKJσKρ 
Corollary 5.5 JA[B · id]Kρ = JAKJBKρ·ρ
5.2 Syntax and Semantics of System Fcbv
The terms of System Fcbv contain both value binders and variables, as well as types
and through them type variables. Additionally, it is useful to distinguish between
terms and values in the syntax. We represent terms and values of System Fcbv by
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two families E,V : N→ N→ U , indexed with the sizes of the contexts of types and
values. The terms and values of System Fcbv are given by the following grammar.
Em,n 3 sm,n, tm,n ::= sm,n tm,n | sm,n Am | vm,n
Vm,n 3 um,n, vm,n ::= xn | λAm sm,n+1 | Λ sm+1,n where xn ∈ In
We write s, t, b for terms, and u, v for values. A term is either an application s t,
a type instantiation sA, or a value. A value is either a variable x, y, z, a term
abstraction λAs, or a type abstraction Λ s. Note that both type instantiation and
term abstractions contain types, contrary to our treatment of CCω in Chapter 4.
We define a simultaneous type and value renaming operation for System Fcbv. As
usual, we write ξ, ζ for renamings, which we identify with functions between finite
types. The instantiation of a type renaming ξ and a term renaming ζ to a term s is
written s〈ξ, ζ〉 and defined as follows.
_〈_, _〉 : Em,n → (Im → I′m)→ (In → I′n)→ Em′,n′
(s t)〈ξ, ζ〉 := s〈ξ, ζ〉 t〈ξ, ζ〉
(sA)〈ξ, ζ〉 := s〈ξ, ζ〉A〈ξ〉
x〈ξ, ζ〉 := ζ x
(λAs)〈ξ, ζ〉 := λA〈ξ〉 s〈ξ,⇑ζ〉
(Λ s)〈ξ, ζ〉 := Λ s〈⇑ξ, ζ〉
The definition of instantiation for renamings is largely unsurprising and follows
the same pattern as the definition of instantiation in Chapter 3. Formally, we also
define instantiation of renamings for values.
In order to define simultaneous instantiation operations for System Fcbv we need
to be able to extend the domain of a substitution when going under a term (⇑τ) or
type binder (↑τ).
⇑_ : (In → Vm,n′)→ (In+1 → Vm,n′+1)
⇑τ := 0 · τ ◦ 〈id, ↑〉
↑_ : (In → Vm,n′)→ (In → Vm+1,n′)
↑τ := τ ◦ 〈↑, id〉
Where we write τ ◦ 〈ξ, ζ〉 for the substitution mapping x to (τ x)〈ξ, ζ〉.
Note that when we descend under a term binder with ⇑τ we add an interpretation
for the new value binding and skip the additional term binder in the range of τ .
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When we descend under a type binder, we do not introduce a new value binding,
but we still have to skip the additional type binder in the range of τ . The definitions
essentially follow from the scoping discipline by inspecting the underlying types.
With these definitions we define the simultaneous instantiation operations on
the terms and values of System Fcbv. Given both a type substitution σ and a value
substitution τ we define the operation s[σ, τ ] instantiating both type and value
variables at the same time. Given a type substitution σ, and value substitutions τ, τ ′
we also define the composition of value substitutions τ ◦ (σ, τ).
(s t)[σ, τ ] = s[σ, τ ] t[σ, τ ]
(sA)[σ, τ ] = s[σ, τ ]A[σ]
x[σ, τ ] = τ x
(λAs)[σ, τ ] = λA[σ]s[σ,⇑τ ]
(Λ s)[σ, τ ] = Λ s[⇑σ, ↑τ ]
(τ ◦ (σ, τ ′))x := (τ x)[σ, τ ′]
With these definitions, the expected theorems analogous to the development
in Chapter 3 hold.
Fact 5.6 The following equations hold in System Fcbv.
• s〈ξ, ζ〉 = s[ξ, ζ]
• ⇑τ = 0 · τ ◦ (id, ↑)
• ↑τ = τ ◦ (↑, id)
• s[id, id] = s
• s[σ, τ ][σ′, τ ′] = s[σ ◦ σ′, τ ◦ (σ′, τ ′)]
• (s · τ) ◦ (σ, τ ′) = s[σ, τ ′] · τ ◦ (σ, τ ′)
• id ◦ (σ, τ) = τ
• τ ◦ (id, id) = τ
• τ ◦ (σ, τ ′) ◦ (σ′, τ ′′) =
τ ◦ (σ ◦ σ′, τ ′ ◦ (σ′, τ ′′))
Together with the general equations of the σSP-calculus, Fact 5.6 provides an
effective way of solving substitution lemmas.
We define reduction in System Fcbv with a big-step evaluation relation s ⇓ v
between terms and values.
Definition 5.7 Evaluation of a (closed) term to a value is the relation
_ ⇓ _ : E0,0 → V0,0 → P
defined inductively by the following rules.
v ⇓ v
s ⇓ λA b t ⇓ u b[id, u · id] ⇓ v
s t ⇓ v
s ⇓ Λ b b[A · id, id] ⇓ v
sA ⇓ v
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Note that we use the scoping discipline to restrict evaluation to closed terms and
values. In particular, this excludes the case that a term evaluates to a variable.
We now introduce the typing judgments for System Fcbv.
Definition 5.8 The type system of System Fcbv consists of a term typing relation and
a value typing relation
_ ` _ : _ : (In → Tm)→ Em,n → Tm → P
_ `v _ : _ : (In → Tm)→ Vm,n → Tm → P
The corresponding typing judgments are inductively defined by the following rules.
APP
Γ ` s : A→ B Γ ` t : A
Γ ` s t : B
INST
Γ ` s : ∀A
Γ ` sB : A[B · id]
VAL
Γ `v v : A
Γ ` v : A
VAR
Γ `v x : Γx
LAM
Γ, A ` b : B
Γ `v λA b : A→ B
ALL
Γ ◦ ↑ ` b : A
Γ `v Λ b : ∀A
In our well-scoped setting, a context is a type substitution. By convention, we
write Γ for contexts. Most of the rules in Definition 5.8 are standard, but the rules
for type instantiation and abstraction require more explanation. There is no need for
a side condition in the rule for type instantiation, since capturing of bound variables
is impossible in the de Bruijn representation. In the rule for type abstraction, we
descend under a type binder and so we must skip this binder in the range of Γ.
The situation is somewhat reminiscent of the definition of instantiation in Sys-
tem Fcbv. Just as in the definition of instantiation, the explicit scoping discipline
prevents errors in the formulations of the typing judgement.
Most presentations of System F would also keep track of an additional type kinding
context (usually denoted by ∆). However, in System F, this context only ensures that
type variables are well-scoped, which is already enforced by our scoping discipline.
In effect, the kinding context is implicit in the type variable bound.
5.3 Weak Normalization of System Fcbv
Weak normalization states that a closed, well-typed term evaluates to a value.
We show weak normalization by building a model of System F types in which a
type is interpreted as a set of closed, weakly normalizing terms. The fundamental
property of the model is that any term which is well-typed in the empty context is in
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the interpretation of its type.
Definition 5.9 The WN -model of System Fcbv is the model (D,A,Q) defined as
follows.
D := V0,0 → P
AU V := {λAs | ∀v. v ∈ U → s[id, v · id] ∈ LV }
QF := {Λ s | ∀UA. s[A · id, id] ∈ L(F U)}
L : (V0,0 → P)→ E0,0 → P
LU := {s | ∃v. s ⇓ v ∧ v ∈ U}
In other words, a type is interpreted as a set of closed values. The function L lifts a
set of closed values into a set of closed terms by evaluation.
We write V[A]ρ for the value relation, the evaluation of A in theWN -model, and
E [A]ρ for the expression relation, the lifting of the value relation L(V[A]ρ).
We extend the WN -model to contexts, which we interpret as sets of closing
substitutions.
C[_]_ : (In → Tm)→ (Im → D)→ (In → V0,0)→ P
C[Γ]ρ := {τ | ∀i. τ i ∈ V[Γ i]ρ}
We have the following equations for evaluation in theWN -model.
s ∈ E [A]ρ = ∃v. s ⇓ v ∧ v ∈ V[A]ρ
v ∈ V[X]ρ = v ∈ ρX
(λC s) ∈ V[A→ B]ρ = ∀v. v ∈ V[A]ρ → s[id, v · id] ∈ E [B]ρ
(Λ s) ∈ V[∀A]ρ = ∀UA. s[A · id, id] ∈ E [A]U ·ρ
From Chapter 5.1 we have some generic results which apply to theWN -model.
Lemma 5.10 E [A〈↑〉]U ·ρ = E [A]ρ
Proof By Corollary 5.3. 
Lemma 5.11 E [A[B · id]]ρ = E [A]V[A]ρ·ρ
Proof By Corollary 5.5. 
TheWN -model interprets types as sets of closed terms and values. We extend this
interpretation to open terms in a context Γ as follows.
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Definition 5.12 The semantic typing relations _ v _ : _ and _  _ : _ are defined as
Γ v v : A := ∀στρ. τ ∈ C[Γ]ρ → v[σ, τ ] ∈ V[A]ρ
Γ  s : A := ∀στρ. τ ∈ C[Γ]ρ → s[σ, τ ] ∈ E [A]ρ
With these definitions we proceed directly to the proof of the fundamental theorem.
Theorem 5.13 Syntactic typing implies semantic typing.
Γ `v v : A → Γ v v : A
Γ ` s : A → Γ  s : A
Proof By (mutual) induction on the typing derivations.
• VAR: By assumption on τ .
• VAL: By induction, since we have v ∈ E [A]ρ ↔ v ∈ V[A]ρ for values v.
• APP: By induction, it suffices to show that s t ∈ E [B]ρ whenever s ∈ E [A→ B]ρ
and t ∈ E [A]ρ. From the definition of the expression relation we have s ⇓ u
where u ∈ V[A→ B]ρ, as well as t ⇓ v where v ∈ V[A]ρ. By the definition of
the value relation we have u = λC b and b[id, v · id] ∈ E [B]ρ. In particular, we
have b[id, v · id] ⇓ w with w ∈ V[B]ρ.
Everything together amounts to s t ⇓ w with w ∈ V[B]ρ, which is the definition
of s t ∈ E [B]ρ.
• LAM: We have to show that (λC b[σ,⇑τ ]) ∈ V[A→ B]ρ whenever τ ∈ C[Γ]ρ.
By the definition of the value relation and Fact 5.6 it suffices to show that
b[σ, v · τ ] ∈ E [B]ρ given v ∈ V[A]ρ. Together, the assumptions on v, τ imply that
v · τ ∈ C[A · Γ]ρ, and so the statement follows by induction.
• INST: By induction, it suffices to show that sA ∈ E [B[A · id]]ρ whenever
s ∈ E [∀B]ρ. From the definition of the value relation we have s ⇓ u with
u ∈ V[∀B]ρ. By the definition of the value relation this means that u = Λ b with
b[A · id, id] ∈ E [B]U ·ρ for all U . This in turn implies that b[A · id, id] ⇓ v where
v ∈ V[B]U ·ρ for all U .
By Lemma 5.11 the conclusion is equivalent to sA ∈ E [B]V[A]ρ·ρ. Putting
everything together, we have sA ⇓ v with v ∈ V[B]V[A]ρ·ρ and the statement
follows.
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• ALL: We have to show that (Λ b[⇑σ, ↑τ ]) ∈ V[∀A]ρ holds whenever τ ∈ C[Γ]ρ.
By the definition of the value relation together with Fact 5.6 this amounts to
showing that b[B · σ, τ ] ∈ E [A]U ·ρ for all U . This follows from the inductive
hypothesis, since τ ∈ C[Γ ◦ ↑]U ·ρ follows from Lemma 5.10. 
Corollary 5.14 If ` s : A, then there is some v such that s ⇓ v.
Proof By Theorem 5.13 we have s[id, id] ∈ E [A]!, where ! is the unique function from
I0. The statement follows from Fact 5.6 and the definition of the expression relation.
5.4 Syntax and Semantics of System F
The syntax of System Fcbv is restricted to only allow value substitutions. In order
to investigate strong normalization we need the full reduction relation of System F,
and therefore also the full substitution operation. For convenience, we introduce a
new term type for System F. As before, we represent terms of System F by a family
E : N→ N→ U , indexed with the size of the contexts of types and terms. The terms
of System F are given by the following grammar.
Em,n 3 um,n, vm,n ::= sm,n tm,n | sm,n Am
| xn | λAm sm,n+1 | Λ sm+1,n where xn ∈ In
We write s, t, u, v for terms, x, y, z for term variables.
Instantiation is defined as in Chapter 5.2, and satisfies the same equations
(Fact 5.6).
For full System F, we define evaluation with a small-step reduction relation s B t,
which represents a single step of computation.
Definition 5.15 The reduction relation for System F (s B t, read “s reduces to t”) is
inductively defined by the following rules.
(λAs) t B s[id, t · id] (Λ s)A B s[A · id, id]
s B s′
s t B s′ t
t B t′






Λ s B Λ s′
As usual, reduction is compatible with instantiation.
Lemma 5.16 (Substitutivity) s B t implies s[σ, τ ] B t[σ, τ ].
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Proof By induction on the derivation of s B t, analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.7.
In addition, the names of free variables are irrelevant for the reduction relation.
We make this precise with a partial converse to Lemma 5.16.
Lemma 5.17 (Anti-Renaming Lemma) If s〈ξ, ζ〉 B t then there exists some s′ such
that s B s′ and t = s′〈ξ, ζ〉.
Proof By induction on the derivation of s〈ξ, ζ〉 B t analogous to the proof
of Lemma 5.16. For the congruence rules the proof proceeds by induction, with a
substitution lemma in cases where we traverse a binder. In the case of β-reduction
we have
((λAs) t)〈ξ, ζ〉 = (λA〈ξ〉 s〈ξ,⇑ζ〉) t〈ξ, ζ〉
B s〈ξ,⇑ζ〉[id, t〈ξ, ζ〉 · id]
= s[ξ, t[ξ, ζ] · ζ]
= s[id, t · id]〈ξ, ζ〉
The case of type β-reduction is similar. 
In particular, Lemma 5.16 and Lemma 5.17 imply that s B t↔ s〈ξ, ζ〉 B t〈ξ, ζ〉.
Technically, type substitutions do not matter at all for System F reduction and so
the anti-renaming lemma could be generalized to reductions of the form s[σ, ζ] B t,
but this additional generality is not needed in the remaining development.
The type system of System F is entirely analogous to the type system of System Fcbv.
Definition 5.18 The typing system of System F is given by the relation _ ` _ : _
defined inductively by the following rules.
APP
Γ ` s : A→ B Γ ` t : A
Γ ` s t : B
INST
Γ ` s : ∀A
Γ ` sB : A[B · id]
VAR
Γ ` x : Γx
LAM
Γ, A ` b : B
Γ ` λA b : A→ B
ALL
Γ ◦ ↑ ` b : A
Γ ` Λ b : ∀A
Finally, we define strong normalization of terms. Classically, a term s is strongly
normalizing, or terminating, if there are no infinite reduction paths starting at s.
Constructively, we take the contrapositive statement as the definition. Informally, a
term s is strongly normalizing if all reduction paths starting at s are finite. There
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is a simple inductive definition of strong normalization in this sense, originally due
to Altenkirch [8].
Definition 5.19 The set of strongly normalizing terms SN is inductively defined by
the following rule.
∀t. s B t→ t ∈ SN
s ∈ SN
A term s is strongly normalizing if all of its redices, i.e., all terms t such that
s reduces to t, are strongly normalizing. Since reduction in System F is finitely
branching, a proof of SN s can be visualized as a finite, cycle-free reduction graph
connecting s to all of its redices.
5.5 Strong Normalization of System F
The strong normalization property for System F states that every well-typed term is
strongly normalizing.
The proof of strong normalization proceeds exactly as in the case of weak normal-
ization. We first build a model for System F types, where a type is interpreted as a set
of terms. Unlike in the case of weak normalization, we consider terms in arbitrary
contexts, since we ultimately want to show a statement about open terms.
As in the WN -model, we split the model into two parts, a value relation and a
term relation. A value, for our purposes, is a weakly head-normal term, excluding
variables.
Definition 5.20 A term s is a value if it is of the form λC b or Λ b. We write value :
E→ P for the corresponding predicate which checks that a term is a value.
The only difference between the WN -model and the SN -model is the way in
which we lift the value relation into the term relation. First, since we no longer
deal exclusively with closed values, we need to ensure that the expression relation
is stable under context extension. In fact, we demand that the expression relation
is stable under arbitrary renamings, since this is equally easy to establish. Second,
since we have to handle all reduction paths in order to obtain strong normalization,
membership in the expression relation requires terms to be well-behaved along
arbitrary reduction paths.
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Definition 5.21 The SN -model of System F is the model (D,A,Q) where
D := ∀mn. Vm,n → P
AU V := {λAs | ∀v. v ∈ LU → s[id, v · id] ∈ LV }
QF := {Λ s | ∀UA. s[A · id, id] ∈ L(F U)}
Where LU is defined inductively by the following rule.
value s→ s ∈ U
∀t. s B t→ t ∈ LU
s ∈ LU
s ∈ U := ∀ξ ζ. s〈ξ, ζ〉 ∈ U
We write V[A]ρ for the value relation, the evaluation of A in the SN -model, and
E [A]ρ for the expression relation, the lifting of the value relation L(V[A]ρ).
We extend the SN -model to contexts, which we interpret as sets of substitutions.
C[_]_ : (In → Tm)→ (Im → D)→ (In → Em′,n′)→ P
C[Γ]ρ := {τ | ∀i. τ i ∈ E [Γ i]ρ}
The definition of the SN -model is very similar to the definition of theWN -model
(Definition 5.9), except for three changes.
• The first change is in the definition of the semantic function type A, which
quantifies over all elements in the expression relation, instead of the value
relation. This is required, since we will substitute arbitrary terms for the bound
variables during reduction, instead of only substituting values.
• The second change is the definition of the lifting operation L, which is now
reminiscent of the inductive definition of strong normalization.
• The third change is in the context relation τ ∈ C[Γ]ρ, which now demands that
the image of τ is in the expression relation.
Fact 5.22 We have the following properties of L.
(1) s ∈ LU implies s ∈ SN .
(2) s ∈ LU and s B t imply t ∈ LU
(3) x ∈ LU
(4) s ∈ LU implies s〈ξ, ζ〉 ∈ LU
Proof (1) By induction on the derivation of s ∈ LU .
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(2) By case analysis on the derivation of s ∈ LU .
(3) We have x 6B t for all t, and by definition a variable is not a value.
(4) By induction on the derivation of s ∈ LU using Lemma 5.17. 
We have the following equations for evaluation in the SN -model, which follow
from Fact 5.6 and Fact 5.22 (4).
s ∈ V[X]ρ = ∀ξζ. v〈ξ, ζ〉 ∈ ρX
(λC s) ∈ V[A→ B]ρ = ∀ξζv. v ∈ E [A]ρ → s[ξ, v · ζ] ∈ E [B]ρ
(Λ s) ∈ V[∀A]ρ = ∀ξUA. s[A · ξ, id] ∈ E [A]U ·ρ
The generic results of Chapter 5.1 apply unchanged to the SN -model.
Lemma 5.23 E [A〈↑〉]U ·ρ = E [A]ρ
Proof By Corollary 5.3. 
Lemma 5.24 E [A[B · id]]ρ = E [A]V[A]ρ·ρ
Proof By Corollary 5.5. 
As before, we define a semantic typing judgement using the context and expression
relations.
Definition 5.25 The semantic typing relation _  _ : _ is defined as follows.
Γ  s : A := ∀στρ. τ ∈ C[Γ]ρ → s[σ, τ ] ∈ E [A]ρ
We could now proceed directly to the proof of the fundamental theorem, but since
the individual cases are more involved we organize them into separate lemmas.
Lemma 5.26 We have the following compatibility lemmas for the context relation.
(1) We have s · τ ∈ C[A · Γ]ρ whenever s ∈ E [A]ρ and τ ∈ C[Γ]ρ.
(2) We have τ ◦ (ξ, ζ) ∈ C[Γ]ρ whenever τ ∈ C[Γ]ρ.
(3) We have ⇑τ ∈ C[A · Γ]ρ whenever τ ∈ C[Γ]ρ.
Proof (1) By case analysis.
(2) By Fact 5.22 (4).
(3) By (1,2) with Fact 5.22 (3). 
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Lemma 5.27 We have the following compatibility lemmas for the expression relation.
(1) s ∈ E [A→ B]ρ and t ∈ E [A]ρ imply s t ∈ E [B]ρ
(2) s ∈ SN and (λC s) ∈ V[A→ B]ρ imply (λC s) ∈ E [A→ B]ρ
(3) s ∈ E [∀A]ρ implies sC ∈ E [A[B · id]]ρ
(4) s ∈ SN and (Λ s) ∈ V[∀A]ρ imply (Λ s) ∈ E [∀A]ρ
Proof (1) By simultaneous induction on the derivations of s ∈ E [A→ B]ρ and
t ∈ E [A]ρ. Since s t is not a value it suffices to show that u ∈ E [B]ρ for all u
such that s t B u. There are three cases to consider, either s or t makes a step,
in which case the statement follows by the inductive hypothesis, or we perform
a β-reduction. In this case we have s = λC b and u = b[id, t · id].
In particular, since s is a value, we have s ∈ V[A→ B]ρ and the statement
follows from the definition of V[A→ B]ρ.
(2) By induction on the derivation of s ∈ SN . Since the term (λC s) is a value,
we need to show (λC s) ∈ V[A→ B]ρ, which holds by assumption, as well
as t ∈ E [A→ B]ρ for all redices t of λC s. This follows by induction, since
(λC s) B t implies that t is of the form (λC s′) with s B s′. The assumption on
s is preserved for s′ by Fact 5.22 (2).
(3) By induction on the derivation of s ∈ E [∀A]ρ. Since sC is not a value, it suffices
to show t ∈ E [A[B · id]]ρ for all redices t of sC.
There are two cases to consider. Either t = s′C where s B s′ and the statement
follows by induction, or s = Λ b and t = b[C · id, id]. In the latter case, s is a
value, and thus we have s[C · id, id] ∈ E [A]U ·ρ for all U by assumption. With
U = V[A]ρ the statement then follows from Lemma 5.24.
(4) By induction on the derivation of s ∈ SN . Since the term (Λ s) is a value, we
have to show (Λ s) ∈ V[∀A]ρ, which holds by assumption, as well as t ∈ E [∀A]ρ
for all redices t of (Λ s). However, all redices of (Λ s) are of the form (Λ s′)
where s B s′ and the statements follows by induction. The assumption on
s′ ∈ V[∀A]ρ is preserved by Fact 5.22 (2). 
With Lemma 5.26 and Lemma 5.27 we obtain the fundamental theorem of logical
relations.
Theorem 5.28 Syntactic typing implies semantic typing: Γ ` s : A implies Γ  s : A.
Proof By induction on the derivation of Γ ` s : A. The case for VAR follows by
assumption, while the cases for APP, INST follow directly from Lemma 5.27 (1) and
(3) respectively.
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For the remaining cases we reason very similarly to the proof of Theorem 5.13
• Consider the case for LAM. We have to show that λC[σ] s[σ,⇑τ ] ∈ E [A→ B]ρ
where τ ∈ C[Γ]ρ. By Lemma 5.27 (2) it suffices to show that s[σ,⇑τ ] ∈ SN and
(λC[σ] s[σ,⇑τ ]) ∈ V[A→ B]ρ.
For the former, note that we have ⇑τ ∈ C[A · Γ]ρ by Lemma 5.26 and thus
s[σ,⇑τ ] ∈ E [A→ B]ρ by induction. Strong normalization follows from Fact 5.22
(1).
For the latter, we have to show
s[σ,⇑τ ][ξ, t · ζ] = s[σ ◦ ξ, t · τ ◦ ζ] ∈ E [B]ρ
for all t ∈ E [A]ρ, which follows by induction using Lemma 5.26 (1) and (2).
• Consider the case for ALL. We have to show that Λ s[⇑σ, ↑τ ] ∈ E [∀A]ρ where
τ ∈ C[Γ]ρ. By Lemma 5.27 (4) it suffices to show that s[⇑σ, ↑τ ] ∈ SN and
Λ s[⇑σ, ↑τ ] ∈ V[∀A]ρ.
For the former, we have ↑τ = τ ◦ (↑, id) ∈ C[Γ ◦ ↑]⊥·ρ = C[Γ]ρ by Lemma 5.23
and Lemma 5.26 (2). By induction we then have s[⇑σ, ↑τ ] ∈ E [A]⊥·ρ and hence
s[⇑σ, ↑τ ] ∈ SN by Fact 5.22 (1).
For the latter, we have to show that
s[⇑σ, ↑τ ][C · ξ, id] = s[C · σ ◦ ξ, τ ◦ (ξ, id)] ∈ E [A]U ·ρ
for all C,U , which follows by induction using Lemma 5.26 (2) and Lemma 5.23
to show τ ◦ (ξ, id) ∈ C[Γ ◦ ↑]U ·ρ. 
Corollary 5.29 Γ ` s : A implies s ∈ SN .
Proof By Theorem 5.28 we have s[id, id] = s ∈ E [A]ρ for an arbitrary choice of
ρ, since id ∈ C[Γ]ρ holds vacuously by Fact 5.22 (3). The statement then follows
from Fact 5.22 (1). 
5.6 Discussion
System F and proofs of strong normalization originate in the literature on proof
theory. In proof theory, strong normalization corresponds to the soundness of cut
elimination, which can be used to show consistency. The term “logical relation” was
coined by Plotkin [95], but the underlying idea goes back to Tait [118]. From a
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modern point of view, Tait showed strong normalization of Gödel’s System T, which
implies the consistency of finite-type Peano arithmetic in a roundabout fashion [53].
In their contemporary form, without the trappings of proof theory, logical relations
first appeared in Girard’s work [51]. Girard defines only a single expression relation.
To the best of our knowledge, the idea of using several mutually defined relations
comes from Pitts and Stark [93], who work with a value, expression, and context
relation to handle interactions with an environment. The idea to use the same kind
of stratification to show normalization is due to Dreyer et al. [42].
In this chapter we have presented a simple, self-contained normalization proof of
System F. Normalization proofs of this form are particularly well-suited to formaliza-
tion. After the definitions are in place, all of the proofs proceed by applying induction
and constructors as needed, with the occasional substitution lemma being solved
automatically from the rules of the extended σSP-calculus. The main contribution of
this chapter is in the details of the definitions.
It may not be obvious from the presentation here, but there is a large design space
of extensionally equivalent ways of defining the expression relations for System Fcbv
and System F.
For example, Girard [52] uses the following rule in the definition of function types.
s ∈ E [A→ B]ρ = ∀t. t ∈ E [A]ρ → s t ∈ E [B]ρ
There are several differences to our definition. First, Girard uses a direct recursive
definition of the expression relation, rather than a separate value relation. In this case
we cannot assume that s is of any specific form, and we have to use the conclusion
s t ∈ E [B]ρ in the definition above. This in turn requires a “weak-head expansion”
lemma to conclude (λC b) t ∈ E [B]ρ from b[id, t · id] ∈ E [B]ρ when verifying the case
of the LAM rule in the fundamental theorem.
The same problem occurs in the case of type quantification. Girard uses the
following rule for type variables.
s ∈ E [X]ρ = s ∈ ρX
This is problematic, since E [A]ρ needs certain closure properties. At the very least, all
terms in E [A]ρ must be strongly normalizing. Thus, we need to restrict ρ to range
over “reducibility candidates”, i.e., sets of terms with certain closure properties. This
in turn implies that we need to change the definition of E [∀A]ρ to quantify over
reducibility candidates, and we need to show that E [A]ρ is a reducibility candidate
for all A.
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However, this is not the case if we were to apply these definitions to well-scoped
(or intrinsically typed) syntax. Part of the definition is that a reducibility candidate
contains only strongly normalizing terms. In order to show that s ∈ E [A→ B]ρ is
strongly normalizing we need some term t ∈ E [A]ρ. Hence we need our reducibility
candidates to also be non-empty. As in Fact 5.22, this is usually accomplished by
ensuring that all reducibility candidates contain variables — but there are no variables
in an empty context!
There are several solutions to this dilemma. We can switch to pure de Bruijn terms
and argue that a term terminates whenever the corresponding pure term does, or we
can add uninterpreted constants to the language, and argue that doing so does not
change the termination behavior of terms. The latter approach is used in [19] and
implicitly in [52], where variables also double as typed constants. This is not really
problematic in the case of System F, but in more complex systems, such as systems
involving dependent types, we also need additional semantic properties of terms,
which could be hard to obtain for such an ad-hoc extension.
The real solution to this dilemma is to switch to so called “Kripke-logical rela-
tions” [35] as in [4], which are also required to be stable under context extension.
We can fix the interpretation of the function type as follows.
s ∈ E [A→ B]ρ = ∀ξt. t ∈ E [A]ρ → s〈id, ξ〉 t ∈ E [B]ρ
When we now try to show that s is strongly normalizing, we can obtain s〈id, ↑〉 0 ∈
E [B]ρ by switching to a context with an additional free variable. A syntactic inversion
lemma, then allows us to conclude s ∈ SN from s〈id, ↑〉 0 ∈ SN .
There are three contribution of the construction in this chapter.
• We show that logical relations for System F fit into a very simple notion of
model for types. Using this notion of model gives some structural results for
free.
• We show that the split into expression and value relations allows us to avoid
syntactic inversion lemmas.
• We show that reducibility candidates can be replaced by a closure operator
LU , which intuitively computes the smallest (Kripke) reducibility candidate
containing U .
The lack of inversion lemmas and an explicit notion of reducibility candidates allows
us to produce an extremely short formal development.
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Moreover, the use of the closure operator L in the proof of strong normalization
generalizes to other settings. For example, it is easy to show that the simply typed
λ-calculus with sums [57, Chapter 12] is weakly normalizing, by adapting the proof
in Chapter 5.3. We can define the value relation for sums as follows.
V[A+B]ρ = { inl s | s ∈ V[A]ρ } ∪ { inr t | s ∈ V[B]ρ }
Showing strong normalization is then equally easy by using the closure operator L.
It is much more difficult to extend Girard’s proof to sums, since there is no obvious
way to define E [A+B]ρ directly. The eliminator for sums, and indeed for any positive
inductive type, changes the result type and we can no longer define E [A+B]ρ by
recursion on types.
s ∈ E [A+B]ρ
?= ∀Ctt′. t ∈ E [A→ C]ρ → t′ ∈ E [B → C]ρ → case s t t′ ∈ E [C]ρ
We can still define E [A+B]ρ inductively from E [A]ρ and E [B]ρ as in [3].
By always using this inductive lifting from a value relation into an expression
relation, our approach scales to sums and other type constructors. We demonstrate
this in [47], where we present a proof of weak and strong normalization for a Call-
by-push-value [77] language with several kinds of sum and product types among
other extensions.
Other design variations are possible in the definition of the value relation and L.
We have presented L with a special case for “values”, but a notion of value may not
exist for all languages. For example, in a “Curry-style” variant of System F without
explicit type abstractions and applications we would have to define
s ∈ V[∀A]ρ = ∀U. s ∈ V[A]U ·ρ
and this definition needs to apply to all terms, not just to values. The solution is
to fold the value condition into the definition of V[A]ρ itself and to eliminate the
implication from the definition of L.
In the presentation of System F with explicit type application and abstraction it is
simpler to use the notion of value, instead of complicating the definition of V[A]ρ in
every case.
Apart from issues of definition, parallel substitutions are extremely relevant to
the study of logical relations. A careful analysis of the substitution lemmas that are
needed in the proof of weak and strong normalization reveals that it boils down to
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the following two properties of the reduction relation.
(λC s)[σ, τ ] t B s[σ, t · τ ]
(Λ s)[σ, τ ]C B s[C · σ, τ ]
These “closure-application” rules are well-known in the literature about implementa-
tions of functional programming languages. They are one of the building blocks of





Up to this point we have only considered inductive definitions, which are well
supported in type theory. In the remainder we will also need to use coinductive
definitions. Coinduction is formally dual to induction, yet practical support for
coinduction in type theory is marginal at best [63].
In this chapter we construct coinductive definitions in type theory and derive
powerful proof principles for working with them. We do this at a high level of ab-
straction, using the language of order theory. In order theory, an inductive definition
corresponds to the least fixed point of a monotone function on a complete lattice.
Dually, a coinductive definition corresponds to the greatest fixed point of a monotone
function on a complete lattice.
The main result in this chapter is an alternative construction of Pous’ companion
for a monotone function on a complete lattice. Our construction uses type theoretic
transfinite recursion — the so called “tower construction” [112]. Using the tower
construction we obtain a number of powerful proof principles for the companion,
and by extension, for coinductive definitions.
We also take this opportunity to put the tower construction into context. We show
that in a classical type theory, the tower construction yields a well-ordered set. This
implies a refinement of our proof principles for the companion.
We show that for Scott cocontinuous functions, the companion construction corre-
sponds to the well-known technique of using finite approximations to the greatest
fixed point of a function.
The content of this chapter is based on [105] and [112].
6.1 Complete Lattices and Fixed-Points
We recall some standard definitions of order theory, which can be found in any
textbook on the subject [26].
Definition 6.1 (Properties of relations) We say that a relation R : A→ A→ P is
• Reflexive if Rxx holds for all x
• Antisymmetric if Rxy and Ry x imply x = y
• Transitive if Rxy and Ry z imply Rxz
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Definition 6.2 Let A be a type. A pre-order on A is a relation ≤ : A→ A→ P which
is reflexive and transitive. A partial-order on A is an antisymmetric pre-order. A
pre-ordered type is a type A together with a pre-order on A. An ordered type is a
type A together with a partial-order on A.
Homomorphisms of ordered types are called monotone functions. A function
f : A→ B between pre-ordered types is monotone if it perserves the order relation,
i.e., for all x, y we have f x ≤ f y whenever x ≤ y.
Ordered types are ubiquitous. We mention just a few examples which are relevant
in the remainder.
Example 6.3 Pre- and partially ordered types.
• Implication on propositions is a pre-order. The axiom of propositional exten-
sionality is precisely the statement that implication is antisymmetric.
• Given a family of ordered types F , the dependent function type ∀(i : I). F i is
an ordered type under the pointwise order f ≤ g iff ∀i. f i ≤ g i by functional
extensionality.
Definition 6.4 A complete lattice is an ordered type A together with an operation∧
: ∀(I : U). (I → A) → A (read “meet”, or “infimum”), which gives the greatest
lower bound of an arbitrary family of elements in A. Formally, given a family
F : I → A of elements in A, and an element x : A we have x ≤
∧
F iff x is a lower




F i ↔ ∀(i : I). x ≤ F i (6.1)
Note that Equation 6.1 specifies the meet operation uniquely, since A is assumed
to be an ordered type. In general, given an ordered type A and two elements x, y : A
we have x = y iff x ≤ z ⇔ y ≤ z for all z.
We will frequently use set notation to denote families over a type. In particular, we
make use of the following abbreviations:
{x, y} := λ(b : B). if b then x else y
{ f x | P } := λ(a : Σx.P ). f(π a)
We can use the meet operation in a complete lattice to compute arbitrary least
upper bounds as well as greatest lower bounds. The following lemma summarizes
some standard constructions in a complete lattice with their associated reasoning
principles.
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Lemma 6.5 Let A be a complete lattice. We define the following operations on A.
• The least element: ⊥ =
∧
x:A x
• Binary meets: x ∧ y =
∧
{x, y}




{x | ∀i. F i ≤ x }
• The greatest element > =
∨
x:A x
• Binary joins x ∨ y =
∨
{x, y}
The following inference rules are valid in every complete lattice.
x ≤ > ⊥ ≤ x
x ∧ y ≤ x x ∧ y ≤ y
x ≤ y x ≤ z
x ≤ y ∧ z
x ≤ x ∨ y y ≤ x ∨ y
x ≤ z y ≤ z
x ∨ y ≤ z
∧
F ≤ F i
∀i. x ≤ F i
x ≤
∧
F F i ≤
∨
F
∀i. F i ≤ x∨
F ≤ x
Conversely, the inference rules specify >,⊥,∨,∧,
∨
uniquely, since A is in particular
an ordered type.
Example 6.6 We give examples of complete lattices.
• P is a complete lattice. The operation
∧
F is universal quantification ∀i. F i.
As expected, we can show that > is True, ⊥ is False, ∧ is conjunction, ∨ is
disjunction, and
∨
F is existential quantification ∃i. F i.
• The product of a family of complete lattices is a complete lattice with the
product order. All operations can be lifted pointwise.
• For every complete lattice A there is a complete lattice Ar with the same
elements, but for which the order is revered. The operation
∧




A subtype of a complete lattice can itself be made into a complete lattice if it is
closed under infima.
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Definition 6.7 A predicate P : A→ P on a complete lattice A is inf-closed if for all
families F on A,
∧
F ∈ P whenever F i ∈ P for all i.
For inf-closed P , the subtype Σ(x : A). P x is another complete lattice. Infima in
Σ(x : A). P x are computed as in A, but suprema are computed according to the
formula in Lemma 6.5.
There is another way of defining inf-closed predicates that makes sense in an
arbitrary (pre-)ordered type, by representing inf-closed predicates in terms of closure
operators.
Definition 6.8 A function φ : A→ A on an ordered type A is a closure operator if
x ≤ φ y ↔ φx ≤ φ y
Separating the two implications, φ is a closure operator iff x ≤ φx holds and
φx ≤ φ y holds whenever x ≤ φ y does. Less concisely, we can say that φ is a closure
operator iff it is monotone, increasing, and idempotent.
Fact 6.9 Let φ be a closure operator on an ordered type. We have
• x ≤ φx
• φ is monotone
• φ (φx) = φx
There is a direct correspondence between inf-closed predicates and closure opera-
tors on a complete lattice.
Lemma 6.10 Let A be a complete lattice, P an inf-closed predicate on A. Then
φx :=
∧
{ y ∈ P | x ≤ y }
is a closure operator with image P , i.e., we have
φx = x ↔ x ∈ P
Proof We have x ≤ φ y iff x ≤ z for all y ≤ z ∈ P . In particular, we have x ≤ φx.
Conversely, from x ≤ φ y we can conclude φx ≤ φ y since φ y ∈ P as P is inf-closed.
Since P is inf-closed, we have φx ∈ P and hence φx = x implies x ∈ P . In the
reverse direction, if x ∈ P then x ≤ φx by the definition of φ and thus φx = x
by Fact 6.9. 
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Conversely, if φ is a closure operator, the set of fixed-points of φ is inf-closed. This
correspondence extends to an equivalence between the type of inf-closed predicates
and the type of closure operators on a complete lattice.
For example, by Example 6.6 the type of relations on a type A is a complete lattice,
and it is easy to see that the set of reflexive and transitive relations is inf-closed. The
corresponding closure operator is the reflexive, transitive closure of Definition 2.2.
The final result we want to recall concerns the set of fixed points of a monotone
function on a complete lattice.
Theorem 6.11 (Knaster-Tarski Theorem [70, 120]) The type of fixed points of a mono-
tone function f : A→ A on a complete lattice A is a complete lattice.
In particular, there is a greatest fixed point νf for which we have
νf =
∨
{x | x ≤ f x}
Proof We say that x is a postfixed point of f if x ≤ f x. Since f is monotone, the set





F i ≤ f (F i) for all i.






{x | x ≤ f x ∧ x ≤
∧
F }
We have s ≤
∧
F by definition and s ≤ f s by the discussion above. Since f is




F and f s ≤ f (f s) and hence f s ≤ s.
Thus s is a fixed point of f , and furthermore greater than any other fixed point of
f beneath
∧
F . This construction turns the set of fixed points of f into a complete
lattice. 
We give two running examples for the following development.
Example 6.12 Let A be a type and let S A := N→ A be the type of sequences (or
streams) over A. Consider the function
ε : (S A→ S A→ P)→ S A→ S A→ P
ε := λRf g. f 0 = g 0 ∧Rf ′ g′
where we write f ′ for the function f ′ n = f (n+ 1).
The function ε is easily seen to be monotone, and by Theorem 6.11 it has a greatest
fixed point ∼ := νε. We have f ∼ g whenever there is some relation R such that
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Rf g and Rh i implies h 0 = i 0 and Rh′ i′ for all h, i. This is the classical definition
of bisimilarity for streams.
It is easy to see that in this case ∼ coincides with (pointwise) equality of sequences.
We have f ∼ f for all f using the identity relation and whenever f ∼ g, we must
have f n = g n for all n by induction.
Example 6.13 A labeled transition system (LTS) over an alphabet Σ consists of a
type A and a Σ-indexed family of relations Bσ : A→ A→ P over A.
For two labeled transition systems A,B consider the following function.
s : (A→ B → P)→ A→ B → P
s := λRa b. ∀σa′. aBσ a′ → ∃b′. bBσ b′ ∧Ra′ b′
The function s is monotone and thus has a greatest fixed point by Theorem 6.11. We
write a  b for ν s a b and call the resulting relation similarity.
Concretely, we have a  b whenever there is a relation R such that Ra b and for
which Ra b implies that for all a Bσ a′ there is some b Bσ b′ such that Ra′ b′. The
relation R is called a simulation.
6.2 The Tower-Based Companion Construction
Pous [99] gives a characterization of the greatest fixed point as νf = t⊥ using a
function t called the companion for f . Parrow and Weber [87] give an ordinal-based
construction of the companion in classical set theory. Analogously, it turns out that
the companion can be obtained in constructive type theory with an inductive tower
construction [112].
Definition 6.14 Let f be a function on a complete lattice. The tower for f is the
inductive predicate Tf defined by the following rules.
T-STEP
x ∈ Tf
f x ∈ Tf
T-INF
∀i. F i ∈ Tf∧
F ∈ Tf
By T-INF, the tower is inf closed and we write tf for the corresponding closure
operator, which we call the companion of f . Concretely, tf is defined as follows.
tf (x) :=
∧
{ y ∈ Tf | x ≤ y }
We will omit the index on Tf and tf when the function f is clear from the context.
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By Fact 6.9 and Lemma 6.10 we have the following properties of t.
Corollary 6.15 t is a closure operator with image T .
(1) t is monotone
(2) x ≤ t x
(3) t(t x) = t x
(4) x ∈ T ↔ t x = x.
These are all consequences of the closure under infima T-INF. Additionally, since
the tower is closed under f , we have the following.
Fact 6.16 f(t x) = t(f(t x))
As a consequence of our inductive construction of T , we obtain an induction
principle for t.
Theorem 6.17 (Tower Induction) Let P be an inf-closed predicate such that t x ∈ P
implies f(t x) ∈ P for all x. Then t x ∈ P holds for all x.
Proof Follows from Corollary 6.15, by induction on the derivation of t x ∈ T . 
Standard inf-closed predicates include λx. (y ≤ x) for a fixed y and λx. (g x ≤ x) for
monotone g. Both instantiations yield useful facts about t.
Using the predicate λx. (νf ≤ x) in Theorem 6.17, we can reconstruct the greatest
fixed point of f in terms of t.
Lemma 6.18 If f is monotone, then νf = tf ⊥.
Proof We have t⊥ ≤ t(f(t⊥)) = f(t⊥) by monotonicity of t and Fact 6.16. It
follows that t⊥ ≤ νf .
In the reverse direction we show νf ≤ t x for all x using Theorem 6.17. It suffices
to show that νf ≤ x implies that νf ≤ f x. This follows from νf = f(νf) and the
monotonicity of f . 
More generally, we have t x = νf for all x ≤ νf , since t is monotone and idempotent.
Using the predicate λx. g x ≤ x in Theorem 6.17, provides a characterization of
the up-to functions for t, i.e., the monotone functions below t.
Lemma 6.19 (Up-to Lemma) Let g be monotone. Then the following statements are
equivalent.
(1) g ≤ t
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(2) ∀x. g(t x) ≤ t x
(3) ∀x. g(t x) ≤ t x→ g(f(t x)) ≤ f(t x)
Proof The implication from (c) to (b) follows by tower induction. From (b) to (a)
we have g ≤ g ◦ t ≤ t, by Corollary 6.15 and the monotonicity of g. The implication
from (a) to (c) follows from Fact 6.16. 
In particular, this shows that f is below t.
Lemma 6.20 Let f be monotone. Then f(t x) ≤ t x.
Proof By Lemma 6.19 (b) using the monotonicity of f . 
For non-monotone functions g, we can still use Lemma 6.19 to show that g ≤ t.
Since t is monotone, g ≤ t is equivalent to dge ≤ t, where dge is the least monotone
function above g [63].
dgex =
∨
{ g y | y ≤ x }
We now relate our companion construction to Pous [99].
Definition 6.21 A function g is compatible for f if it is monotone and g(f x) ≤ f(g x)
for all x.
Lemma 6.22 For monotone f , we have tf =
∨
{ g | g is compatible for f }.
Proof Let g be compatible for f . We have g(f(t x)) ≤ f(g(t x)) by compatibility,
and by Lemma 6.19 this implies g ≤ t. Additionally, the companion is compati-
ble for f , since it is monotone by Corollary 6.15 and t(f x) ≤ t(f(t x)) = f(t x)
by Corollary 6.15 and Fact 6.16. 
While Pous coined the term “companion” and discovered many of its properties,
an equivalent construction had previously been introduced by Hur et al. [63]. Specif-
ically, Hur et al. considered the largest respectful up-to function for a monotone
function f .
Definition 6.23 A function g is respectful for f if for all x ≤ y with x ≤ f y we have
g x ≤ f(g y).
As already noted by Pous, this coincides with the largest compatible up-to function.
We give a direct proof of this using Lemma 6.19.
Lemma 6.24 For monotone f , we have tf =
∨
{ g | g is respectful for f }.
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Proof First note that if g is respectful, then so is dge. Assume that y ≤ z and y ≤ f z.
In order to show that dge y ≤ f(dge z) it suffices to show that g x ≤ f(dge z) for all
x ≤ y. Since g is assumed to be respectful we have g x ≤ f(g z) ≤ f(dge z) and thus
dge is respectful.
Thus, without loss of generality, we can assume that g is monotone.
Let g be respectful for f and g(t x) ≤ t x. We have f(t x) ≤ t x and f(t x) ≤ f(t x)
and so by assumption on g we have g(f(t x)) ≤ f(g(t x)) ≤ f(t x), hence g ≤ t
by Lemma 6.19.
In the reverse direction, let x ≤ y and x ≤ f y. We have t x ≤ t(f y) ≤ f(t y) and
thus t is compatible. 
In light of Lemma 6.22, we can see most results in this section as rederivations of
results from [99]. The exceptions are Theorem 6.17 and Lemma 6.19, which are new
results for the companion.
Theorem 6.17 and Lemma 6.19 are in some sense equally powerful results. By
inspecting the proof, we have already shown that Theorem 6.17 implies Lemma 6.19,
but the reverse is also true.
Lemma 6.25 Let t be a function for which g(t x) ≤ t x whenever g is a monotone
function such that
∀x. g(t x) ≤ t x→ g(f(t x)) ≤ f(t x).
Let P be an inf-closed predicate such that t x ∈ P implies f (t x) ∈ P . Then we have
t x ∈ P for all x.
Proof Let g be the closure operator corresponding to the inf-closed predicate P .
By Lemma 6.10 it suffices to show that g(t x) = t x. From Fact 6.9 we have t(g x)◦ t x,
thus it suffices to show that g(t x) ≤ t x.
By assumption, this is the case whenever g(f(t x)) ≤ f(t x) holds, given g(t x) ≤ t x.
As before, using Lemma 6.10 and Fact 6.9, this is the case whenever f(t x) ∈ P , given
t x ∈ P , which is exactly our assumption on P . 
From a practical point of view, both Theorem 6.17 as well as Lemma 6.19 are useful.
In formalizations, Theorem 6.17 is arguably more useful, since there is no syntactic
restriction on the shape of the goal. On the other hand, Lemma 6.19 also makes
sense in a predicative setting and makes the connections to the classical literature on
up-to techniques explicit [103].
In the sequel, we make extensive use of these new results to show soundness of
up-to functions.
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Example 6.26 (Continued from Example 6.12) We write f =R g whenever f, g are
two streams that are related by the companion for ε at R.
Equality f = g implies f =⊥ g by Lemma 6.18 and thus the relations f =R g are
reflexive for all R.
We could have observed this directly as a consequence of tower induction. In
fact, note that the intersection of a family of equivalence relations is an equivalence
relation and εR is an equivalence whenever R is. Hence, by tower induction we
know that =R is an equivalence relation for all R.
The up-to lemma allows us to show that an operation respects =R. For ex-
ample, consider a function c : S A → S A on streams. We can use the up-
to lemma to show that c f =R c g whenever f =R g. To see this, inductively
define C R (c f) (c g) := Rf g and observe that the statement is equivalent to
C(=R) ⊆ (=R).
By the up-to lemma we can then assume that c respects =R for a fixed R and
we have to show that it does so for a pair of extended streams. Concretely, we
can assume that f =R g and we have to show that (c (a · f))0 = (c (a · g))0 and
(c (a · f))′ =R (c (a · g))′. In particular, this implies that (c f)0 is a function of f0 and
(c (a · f))′ is a function of a and c f .
Example 6.27 (Continued from Example 6.13) We write P R Q whenever P,Q are
related by the companion for s at R.
This example is very similar to the previous one. As before, P  Q implies P R Q
for all R and R is a pre-order for all R by tower induction. The up-to lemma allows
us to show that operations respect R.
For example, to show that an operation c on LTS’ respects R we can assume that
it does so for a fixed R and then we have to show that whenever two nodes x, y
are R related after one step, c x, c y are R related after one step. We will present
several examples of this in Chapter 7.
6.3 Parameterized Tower Induction
We establish a variant of the tower induction principle similar in spirit to Hur et
al.’s parameterized coinduction [63].
Lemma 6.28 (Parameterized Tower Induction) Let f be a monotone function on a
complete lattice A, u an element of A and P an inf-closed predicate. We have P (t u)
and P (f(t u)), whenever
∀x. u ≤ t x→ P (t x)→ P (f(t x)).
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Proof The statement P (f(t u)) follows from P (t u) and the assumption together
with Fact 6.9.
To show P (t u), we generalize the statement to ∀x. Q(t x) for the inf-closed pred-
icate Qx = u ≤ x → P x. By tower induction, it suffices to show that P (f(t x))
follows from u ≤ t x → P (t x) and u ≤ f(t x). From Lemma 6.20 we know that
u ≤ f(t x) ≤ t x. Thus P (t x) holds and P (f(t x)) follows by assumption. 
Hur et al. [63] implement parameterized coinduction with an accumulation rule for
parameterized fixed points. Pous shows that the same accumulation rule is applicable
to the companion. This also follows immediately from Lemma 6.28 with the predicate
P = λx. y ≤ x.
Lemma 6.29 For monotone f we have x ≤ f(t(x ∨ y)) ↔ x ≤ f(t y).
Proof The right-to-left direction follows from y ≤ x∨y together with the monotonicity
of t and f . In the left-to-right direction we use Lemma 6.28. It suffices to show that
∀z. y ≤ t z → x ≤ t z → x ≤ f(t z).
Combining the two assumptions, we have x∨y ≤ t z. Using Fact 6.9, this is equivalent
to t(x ∨ y) ≤ t z. The statement follows from x ≤ f(t(x ∨ y)) and the monotonicity
of f . 
As shown in [63], we can use Lemma 6.29 for both incremental and modular
coinductive reasoning. Modularity here is due to the fact that we can read a statement
of the form x ≤ f(t y) as a semantically guarded assumption y. Intuitively, since t is
increasing, we can make use of y after at least one unfolding of f .
Together with Lemma 6.18, Lemma 6.29 implies a sound and complete coinduction
principle.
Fact 6.30 If f is monotone, then x ≤ f(t x)↔ x ≤ νf .
Proof We have νf = f(νf) = f(t⊥). 
Pous observed that every function below the companion is a sound up-to func-
tion [103] for f . This is a consequence of Fact 6.30.
Definition 6.31 g is a sound up-to function for f , if x ≤ f(g x) implies x ≤ νf .
Lemma 6.32 If g ≤ tf , then g is a sound up-to function for f .
Proof This follows from Fact 6.30: x ≤ f(g x) ≤ f(t x). 
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6.4 Linearity and Well-Foundedness of the Tower
Construction
Parrow and Weber [87] give a construction of the companion for bisimilarity in
classical set theory. Their construction avoids the quantification over respectful
functions by using the theory of ordinals in set theory.
The idea is that if κ is an ordinal larger than the cardinality of the underlying




{ fα> | x ≤ fα>, α ordinal }
The tower construction [112] may be seen as the analogue of transfinite iteration
in type theory. Under this view, we define the set of points reachable from > by
transfinite iteration of f as an inductive predicate.
T ≈ { fα> | α ordinal }
There is one difference between these classical developments and their counterparts
in constructive type theory. In the classical setting, T is (co)well-ordered, i.e., linearly
ordered and the relation y 6≤ x does not have infinite ascending chains on T . This in
turn implies some additional properties of the companion.
In order to obtain these classical results in constructive type theory we have to
work with stronger (but classically equivalent) assumptions. The road we will take in
this thesis is to strengthen the notion of a complete lattice to that of an L-lattice.
Definition 6.33 An L-lattice is a complete lattice A together with a relation x @ y
such that
• x @ y ≤ z implies x @ z
• x ≤ y @ z implies x @ z
•
∧
F @ x implies F i @ x for some i
A function f : A→ A is L-monotone if it is monotone and we have
∀xy. f x @ f y → x @ y
Intuitively, we think of x @ y as a more informative way of stating that y 6≤ x.
Assuming the axiom of excluded middle, we could define x @ y as y 6≤ x and
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conclude that every complete lattice is an L-lattice and that every monotone function
is L-monotone. Constructively, the third clause in the definition of an L-lattice does
not hold in general, and the two concepts bifurcate.
Both classically and intuitionistically, the basic structure of the linearity proof is
best articulated with an induction principle [113].
Lemma 6.34 (Double Induction) For all R : A→ A→ P such that
• for all x, y ∈ T with Rxy and Ry x we have Ry (f x)
• for all x ∈ T , F such that F i ∈ T and Rx (F i) for all i we have Rx (
∧
F )
we have Rxy for all x, y ∈ T .
Proof We show ∀x ∈ T. Rx y by induction on the derivation of y ∈ T .
The case for T-INF holds by assumption.
In the case for T-STEP we have ∀x ∈ T. Rx y and have to show that Rx (f y) holds
for a fixed x ∈ T . By assumption, this follows from Ry x, which we show by a nested
induction on the derivation of x ∈ T .
Again, the case for T-INF holds by assumption.
In the case of T-STEP we have Ry x and need to show that Ry (f x) holds. By
assumption, this follows from Rxy, which had been previously established for all
x ∈ T . 
There is one more general lemma about the tower construction which we need for
the following development.
Lemma 6.35 For all x ∈ T we have f x ≤ x.
Proof By induction on the derivation of x ∈ T . In the case of T-STEP we have f x ≤ x
and thus f (f x) ≤ f x by monotonicity of f .
In the case of T-INF we have f (F i) ≤ F i for all i. By monotonicity we have
f (
∧





In the remainder of this section we will assume that A is an L-lattice and that f is
an L-monotone function.
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Using double induction we can show a suitable generalization of linearity.
Lemma 6.36 Let A be an L-lattice and f an L-monotone function. For all x, y : T ,
y @ x implies y ≤ f x and f x @ y implies x ≤ y.
Proof By double induction.
In the case of T-STEP, we can assume the statement for x, y as well as that x @ y
implies x ≤ f y and f y @ x implies y ≤ x. Now assuming that f y @ x we have
y ≤ x and so f y ≤ f x by monotonicity. Assuming f x @ f y we have x @ y by
L-monotonicity and thus x ≤ f y.
In the case of T-INF, we assume that the statement holds in the image of a family
F . Assuming that
∧
F @ x, there is some i such that F i @ x by the definition of an
L-lattice. By the inductive hypothesis we have F i ≤ f x and hence
∧
F ≤ f x. In
the other direction, assuming that f x @
∧
F we have to show that x ≤ F i for all i.
This follows from the inductive hypothesis, since we have f x @
∧
F ≤ F i and thus
f x @ F i. 
Corollary 6.37 For all x, y ∈ T we have x ≤ y whenever x @ y.
Proof We have x ≤ f y ≤ y by Lemma 6.36 and Lemma 6.35. 
We now turn to the termination of @.
Lemma 6.38 The relation x @ y terminates on T , i.e., the relation
x @T y := x @ y ∧ T y
is strongly normalizing.
Proof By definition, it suffices to show that the relation @T terminates at y for every
x ≤ y with x ∈ T . We proceed by induction on the derivation of x ∈ T .
In the case of T-STEP we can assume that f x ≤ y and that the statement holds
for all z with x ≤ z. By the definition of strong normalization it suffices to show the
statement for all y @ z. We have f x ≤ y @ z and so x ≤ z by Lemma 6.36 and the
statement follows from the inductive hypothesis.
In the case of T-INF we have
∧
F ≤ y and can assume that the statement holds
for all z such that F i ≤ z. By the definition of strong normalization it suffices to
show the statement for all y @ z. We have
∧
F ≤ y @ z and so there is some i such
that F i @ z. By linearity, this implies F i ≤ z and the statement follows from the
inductive hypothesis. 
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Note that these results can equivalently be phrased in terms of the companion.
Corollary 6.39 We have t x ≤ t y whenever t x @ t y, and the relation
x @t y := t x @ t y
is strongly normalizing.
For the classically minded reader we also record the more natural classical rendition
of Corollary 6.39.
Corollary 6.40 Assuming the axiom of excluded middle, every non-empty subset of
T has a maximal element. Equivalently, for every non-empty P , there is some y ∈ P
such that t x ≤ t y for all x ∈ P . In particular, we have t x ≤ t y or t y ≤ t x for all
x, y.
Proof Under excluded middle every complete lattice is an L-lattice by setting
x @ y := y 6≤ x
With this definition Corollary 6.37 reads y 6≤ x → x ≤ y which is equivalent to
y ≤ x ∨ x ≤ y for all x, y ∈ T , hence in particular for t x, t y.
Now assume that x ∈ P ⊆ T . We show that
∨
P ∈ P by induction on the
termination of x ∈ T . We have x ≤
∨
P and by linearity either
∨
P = x ∈ P , or
x <
∨
P . By another application of excluded middle this implies that there is some
x < y ∈ P and the statement follows from the inductive hypothesis.
Finally note that t P ⊆ T for all sets P and the statement follows. 
6.5 Companions of Cocontinuous Functions
The Kleene fixed-point theorem [69] allows us to construct the greatest fixed-point of
an ω-cocontinuous function by ω-iteration. In this chapter we derive the correspond-
ing result for the companion of a cocontinuous function. Among other things, this
allows us to give a more natural description of the companion for stream equality.
Definition 6.41 A family F is codirected if for all i, j there is some k such that
F i ≥ F k ≤ F j.
A monotone function f : A→ A on a complete lattice A is (Scott-) cocontinuous
if we have ∧
i
f(F i) ≤ f(
∧
F )
for every non-empty, codirected family F .
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i f(F i). This could
have been taken as the definition of cocontinuity.
It is well-known that the greatest fixed point of a cocontinuous function is deter-
mined by its finite approximations. Formally, this is the dual of Kleene’s fixed-point
theorem1.
The same is true for the companion. We first consider the sequence of finite
approximations.
Definition 6.42 The finite approximation cn to νf is defined as the n-fold applications
of f to >.
cn := fn>
f0 x := x
fn+1 x := f(fn x)
Using this we define the function k x :=
∧
n{ cn | x ≤ cn }.
It is clear that the tower contains all finite approximations.
Lemma 6.43 We have cn ∈ T for all n and thus k x ∈ T .
Proof By induction on n. We have > ∈ T by T-INF and cn+1 = f cn ∈ T by T-STEP
and the inductive hypothesis. Finally, we have k x ∈ T by T-INF. 
Corollary 6.44 For m ≤ n we have cn ≤ cm.
Proof By Lemma 6.43 and Lemma 6.35. 
Cocontinuity ensures that greatest lower bounds of chains of finite approximations
are compatible with f .
Lemma 6.45 For f cocontinuous, k is compatible for f . In particular, k is monotone
and we have k(f x) ≤ f(k x).
Proof Monotonicity follows directly from the definition.
1Kleene’s theorem is usually formulated with chain-complete posets, but constructively directedness is
a more well-behaved notion.
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By cocontinuity we have
f(k x) = f
(∧
n











since the family λp. cπ1p is codirected: Given m,n with cm ≥ x ≤ cn we have
x ≤ cmax mn and cm ≥ cmax mn ≤ cn by Corollary 6.44. Thus it suffices to show that
∀n. x ≤ cn → k(f x) ≤ cn+1
And this follows since we have f x ≤ cn+1 by monotonicity and so k(f x) ≤ cn+1 by
the definition of k. 
Lemma 6.46 For f cocontinuous we have t x = k x.
Proof We have t x ≤ k x since k x ∈ T by Lemma 6.43 and x ≤ k x by definition.
In the reverse direction we have k x ≤ t x by Lemma 6.22 since k is compatible
by Lemma 6.45. 
Example 6.47 (Continued from Example 6.26) The function ε is easily seen to be co-
continuous: Let F : I → S A → S A → P be a non-empty codirected family of
relations between streams and let f, g be two streams such that ε(F i) f g holds for
all i. Since F is non-empty, there is some i0 such that ε(F i0) f g holds and thus
f 0 = g 0. Furthermore, we have ∀i. F i f ′ g′ by assumption. It follows that
∧
i
ε(F i) ≤ ε(
∧
F )
and ε is cocontinuous, since monotonicity was already established.
By Lemma 6.46 we then have tεRf g = ∀n. (R ⊆ cn)→ cn f g, where cn is prefix
equality cn f g = ∀m. m < n→ f m = gm.
Thus working with the companion for streams is another way of working with
prefix-equality of streams.
Example 6.48 (Continued from Example 6.27) The function s is not cocontinuous,
and in fact  cannot be constructed as a limit of finite approximations. Consider the
following two LTS over Σ = 1.




The LTS A is a self loop on the single element type, while B can make a transition
to a state n for every natural number n which then admits n further transitions. We
have cnAB for every n, by relating the single state of A with the state n, but we
have A 6 B, since if B simulates A by taking a step to a state k we can distinguish
the two states after k additional steps.
6.6 The Companion as a Greatest Fixed-Point
In general, we cannot express the companion as a limit of finite approximations.
However, the reason for this failure is that the sequence of approximations is not
necessarily consistent. In fact, there is a way of expressing  from Example 6.13 as
a limit of consistent finite approximations [11]. More generally, we can express all
strictly positive coinductive types in this way.
We can apply the same result to the companion, by expressing the companion as a
greatest fixed point. This result previously appeared in [99], but we include it to be
self-contained.
Lemma 6.49 For a monotone function f : A→ A on a complete lattice A we have
tf = ν(λt x.
∧
{ f (t y) | x ≤ f y })
where the fixed point is taken over the lattice of functions on A.
Proof Define c := ν(λt x.
∧
{ f (t y) | x ≤ f y }). We show that c is the greatest
compatible function for f , which implies that tf = c by Lemma 6.22.
We first show that c is greater than any comptible function. Let g be monotone
with g(f x) ≤ f(g x) for all x. Note that by Tarski’s theorem and the definition of c
we have
(∀x y. x ≤ f y → g x ≤ f(g y))→ g ≤ c
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and this follows directly from the compatibility of g, as g x ≤ g(f y) ≤ f(g y).
Next, we show that c is compatible for f . For all x we have
c(f x) ≤
∧
{ f (c y) | f x ≤ f y }
≤
∧
{ f (c y) | x ≤ y}
≤ f (c x)
and so it suffices to show that c is monotone.
But this follows easily from the two properties above. Define the upper mono-
tonization of c as follows.
dcex :=
∨
{ f y | y ≤ x }
The function dce is the greatest monotone function below c. It turns out that dce is
compatible for f and hence dce ≤ c from which we conclude monotonicity of c.
To see this, note that dce is monotone and we have dce(f x) ≤ f(dcex) if c x ≤
f(dce y) for all x ≤ fy. By the definition of c it suffices to show that f(c y) ≤ f(dce y),
which follows from the monotonicity of f . 
The construction in Lemma 6.49 can be seen as defining the companion as the
greatest function whose upper monotonization is compatible. Consider a (not nec-
essarily monotone) function g : A → A. The upper monotonization dge of g is
compatible iff for all y:
dge(f y) ≤ f(dge y)
⇐⇒ ∀x. x ≤ f y → g x ≤ f(dge y)
In particular since g ≤ dge, this holds whenever we have
∀x. x ≤ f y → g x ≤ f(g y)
⇐⇒ ∀x. g x ≤
∧
{ f(g y) | x ≤ f y }
In a categorical setting it is similarly possible to read Lemma 6.49 as defining the
companion tf x as the type of “f -causal functions” from (ν f)x to νf [101].
Example 6.50 (Continued from Example 6.27) For the function s, we say that R pro-
gresses to S [103], written R 7→ S, if R ⊆ sS. Concretely, this is the case if whenever
Rs t holds and sBσ s′ there is some tBσ t′ such that S s′ t′.
We then have the following concrete description of R from Lemma 6.49. The
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relation R is coinductively defined by the following inference rule.
∀Sσs′. (R 7→ S)→ sBσ s′ → ∃t′. tBσ t′ ∧ s′ S t′
s R t
================================================
It’s clear from this that s  t implies s R t for all R, by ignoring the extra assumption
in the definition of the companion.
In a proof relevant setting it is also possible to replace the condition R 7→ S directly
with the “smallest relation” S such that R progresses to S. This fails for the definition
in P, because of the technical elimination restriction on propositions.
6.7 Discussion
Coinductive definitions were introduced by Milner [82] for the analysis of concurrent
processes using bisimilarity. The “bisimulation proof method” is exactly using the
definition of νf from Tarski’s theorem in proofs. This is often tedious in practice and
so it is essential to build more refined proof techniques for coinduction.
Proof Techniques for Coinduction Hur et al. [63] introduce parameterized coin-
duction as an incremental proof technique for coinduction. They cite many prior
examples of similar ideas in concrete applications, yet they seem to be the first to put
it in the general framework of order theory. Specifically, for a monotone function f
on a complete lattice, they construct the function
Gf = λx. ν(λy. f(x ∨ y)).
They show that Gf can be used for modular and incremental coinductive reasoning
and demonstrate this with several examples and extensions.
One extension of parameterized coinduction consists of the combination with up-to
techniques. Specifically, Hur et al. consider respectful up-to functions. Respectfulness
is a sufficient criterion for soundness of up-to functions. They use the fact that
the set of respectful up-to functions is closed under union to construct the greatest
respectful up-to function t. The parameterized fixed point Gt◦f turns out to obey
a nice “unfolding” lemma, which allows them to freely use any respectful up-to
technique at arbitrary points in a coinductive proof.
Later on, Pous [99] noticed that the greatest compatible up-to function already
admits the parameterized coinduction principle. It turns out that the greatest compati-
ble and the greatest respectful up-to function coincide. Moreover we have t◦f = Gt◦f .
This means that the function t is everything we require for incremental and modular
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coinductive proofs, which are moreover compatible with up-to techniques.
Pous dubbed the greatest compatible up-to function for f the companion for f .
Our definition of the companion in terms of the tower construction is related to the
work of Parrow and Weber [87], who define the companion by transfinite iteration.
The main innovation of our work compared to Parrow and Weber is that we work in a
constructive setting and in the corollaries we obtain from the tower based companion
construction. In particular, (parameterized) tower induction seems to be a genuinely
novel proof technique for coinduction.
Beyond this we also provide a characterization of the companion in the case of a
cocontinuous function (Chapter 6.5).
Up-To Techniques The study of up-to techniques for bisimilarity, as well as the
coinductive definition of bisimilarity, originate with Milner [82]. Milner considers
bisimulation up-to bisimilarity to keep proofs of bisimilarity manageable. Practical
applications usually require combining several different up-to functions.
One problem with using only sound up-to functions in the sense of Definition 6.31
is that sound up-to functions do not compose in general. This drawback lead
Sangiorgi [103] to propose the notion of respectful up-to functions. Respectful up-to
functions are sound and closed under composition and union.
Sangiorgi was working with the specific example of bisimilarity, but already noted
that the same definition of respectfulness makes sense in the more general context of
greatest fixed points in complete lattices.
Pous [100] extends and simplifies the work of Sangiorgi, by abstracting it to
the setting of complete lattices and introducing the notion of compatibility. This
abstraction immediately yielded concrete gains, as the set of compatible maps forms
another complete lattice. In particular, this implies that we can use up-to techniques
to show other up-to techniques. Pous refers to this as “second order techniques”.
Later on, Pous [99] adapted this development to the companion. For every compan-
ion t, there exists a second-order companion, classifying the up-to techniques for t.
Pous uses the second-order companion extensively to show soundness of bisimulation
up-to context for CCS with replication.
It is not clear if and how the second-order companion is related to tower induction
and the up-to Lemma (Lemma 6.19). So far, the two concepts seem to be orthogonal,
but with many common applications.
The Tower Construction in Classical Type Theory The classical tower construction
in Chapter 6.4 has an interesting history. The tower construction was originally
introduced by Zermelo [129], in his second proof of the well-ordering theorem. It is
much more common to use the dual construction where the T-INF rule is replaced
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by a rule for least upper bounds. In this form, the tower construction sometimes
appears in contemporary proofs of Zorn’s lemma and related results in algebra and
set theory [74].
In classical set theory, the tower construction is usually considered for an increasing
function, i.e., a function f with x ≤ f x for all x, rather than for a monotone function.
In this fully general form the tower construction was first identified by Bourbaki [29].
This construction seems to be inherently classical, in that we have not been able
to extract any interesting constructive results out of the proofs. Indeed, by a result
of Bauer and Lumsdaine [21], the main application of Bourbaki’s result fails in the
realizability topos and hence does not hold in intuitionistic logic.
The double induction principle (Lemma 6.34) first appeared in the book on set
theory by Smullyan and Fitting [113]. In the book, the double induction principle
is referred to as the “double superinduction principle” and takes up a prominent
position in the development of the theory of ordinals.
The definition of an L-lattice in Chapter 6.4 might seem suspect at first glance,
since it is not obvious that such a gadget exists in constructive type theory. Luckily
it turns out that there are non-trivial L-lattice’s in type theory, for example, the
complemented sets of [27], the interval domain, or the extended MacNeille real
numbers [125].
In fact, we have extracted the definitions of an L-lattice and L-monotone functions
from a development of the well-ordering theorem in classical linear logic according to
the methods of [111]. It stands to reason that every complete lattice and monotone
function in classical linear logic gives rise to an L-lattice and an L-monotone function
under the Chu interpretation.
Strictly speaking, the translation suggests that an L-lattice should satisfy several
additional laws, such as x @ y → x 6= y, but these were not needed in our proofs.
The assumptions in Chapter 6.4 are by no means minimal, and the same construc-
tion could be done over a pre-ordered type, rather than a complete lattice. We could
have reformulated the tower construction in the form
T-INF’
∀i. F i ∈ T
∀x. (∀i. x ≤ F i)↔ x ≤ y
y ∈ T
and this would have been equivalent for a complete lattice, while also making sense
in an arbitrary pre-ordered type. The additional generality was not useful for us
and we would have had to change the definition for Chapter 6.4 to include a similar
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condition for y @ x.
While the proof for the linearity of the tower construction is not new, this is
the first version I know of that is fully constructive. The proof of Lemma 6.38 is
also particularly simple, since we work with the constructively sensible notion of
termination, instead of using the existence of a maximal element. It is no accident
that the proof of Corollary 6.40 contains three appeals to excluded middle. In a
classical proof, these arguments are usually mixed with the proof of well-foundedness
of the tower construction, making the structure of the proof more difficult to follow.
The Companion in a Predicative Universe Since we work in a complete lattice, we
are implicitly working within an impredicative universe. For cocontinuous functions
we can equivalently obtain the companion via ω-iteration (Lemma 6.46). This allows
us to define the companion in a predicative, proof relevant setting, but it leaves open
the question after the general case.
There are two relevant pieces of related work that we are aware of. First, there is
the work by Pous and Rot [101] and Basold et al. [20] who generalize the companion
construction from the “proof-irrelevant” setting of order theory to the “proof-relevant”
setting of category theory.
The main result is that the categorical analogue of monotonicity, namely functo-
riality, is no longer sufficient to define the companion. However, in some special
cases, there is a “final distributive law of a functor”, which clearly corresponds to
the greatest compatible function of a monotone function. The work proceeds along
deeply classical lines starting from the ordinal based construction of the companion
by Parrow and Weber [87]. It is thus not clear how much of this development applies
in constructive type theory.
In constructive type theory Danielsson [39] uses size types to construct an analogue
of the companion in a predicative universe. In this setting, the companion can be
shown to classify “size-preserving” functions, but it appears to be impossible to
show that the resulting definition is actually compatible. Nevertheless, the resulting
definition allows Danielsson to prove a number of non-trivial results about bisimilarity
in CCS, with proofs that are very similar to the proofs given by Pous [99]. So even
if the definitions could be separated in some model of type theory, for practical
purposes they seem to be equally powerful.
We can only add one preliminary observation to this discussion. In Lemma 6.49
we recall a construction of the companion as a greatest fixed-point. In principle, this
definition can be used to define the companion of a fixed function f as a coinductive
type. Unfortunately, the definition itself relies on an impredicative quantification
and so cannot be applied in a predicative setting. We can, however, eliminate the
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impredicative quantification through judicious use of dependent types.
For example, we have shown that the companion for similarity is coinductively
defined by the following inference rule.
∀Sσs′. (R 7→ S)→ sBσ s′ → ∃t′. tBσ t′ ∧ s′ S t′
s R t
================================================
This involves a large quantification over all relations S, which we can replace by
reading the relation off from a proof of R 7→ S. For this to work, we formally need to
work in a predicative universe U without an elimination restriction. The resulting
definition looks as follows.
∀η : (∀σsts′. R s t→ sBσ s′ → Σt′. tBσ t′).
∀σs′. sBσ s′ → Σt′. tBσ t′ × s′ S Rη t′
s R t
==========================================
where S Rη = λs′t′. Σσst(r : Rs t)(p : sBσ s′). π(η σ s t s′ r p) = t′
Intuitively, we replace S by the image of the function which corresponds to the proof
of R 7→ S. Apart from size issues these two definitions are equivalent, and it might
yet be possible to show that this definition corresponds to the final distributive law of
a functor as in [101]. A similar construction should apply to any container [2] and
might allow us to extend the companion to predicative universes.
Properly investigating any of this is future work.
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7Strong Bisimilarity in CCS
In Chapter 6 we have developed theories for working with coinductive definitions. In
this chapter we present a corresponding application.
We consider Milner’s calculus of communicating systems (CCS) [82] extended with
general recursive processes and show the following results.
• Strong bisimilarity is a congruence (Corollary 7.16).
• Systems of weakly guarded equations have unique solutions (Corollary 7.18).
• Soundness of bisimulation up-to symmetry, transitivity, bisimilarity, and con-
texts (Corollary 7.19).
These are classic properties of strong bisimilarity in CCS without recursive processes,
e.g., the first two appear in [82]. Our contributions lie in the proof strategies and
in the extension to recursive processes. Rather than using the bisimulation proof
method and setting up three different developments, we will obtain all results from
properties of relative bisimilarity — the companion of strong bisimilarity.
Our proof essentially boils down to showing that relative bisimilarity extended to
open processes is a congruence. For closed processes, this can be seen as showing
the soundness of the bisimulation up-to context proof method [103]. The extension
to open processes is not possible with the bisimulation proof method, since there
is no reduction relation for open processes. In contrast to this, we can extend
relative bisimilarity to open processes by quantifying over closing substitutions. The
resulting relation still satisfies the tower induction principle and has all of the pleasant
properties of relative bisimilarity on closed terms.
The content of this chapter is based on [105].
7.1 Syntax and Semantics of CCS
We define processes as a family P : N→ U indexed with the size of a process context
by the following grammar.
P k, Qk ::= ⊥k | α.P k | P k ‖ Qk | P k +Qk | (νa)P k | µP k+1 | Xk where Xk ∈ Ik
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Fig. 7.1.: Labeled transition system for CCS.
A process is either stopped ⊥, an action prefix α.P , a parallel composition P ‖ Q, a
choice P +Q, a restriction (νa)P , or a recursive process µP . The type Σ is arbitrary
and could be kept as a free parameter, but for concreteness we will think of Σ
as N. A process P 0 without free variables is called closed. We write τ for closing
substitutions, i.e., substitutions which replace all variables by closed processes.
The semantics of CCS is given by a labeled transition system (LTS, compare
from Example 6.13), i.e., an indexed relation between closed processes P α Q.
Intuitively, the relation P α Q means that process P can reduce to Q and output α
in a single step. The labelled transition system for CCS is defined inductively by the
rules in Figure 7.1.
We define strong bisimilarity as the greatest fixed-point of a function b on rela-
tions between closed processes. First, let s be the function expressing one step of
simulation.
sR := λPQ. ∀αP ′. P α P ′ → ∃Q′. Q α Q′ ∧RP ′Q′
The function b is simulation in both directions. More precisely, it is the greatest
symmetric function below s, where a function between relations is symmetric if it
maps symmetric relations to symmetric relations.
bR := dsesR
dfes := λR. f R ∧ (f R†)†
R† := λPQ. RQP
Definition 7.1 Bisimilarity is the greatest fixed-point of b. Relative bisimilarity is
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the companion of b. We write
P ∼Q := ν b P Q bisimilarity
P ∼R Q := tbRP Q relative bisimilarity
The definition of bisimilarity is the same as in [82]. To see this, we expand the
definitions.
dfesRP Q = f RP Q ∧ f R†QP
bRP Q = (∀αP ′. P α P ′ → ∃Q′. Q α Q′ ∧RP ′Q′) ∧
(∀αQ′. Q α Q′ → ∃P ′. P α P ′ ∧RP ′Q′)
P ∼Q = ∃R. RP Q ∧R ⊆ bR
where the last equation follows from the characterization of ν in Theorem 6.11.
This characterization of P ∼Q justifies the bisimulation proof method: In order to
show that P ∼Q it suffices to find a bisimulation R such that RP Q, where a relation
R is a bisimulation if R ⊆ bR. The problem with this proof technique is that R can
be arbitrarily complicated and has to be explicitly constructed.
Consider two processes A,B such that
A∼ (a.B) ‖ (a.!A)
B ∼ (a.!B) ‖ (a.A)
where !P refers to the process ν(P [↑] ‖ 0), describing an infinite parallel composition
of P . The processes A and B are obviously bisimilar, as parallel composition is
commutative and the only difference beyond this is a renaming. Yet the smallest
bisimulation relating A and B is infinite.
Instead of the bisimulation proof method, we use the companion and tower
induction. The companion gives us a notion of relative bisimilarity P∼RQ. Intuitively,
processes are bisimilar relative to R if we can show that they are bisimilar, assuming
that all R-related processes are bisimilar. In coinductive proofs, we can frequently
assume that some processes are bisimilar after we perform a step of reduction. We can
express this in terms of relative bisimilarity, by introducing guarded assumptions ◦R.
Given a relation R, we define
◦R := b(tR)
Tower induction gives us a proof principle for showing bisimilarity in terms of
relative bisimilarity.
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Lemma 7.2 If P ∼R Q implies P ∼◦R Q for all R, then P ∼Q.
Proof This is tower induction using the inf-closed predicate λR. RP Q. 
Lemma 7.2 corresponds to the statement that bisimulation up-to the companion is
sound. To show that two processes are bisimilar, it suffices to show that they are
bisimilar relative to an assumption which states that they are bisimilar after unfolding
at least one reduction step.
The main result of this section is that relative bisimilarity is a congruence. This
simplifies the proof of the bisimilarity A ∼ B. By Lemma 7.2, it suffices to show
A∼◦R B, assuming that A∼R B. We have
A∼ (a.B) ‖ (a.!A)∼ (a.!A) ‖ (a.B)
B ∼ (a.!B) ‖ (a.A)
Since ∼ ⊆ ∼◦R, and ∼◦R is transitive, it thus suffices to show that
(a.!A) ‖ (a.B)∼◦R (a.!B) ‖ (a.A)
Since∼◦R is a congruence, this follows from a.!A∼◦Ra.!B and a.B∼◦Ra.A. Unfolding
the definition of b, we have to show !A∼R!B and B ∼R A. The former follows by
congruence, the latter follows from the symmetry of ∼R. We conclude that A∼B.
In this case, we can further simplify the proof to avoid unfolding the definition of
b. We simply strengthen the compatibility with action prefixes to
P ∼R Q → α.P ∼◦R α.Q
since action prefixes can perform a step of reduction.
Our goal is to show that relative bisimilarity is a congruence. In order to be a
congruence under fixed-points we have to extend relative bisimilarity to open terms.
Definition 7.3 Two processes P,Q are in open (relative) bisimilarity P ∼̇Q if they
are (relatively) bisimilar under all closing substitutions.
P ∼̇Q := ∀τ. P [τ ]∼Q[τ ] open bisimilarity
P ∼̇R Q := ∀τ. P [τ ]∼R Q[τ ] open relative bisimilarity
To distinguish open bisimilarity from ordinary bisimilarity, we will refer to the
latter as closed bisimilarity. Open and closed (relative) bisimilarity coincide for closed
processes.
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The different notions of bisimilarity are related by the following laws, which
instantiate lemmas from Chapter 6.2.
Fact 7.4 ∼̇⊥ = ∼̇ ⊆ ∼̇◦R ⊆ ∼̇R ⊇ R
Even though open bisimilarity is not defined coinductively, we obtain a reasoning
principle analogous to Lemma 7.2 using tower induction.
Lemma 7.5 If P ∼̇R Q implies P ∼̇◦R Q for all R, then P ∼̇Q.
Proof This is tower induction using the inf-closed predicate
λR. ∀τ. RP [τ ]Q[τ ] 
It is similarly straightforward to show that ∼̇R is an equivalence relation.
Lemma 7.6 Open relative bisimilarity is an equivalence relation.
Proof By tower induction. The intersection of a family of equivalence relations is an
equivalence relation and it is easy to see that bR is an equivalence relation if R is.
For example, we have the following unfolding law for recursive processes.
Lemma 7.7 µP ∼̇ P [µP · id]
Proof By Lemma 7.5 it suffices to show that µP ∼̇◦R P [µP · id]. Unfolding the
definition using Fact 7.4 and normalizing substitutions this follows from
b (∼R) ((µP )[τ ]) (P [(µP )[τ ] · τ ])
= (∀αQ. ((µP )[τ ] α Q) → ∃Q′. (P [(µP )[τ ] · τ ] α Q′) ∧ Q∼R Q′)
∧ (∀αQ. (P [(µP )[τ ] · τ ] α Q) → ∃Q′. ((µP )[τ ] α Q′) ∧ Q∼R Q′)
There are two directions to consider. When (µP )[τ ] α Q we have P [(µP )[τ ] · id] α Q
by definition and vice-versa. In both cases we have Q∼R Q by reflexivity of relative
bisimilarity (Lemma 7.6). 
7.2 Congruence Properties of Relative Bisimilarity
Relative bisimilarity is an equivalence by Lemma 7.6. We show that relative bisimilar-
ity is a congruence by showing that it is compatible with all operations of CCS.
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Compatibility can be shown using the up-to lemma (Lemma 6.19), or equivalently
using tower induction. In [105] we have presented the development with the up-to
lemma. Here we present the same development directly using tower induction.
We prove that ∼̇R is a congruence for all R. The intersection of a family of
congruence relations is again a congruence. By tower induction we can assume
that ∼̇R is a congruence for a fixed R and show that this implies that ∼̇◦R is a
congruence. This in turn boils down to showing that ∼̇◦R is compatible with all
operations individually, which we show with separate lemmas.
Compatibility for the so called “dynamic” operations, which disappear after a step
of reduction, is straightforward.
Lemma 7.8 If P ∼̇R Q, then α.P ∼̇◦R α.Q and α.P ∼̇R α.Q.
Proof If RP Q then bR (α.P ) (α.Q). The statement then follows using Fact 7.4. 
Lemma 7.9 ∼̇◦R respects choice, if P1∼̇◦RP2, andQ1∼̇◦RQ2 then P1+Q1∼̇◦RP2+Q2.
Proof Follows immediately by unfolding the definitions using Fact 7.4. 
The remaining proofs are more involved and it makes sense to reduce the number
of cases by symmetry. Note that all assumptions are symmetric and hence it suffices
to consider one step of simulation, instead of simulation in both directions.
Lemma 7.10 If ∼̇R is a congruence, then ∼̇◦R respects parallel composition, if P1 ∼̇◦R
P2, and Q1 ∼̇◦R Q2 then P1 ‖ Q1 ∼̇◦R P2 ‖ Q2
Proof Since all assumptions are symmetric, it suffices to show one direction of the
definition of b, i.e., that
s (∼R) (P1[τ ] ‖ Q1[τ ]) (P2[τ ] ‖ Q2[τ ])
= ∀αU. (P1[τ ] ‖ Q1[τ ]
α
 U) → ∃V. (P2[τ ] ‖ Q2[τ ]
α
 V ) ∧ U ∼R V
holds for all closing substitutions τ .
Let P1[τ ] ‖ Q1[τ ]
α
 U , we have to find a process V such that P2[τ ] ‖ Q2[τ ]
α
 V
and U ∼R V .
We proceed by case analysis on the reduction P1[τ ] ‖ Q1[τ ]
α
 U . Formally, there
are four cases to consider of which two follow by symmetry.
• Communication between P1[τ ] and Q1[τ ]: We have P1[τ ]
a
 P ′1, Q1[τ ]
a
 Q′1,
α = τ , and U = P ′1 ‖ Q′1. By the assumptions P1 ∼̇◦R P2 and Q1 ∼̇◦R Q2 there
are P ′2, Q
′
2 such that P2[τ ]
a




1 ∼R P ′2 and Q′1 ∼R Q′2. We pick
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V = P ′2 ‖ Q′2, as P2 ‖ Q2
τ
 P ′2 ‖ Q2. The statement P ′1 ‖ Q′1 ∼R P ′2 ‖ Q′2 then
follows by the assumption that ∼̇R is a congruence.
• Reduction in P1[τ ]: We have P1[τ ]
α
 P ′1 and U = P ′1 ‖ Q1[τ ]. By assumption,
P2[τ ]
α
 P ′2 and P
′
1 ∼R P ′2.
We pick V = P ′2 ‖ Q2[τ ], as P2[τ ] ‖ Q2[τ ]
α
 P ′2 ‖ Q2[τ ]. The statement
P ′1 ‖ Q1[τ ]∼RP ′2 ‖ Q2[τ ] follows from Q1[τ ]∼RQ2[τ ] since ∼R is a congruence.
This in turn follows from the assumption that Q1 ∼̇◦R Q2 and Fact 7.4. 
Using essentially the same proof we show that relative bisimilarity is compatible
with restriction.
Lemma 7.11 If ∼̇R is a congruence and P ∼̇◦R Q then (νa)P ∼̇◦R (νa)Q.
It remains to show compatibility with recursive processes. Since the semantics of
recursive processes is defined using instantiation, we also need to show that ∼̇R is
compatible with instantiation. It is easy to see that if ∼̇R is a congruence, then it is
compatible with instantiation.
Lemma 7.12 If ∼̇R is a congruence and σ1, σ2 are two related substitutions, i.e., we
have σ1 x ∼̇R σ2 x for all x, then P [σ1] ∼̇R P [σ2] for all P .
Proof By induction on P using the fact that ∼R is a congruence. The case for
variables follows from the assumption on σ1 and σ2. 
However, this is not quite enough to show compatibility with recursive processes.
In order to show that P ∼̇◦R Q implies µP ∼̇◦R µQ we need to show that µP, µQ are
related after unfolding:
P [µP · id] ∼̇◦R Q[µQ · id]
The substitutions involved are certainly ∼̇R related by assumption, but not ∼̇◦R
related. The latter is, after all, what we set out to show.
What saves us is the fact that unfolding fixed-points decreases the size of the
reduction derivation and the fact that we already know that P ∼̇◦R Q. This makes
it possible to show a more general statement by induction on the derivation of the
reduction relation.
Using Lemma 7.12 we can then show that ∼̇◦R is compatible with recursive
processes.
Lemma 7.13 If ∼̇R is a congruence and P ∼̇◦R Q then µP ∼̇◦R µQ.
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Proof Unfolding the definitions, it suffices to show that µP ∼◦R µQ for closed pro-
cesses µP, µQ, under the assumption that P [S · id]∼◦RQ[S · id] for all closed processes
S.
We show a generalization by induction, namely that for all processes Q0 we have
Q0[µP · id]∼◦R Q0[µQ · id]
the statement then follows when Q0 is the variable 0.
As in the proof of Lemma 7.10, it suffices to show that the statement holds for one
step of simulation. The reverse direction follows by symmetry.
Thus we have to show that
∀αP ′. (Q0[µP · id]
α
 P ′) → ∃Q′. (Q0[µQ · id]
α
 Q′) ∧ P ′ ∼R Q′
We proceed by induction on the derivation of Q0[µP · id]
α
 Q′. There are nine
cases to consider in total. We illustrate three representative cases.
• Q0 = S ‖ T and S[µP · id]
α
 S′. By the inductive hypothesis, there is an S′′
such that S[µQ · id] α S′′ and S′ ∼R S′′. It suffices to show that
S′ ‖ T [µP · id]∼R S′′ ‖ T [µQ · id].
This follows from compatibility with parallel composition and instantiation
(Lemma 7.12), since we have S′ ∼R S′′ and µP ∼R µQ by assumption.
• Q0 = µS and S[µS · id][µP · id]
α
 S′. By the inductive hypothesis, there is an
S′′ such that S[µS · id][µQ · id] α S′′ and S′ ∼R S′′, which is what we needed
to show.
• Q0 = X and P [µP · id]
α
 P ′. By the inductive hypothesis, there is a P ′′ such
that P [µQ · id] α P ′′ and P ′ ∼R P ′′.
By the assumption on P and Q there is a Q′ such that Q[µQ · id] α Q′ and
P ′′∼RQ′. We have P ′∼RQ′ by transitivity of ∼R and the statement follows. 
Theorem 7.14 Open relative bisimilarity is a congruence.
Proof By tower induction it suffices to assume that ∼̇R is a congruence and to
show that ∼̇◦R is a congruence. Compatibility with action prefixes, choice, parallel
composition, restriction, and recursive processes follow from Lemma 7.8, Lemma 7.9,
Lemma 7.10, Lemma 7.11, and Lemma 7.13 respectively. 
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Furthermore, we can use Lemma 7.12 to show that ∼̇R is compatible with instanti-
ation.
Lemma 7.15 If P ∼̇R Q and σ1 x ∼̇R σ2 x for all x, then P [σ1] ∼̇R Q[σ2].
Proof By the definition of P ∼̇R Q, we have P [σ1] ∼̇R Q[σ1]. The statement follows
from Theorem 7.14, Lemma 7.12, and transitivity (Lemma 7.6). 
7.3 Properties of Strong Bisimilarity
Since ∼̇⊥ = ∼̇, Theorem 7.14 in particular shows that open bisimilarity is a congru-
ence.
Corollary 7.16 Open bisimilarity ∼̇ is a congruence.
Proof By Theorem 7.14 and Fact 7.4. 
We can also directly apply Theorem 7.14 to show that weakly guarded equations
have unique solutions in CCS.
A context is an open term. A context is weakly guarded if every free variable
appears under an action prefix, where the action in question may be τ . A context C
can be filled using instantiation.
For example, the process
µ(1 ‖ 0)
represents the context ![ ] for replication.
Weakly guarded equations are bisimilarities of the form P ∼̇ C[P · id], for weakly
guarded contexts C. Systems of weakly guarded equations are the same thing at the
level of substitutions.
In the case of CCS without recursive processes, such equations have unique so-
lutions by a result of Milner [82]. Intuitively, this is because we must take a step
before reaching a variable, meaning that a weakly guarded equation can be seen as
a productive corecursive definition for a process. We can formalize this intuition in
terms of relative bisimilarity, which leads to a simple proof.
Lemma 7.17 If C is weakly guarded and σ1 ∼R σ2, then C[σ1]∼◦R C[σ2].
Proof By induction on C, using Theorem 7.14 and Lemma 7.15 in particular us-
ing Lemma 7.8 to move from guarded relative bisimilarity to relative bisimilarity. 
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Corollary 7.18 (Unique Solutions) If σ is a pointwise weakly guarded substitution
and θ1, θ2 are two substitutions such that θ1 ∼̇ σ ◦ θ1 and θ2 ∼̇ σ ◦ θ2, then θ1 ∼̇ θ2.
In particular, if C is weakly guarded with a single free variable and P,Q are two
processes such that P ∼̇ C[P · id] and Q ∼̇ C[Q · id] then P ∼̇Q.
Proof By Lemma 7.5, it suffices to show θ1 ∼̇◦R θ2, assuming that θ1 ∼̇R θ2. Us-
ing Lemma 7.17, we have (σ x)[θ1] ∼̇◦R (σ x)[θ2] and the statement follows by transi-
tivity, as
θ1 x ∼̇ (σ x)[θ1] ∼̇◦R (σ x)[θ2] ∼̇ θ2 x. 
for all x.
Finally, we show that Theorem 7.14 implies the soundness of bisimilarity up-to
context, transitivity, symmetry and bisimilarity. Given a relation R, we build the







CR P T CR T Q
CR P Q
∀x. CR (τ1 x) (τ2 x)
CR P [τ1] P [τ2]
Corollary 7.19 The function C is a sound up-to function for bisimilarity.
Proof For all CR P Q we have P ∼R Q, by induction on the derivation of CR P Q
using Theorem 7.14. The statement follows from Lemma 6.32. 
7.4 Discussion
This chapter can be seen as the practical counterpart to Chapter 6. In Chapter 6 we
introduce the tower-based companion construction and prove many of its properties.
In this chapter we apply the companion construction to strong bisimilarity in CCS.
The main advantage of the companion construction over the bisimulation proof
method is its modularity. Our proofs that relative bisimilarity is a congruence are
very similar to the proof that bisimilarity is a congruence in [82]. The difference is
that the result for relative bisimilarity is much stronger. The congruence property of
relative bisimilarity has a number corollaries which are otherwise discharged with
completely separate proofs.
Up-to techniques for bisimilarity. The study of up-to techniques for bisimilarity
originates with Milner [82]. Milner considers bisimulation up-to bisimilarity to keep
proofs of bisimilarity manageable. Practical applications usually require combining
several different up-to functions. Even the toy example we considered in Chapter 7.1
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requires bisimulation up-to context, bisimilarity and transitivity to mimic the proof
using the companion.
In [99], Pous presents a proof of soundness of bisimulation up-to context for CCS
with replication. The main difference between Pous’ development and the develop-
ment in this chapter is that we consider CCS with recursive processes. Technically,
the proofs are very different: Pous uses point-free reasoning with a second-order
companion construction where we use tower induction and the notion of relative
bisimilarity.
The extension to open processes is not without difficulty, compared to the devel-
opment of CCS with replication. We have previously compared both in [105]. The
companion construction allows a direct treatment of bisimilarity for open processes.
The soundness of bisimulation up-to contexts for CCS with recursive processes
appears to be a new result.
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8Axiomatic Semantics for Compiler
Verification
In this chapter we present an approach to compiler verification for two idealized
imperative languages based on axiomatic semantics.
We formulate the semantics of a language with an “evaluation functional”, a mono-
tone function between predicate transformers. The least fixed-point of evaluation
provides the weakest precondition transformer wp, while the greatest fixed-point
provides weakest liberal preconditions wlp.
Intuitively, the weakest precondition wp sQ for a program s and a predicate Q is a
predicate which holds of a state σ iff the execution of s starting in state σ terminates
with a state satisfying Q. Similarly, the weakest liberal precondition wlp sQ is a
predicate which holds at σ iff Q holds for all final states of s starting from state σ.
From the weakest liberal preconditions we obtain partial correctness judgments
{σ} s {Q} and Hoare-triples {P} s {Q}
{σ} s {Q} := σ ∈ wlp sQ
{P} s {Q} := P ⊆ wlp sQ
Hoare triples relate a program with a specification consisting of a pre- and a postcondi-
tion. We show that correctness judgments admit a simple inductive characterization.
Symmetrically, weakest preconditions provide a predicate for total correctness judg-
ments 〈σ〉 s 〈Q〉. Total correctness judgments give rise to Hoare-style total correctness
statements.
〈σ〉 s 〈Q〉 := σ ∈ wp sQ
〈P 〉 s 〈Q〉 := P ⊆ wp sQ
We show that total correctness judgments admit a simple inductive specification.
For the languages we consider, we show that the wp and wlp functions can be
computed by structural recursion on programs using a fixed-point operator for
predicate transformers.
The first language we study is a Dijkstra-style guarded command language [41]
which we call GC. GC is operationally underspecified in that it leaves open which
guarded command is executed in case several guards are satisfied. This form of
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underspecification is easily dealt with by an axiomatic semantics, which talks about
predicates on states rather than single states. The rules of our correctness judgments
for GC are reminiscent of the rules of a conventional big-step semantics, with the
essential difference that we use postconditions rather than final states. This way
the relevant behavior of an underspecified program can be described with a single
judgment, which is not possible with a big-step semantics. While we do not define
our axiomatic semantics in terms of invariants or termination functions, we show
that such a presentation is admissible.
The second language we study is a low-level language with linear sequential
composition and lexically scoped gotos which we call IC. We see the declaration of a
target for a goto as the definition of an argumentless, possibly recursive procedure to
be used as a continuation.
We define the semantics of IC with an operational small-step semantics, and show
it equivalent to an axiomatic semantics. The axiomatic semantics of IC facilitates
compiler verification. Both the weakest preconditions and the correctness judgments
of IC turn out to be useful for proofs establishing properties of IC.
We give a compiler from GC to IC and verify its correctness. The compiler lin-
earizes sequential compositions and realizes loops with continuations. Based on the
axiomatic semantics of GC and IC, we express the correctness of the compiler as
preservation of specifications. That is, given a GC program s, the compiler must yield
an IC program t such that 〈σ〉 t 〈Q〉 whenever 〈σ〉 s 〈Q〉 (or, equivalently, 〈P 〉 t 〈Q〉
whenever 〈P 〉 s 〈Q〉), and similarly for the partial correctness judgments.
For the languages we consider, we show that the predicate transformers described
by programs are continuous. This makes it possible to obtain the fixed-points for
loops and continuations with ω-iteration.
Axiomatic semantics are well adapted to languages with underspecified execution
order (e.g., C or OCaml). Treating compiler correctness for such languages with a
nondeterministic small-step semantics seems complex and tedious. At the example
of GC we see that compiler correctness can be expressed elegantly and without
overspecification using axiomatic semantics.
We have covered axiomatic semantics for compiler verification from GC to IC
in [107]. The main contribution of this chapter over this previous study is the
introduction of evaluation functionals and partial correctness.
Partial correctness is most naturally specified coinductively and so we require both
inductive and coinductive proof techniques to reason about axiomatic semantics.
The tower construction plays a crucial role in providing a powerful induction and
coinduction principle. Since we are not interested in up-to techniques we can further
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refine the tower construction based on the proof of Pataraia’s theorem [88]. This
leads us to identify the (co-)directed (co-)induction principle (Chapter 8.1), which is
the main workhorse for most proofs in this chapter.
Before we present the axiomatic semantics of GC and IC we first consider axiomatic
semantics based on an evaluation functional in an abstract setting (Chapter 8.2). The
main insight is that there are a number of properties of the wp and wlp semantics
which can be shown simultaneously for partial and total correctness based on the
evaluation functional.
We next present the semantics of GC (Chapter 8.3) and IC (Chapter 8.4). IC has
both an operational and an axiomatic semantics (Chapter 8.5) and we show how to
connect the two (Chapter 8.6). Finally, we show the correctness of a compiler from
GC to IC (Chapter 8.7).
In this section, we often use set notation such as
⋂
M instead of the lattice notation∧
M from Chapter 6. The reason is that many of the results in this section do not hold
for all complete lattices, but instead are specific to lattices of predicate transformers1.
The content of this chapter is based on [107].
8.1 (Co-)Directed (Co-)Induction
In the remainder we will need a stronger form of the tower induction principle
from Chapter 6, for induction as well as coinduction.
Tower induction justifies the following coinduction principle.
Lemma 8.1 Let f be a monotone function on a complete lattice X and let P be an
inf-closed predicate on X. Then P (νf) holds whenever P x implies P (f x) for all x.
Proof We have ν f = tf ⊥ by Lemma 6.18 and the result follows by Theorem 6.17.
We need the dual result for induction, i.e., for least fixed-points, which naturally
requires P to be a sup-closed predicate. However, sup-closure turns out to be
too restrictive for some applications. For example, consider a monotone function
f : (X → X → P) → (X → X → P) between relations. Suppose that f preserves
functional relations, i.e., that f R is functional whenever R is. The intersection of a
family of functional relations is functional, thus we can conclude that νf is functional.
The union of a family of functional relations on the other hand may not be functional,
so we cannot conclude that µf is functional.
Using classical logic, we know that the tower is linear (Corollary 6.37) and hence
we would only need P to be closed under suprema of chains. The union of a chain of
1More generally, the results in question, e.g., Lemma 8.17, hold in all complete Heyting algebras.
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functional relations is again functional, so classically we could conclude that µf is
functional.
For general complete lattices we adapt a theorem of Pataraia [88] to obtain a
(co-)directed (co-)induction principle, which only requires P to be closed under
suprema (infima) of (co-)directed families. Observe that the union of a directed
family of functional relations is functional. Continuing our example, we conclude
that µf is functional.
We begin by recalling the definitions of (co-)directed families and (co-)directed
closed predicates.
Definition 8.2 A family F : I → X over a pre-ordered type X is directed if for all
i, j : I there exists some k : I such that F i ≤ F k ≥ F j. Dually, F is codirected if
for all i, j there exists some k such that F i ≥ F k ≤ F j.
A predicate P : X → P on a complete latticeX is directed-closed if for all directed
families F we have P (
∨
F ) whenever P (F i) for all i. Dually, P is codirected-closed
if for all codirected families F , the statement P (
∧
F ) holds whenever P (F i) holds
for all i.
The remaining development is symmetric with regards to directed or codirected-
closed predicates. For easier comparison to Chapter 6 we describe the case for
codirected-closed predicates and obtain the case for directed-closed predicates by
duality.
Definition 8.3 The codirected tower T ∗f for f is the smallest codirected-closed pred-
icate which is closed under f . Formally, the predicate T ∗f is inductively defined by
the following rules.
x ∈ T ∗f
f x ∈ T ∗f
∀i. F i ∈ T ∗f F codirected∧
F ∈ T ∗f
The codirected tower is clearly a refinement of the ordinary tower construction.
Since f is clear from the context we drop the suffix and write T ∗ in the remainder.
Our goal is to show that the greatest fixed-point of f is contained in T ∗. From
this result we can obtain the codirected coinduction principle by induction on the
derivation of νf ∈ T ∗.
The following two facts carry over from the corresponding statements for the tower
construction.
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Fact 8.4 > ∈ T ∗
Proof We have > =
∧
∅, where ∅ is the unique family over the empty type, which is
obviously codirected. 
Fact 8.5 If f is monotone, then every x ∈ T ∗ is a prefixed-point of f , i.e., f x ≤ x.
Proof By induction on the derivation of x ∈ T ∗. 
While it is easy to show that ν f is the least element of the ordinary tower construc-
tion (Lemma 6.18), there does not seem to be any straightforward way to show that
ν f is in T ∗. In fact, there is a priori no reason to assume that the codirected tower
has a least element: T ∗ has a least element iff it is codirected. Attempting to prove
this directly runs into the same issues as attempting to prove that the tower is linear.
Intuitively, the points of the tower are of the form fα>. Given just two points fα>
and fβ > it is difficult to compute a lower bound in T ∗, unless we already know that
they are comparable. Pataraia’s idea [88] is to look at the functions fα instead of at
the points themselves. Given two functions fα and fβ it is trivial to compute a lower
bound on them: since the functions in question are decreasing we can just take their
composition fα ◦ fβ.
We formalize this by identifying functions of the form fα as certain functions which
are contractive on T ∗. The family of contractive functions is codirected and closed
under infima of codirected families and hence has a least element, which we then
use to compute the least element of T ∗. By the same argument as in Lemma 6.18,
we conclude that the least element of T ∗ is the greatest fixed-point of f .
Definition 8.6 A function g : X → X is contractive on T ∗f , or contractive, if it is
• monotone,
• decreasing on T ∗, i.e., g x ≤ x for x ∈ T ∗, and
• preserves T ∗, i.e., g x ∈ T ∗ if x ∈ T ∗.
Fact 8.7 The identity function is contractive and the composition of two contractive
functions is contractive.
Proof The identity function is clearly contractive by expanding the definition. For
two contractive functions g, h we have that g ◦ h is monotone and decreasing on T ∗
since for x ∈ T ∗ we have
h(g x) ≤ g x ≤ x
as g preserves T ∗ and h, g are decreasing on T ∗. Similarly, g ◦ h preserves T ∗ since
h, g do so individually. 
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Fact 8.8 f is contractive whenever it is monotone.
Proof By definition, f preserves T ∗. The function f is monotone by assumption and
thus also decreasing on T ∗ by Fact 8.5. 
Finally, the family of contractive functions is codirected in the following sense.
Lemma 8.9 Let x ∈ T ∗, then the family
Mx := { g x | g contractive }
is codirected.
Proof Let g, h be two contractive functions. By Fact 8.7 we know that g ◦ h is
contractive.
We have h(g x) ≤ g x since g x ∈ T ∗ and h is decreasing on T ∗. For hx, we have
h(g x) ≤ hx since h is monotone and g is decreasing on T ∗.
Hence h(g x) is a lower bound on g x and hx. 
Since contractive functions are also closed under infima of codirected families, it is
clear that there is a smallest contractive function.




The function f∞ is contractive and thus is the smallest contractive function.
Proof Let x ≤ y, we have f∞ x ≤ f∞ y just when f∞ x ≤ g y for all contractive
functions g. This follows since f∞ x ≤ g x ≤ g y by definition of f∞ and monotonicity
of g.
We have f∞ x ≤ x since the identity function is contractive by Fact 8.7.
Finally, we have f∞ x ∈ T ∗ whenever x ∈ T ∗, since T ∗ is codirected-closed by
definition and f∞ x =
∧
{ g x | g contractive } is codirected by Lemma 8.9 and
g x ∈ T ∗ since each contractive function preserves T ∗. 
At this point we can repeat the proof of Lemma 6.18 with T ∗ in place of T .
Lemma 8.11 When f is monotone we have ν f = f∞>.
Proof To show ν f ≤ f∞> it suffices to show that f∞> ≤ f(f∞>), but this is
clear since both f and f∞ are contractive and contractive functions are closed under
composition by Fact 8.8, Lemma 8.10, and Fact 8.7.
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In the reverse direction we have f∞> ∈ T ∗ since > ∈ T ∗ by Fact 8.4 and f∞
preserves T ∗ by Lemma 8.10. But then clearly x ∈ T , since T ∗ has fewer constructors
than T , and hence ν f ≤ x Lemma 6.18. 
The induction principle of T ∗ yields the codirected coinduction principle.
Theorem 8.12 (Codirected Coinduction) Let f : X → X be a monotone function
on a complete lattice, P a codirected-closed predicate on X. Then P (νf) holds
whenever P x implies P (f x) for all x.
Proof By Lemma 8.11 we have νf = f∞> ∈ T ∗ and it suffices to show that P x
holds for all x ∈ T ∗. This follows by induction on the derivation of x ∈ T ∗. 
By duality we obtain the corresponding result for least fixed-points.
Theorem 8.13 (Directed Induction) Let f : X → X be a monotone function on a
complete lattice, P a directed-closed predicate on X. Then P (µf) holds whenever
P x implies P (f x) for all x.
Proof By Theorem 8.12 instantiated with the reverse complete lattice Xr. The
function f is still monotone when seen as a function on Xr and P is a codirected
closed predicate on Xr. Hence P (µf) holds, since the least fixed-point on X is the
greatest fixed-point on Xr. 
8.2 Abstract Axiomatic Semantics
Before we describe the axiomatic semantics of GC and IC we first discuss common
features of axiomatic semantics. An abstract predicate transformer is given by
a function pt mapping programs into monotone predicate transformers from a
postcondition to a corresponding precondition. In the general case, pt has the
following type.
pt : T→ (Y → P)→m X → P
Where T is the type of programs, X is the type of initial states and Y is the type of
final states. We write A→m B for the type of monotone functions from A to B.
As described in the introduction we base our axiomatic semantics on a more
primitive notion of an “evaluation functional”. An abstract evaluation functional is a
monotone function E between predicate transformers. Hence, an abstract evaluation
functional has the following type.
E : (T→ (Y → P)→m X → P) →m (T→ (Y → P)→m X → P)
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From the evaluation functional we obtain the weakest precondition (wp) and the
weakest liberal precondition (wlp), total and partial correctness judgments (〈σ〉 s 〈Q〉,
{σ} s {Q}), and Hoare triples for total and partial correctness using the least and
greatest fixed-point of evaluation respectively (Theorem 6.11).
wp = µE
wlp = νE
〈σ〉 s 〈Q〉 = wp sQσ
{σ} s {Q} = wlp sQσ
〈P 〉 s 〈Q〉 = P ⊆ wp sQ
{P} s {Q} = P ⊆ wlp sQ
Intuitively, E describes the weakest precondition of a program without fixing the
notion of partial or total correctness. The predicate transformers wp and wlp then
describe the weakest precondition transformer and weakest liberal precondition
transformer of a program.
From the definition it is clear that total correctness implies partial correctness.
Fact 8.14 If 〈σ〉 s 〈Q〉 then {σ} s {Q}. Equivalently, wp ⊆ wlp.
Proof We have µf ≤ νf for all monotone functions f . 
We only consider monotone predicate transformers throughout and so we have
the following properties for wp and wlp.
Fact 8.15 For P ⊆ Q we have wp s P ⊆ wp sQ and wlp s P ⊆ wlp sQ.
We can prove structural properties of wp and wlp from properties of E using
directed induction and coinduction.
For example, if E was defined on potentially non-monotone predicate transformers
we would still obtain monotone predicate transformers wp and wlp as long as E can
be shown to preserve monotonicity.
In the remainder of this section we assume that E is a fixed evaluation functional.
Typically, predicate transformers are distributive over the postcondition.
Definition 8.16 A predicate transformer pt is distributive if for all s, P,Q we have
pt s P ∩ pt sQ ⊆ pt s (P ∩Q)
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Note that the reverse direction holds by monotonicity and so a predicate trans-
former is distributive if
pt s P ∩ pt sQ = pt s (P ∩Q)
which further justifies the name.
Lemma 8.17 Whenever E preserves distributivity, both wp and wlp are distributive.
Proof Being distributive is inf-closed and directed-closed, hence the result follows by
(co)directed (co)induction. 
Usually the following stronger form of distributivity of wlp over wp holds.
Definition 8.18 A predicate transformer pt′ distributes over a predicate transformer
pt if
pt s P ∩ pt′ sQ ⊆ pt s (P ∩Q)
holds for all s, P,Q.
Lemma 8.19 If E pt′ distributes over E pt whenever pt′ distributes over pt, then
• wlp distributes over wp (wp s P ∩ wlp sQ = wp s (P ∩Q))
• wlp is distributive (wlp s P ∩ wlp sQ = wlp s (P ∩Q))
• wp is distributive (wp s P ∩ wp sQ = wp s (P ∩Q))
• 〈σ〉 s 〈Q〉 holds iff {σ} s {Q} and 〈σ〉 s 〈>〉 hold
Proof The predicate which states that wlp distributes over a given predicate trans-
former is both inf-closed and sup-closed and so the first two statements follow by
(co)directed (co)induction. The third statement follows from Fact 8.14, while the
final statement is a special case of the first. 
Many predicate transformer semantics are continuous in the sense that they com-
mute with non-empty directed suprema. In particular, this implies that the predicate
transformer commutes with suprema of ω-chains2
2Classically, commuting with suprema of ω-chains is often taken to be the definition of continuity. In
the presence of excluded middle and choice axioms the two notions coincide, but constructively the
definition of continuity in terms of directed families is stronger.
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Definition 8.20 A predicate transformer pt is continuous, if it commutes with unions









for every program s and directed family D of postconditions.
By monotonicity, a predicate transformer is continuous if the equation
⋃
Q∈D




holds for all non-empty directed families D.
Lemma 8.21 If E preserves continuity, then wp is continuous.
Proof We show that being continuous is sup-closed and the result follows by directed
induction.
















Note that continuity is not inf-closed and thus even if E preserves continuity, wlp
may not be continuous. In fact, wlp usually is not continuous in this sense. This is
the main reason why we consider only monotone, but not necessarily continuous
predicate transformers.
On the other hand, continuity implies that the definition of fixed points can be
simplified as in Kleene’s fixed point theorem.
Lemma 8.22 Let X be a complete lattice, f : X → X be a continuous function on







for every non-empty directed family F .
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Finally, for deterministic languages we have a stronger form of continuity.





for all s,Q, where {τ} refers to the singleton postcondition (λτ ′. (τ = τ ′)).
















The converse follows since Q =
⋃
τ∈Q {τ}.
In particular, we have the following.
Fact 8.24 A deterministic predicate transformer is continuous.
Lemma 8.25 If E preserves deterministic predicate transformers, then wp is deter-
ministic.
Proof Being a deterministic predicate transformer is sup-closed and the result follows
by directed induction. 
Conversely, continuity can be seen as a weakening of determinism in which a
program may have only “finitely many” results instead of at most one. This is due
to the fact that non-empty directed unions commute with finite meets under mild
assumptions.
Lemma 8.26 Let F : I → J → . . . be a family of predicate transformers, directed in











Proof The right-to-left direction holds without assumptions in every complete lattice.
We show the left-to-right direction by induction on s.
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since J is assumed to be non-empty.
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Note that neither Lemma 8.26, Lemma 8.17, not Lemma 8.19 hold in arbitrary
complete lattices, since the proofs made use of the fact that we can commute binary




Q∈D P ∩ Q). This is the defining property of a
complete Heyting algebra, and indeed these lemmas hold in every complete Heyting
algebra.
8.3 Guarded Commands
Dijkstra’s language of guarded commands [41] is an imperative language with
underspecified execution order. We introduce an abstract guarded command language
GC whose states are taken from an abstract type Σ. Assignments are replaced with
actions, which are abstract functions from states to states. Guards are modeled as
boolean predicates on states. The syntax of GC is as follows:
σ, τ : Σ states
a : Σ→ Σ actions
b : Σ→ B guards
C 3 s, t := skip | a | s; t | if G | do G programs
G 3 G := b1 ⇒ s1 || . . . || bn ⇒ sn (n ≥ 0)
Conditionals if G and loops do G work on a guarded command set G, which is
realized as a non-empty list of guarded commands b⇒ s. The term set is justified
since the order of the guarded commands does not matter semantically. We write ∅
for the empty guarded command set and (b⇒ s) ∈ G for list inclusion.
We describe the execution of conditionals and loops informally. The execution
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of a conditional if G selects a guarded command in G whose guard is satisfied and
executes the program of the command. If no guard in G is satisfied, the execution
is stuck. The execution of a loop do G repeatedly executes guarded commands
from G whose guard is satisfied. Execution of the loop terminates once none of the
guards are satisfied. When the guards of several commands are satisfied, any of the
commands may be chosen for execution. We say that the execution order of GC is
underspecified.
We give informal examples of programs where we instantiate Σ, a, b with assign-
ments and assignment statements respectively.
Example 8.27 (Greatest Common Divisor) The following program computes the gcd
of two positive integers x and y.
do x > y ⇒ x := x− y || y > x⇒ y := y − x
We formalize the semantics of GC with an evaluation functional as described
in Chapter 8.2.
We write wp for the application of the evaluation functional to the predicate
transformer wp. Furthermore, we write wp∗ for the extension of wp to guarded
command sets and Ĝ for the (decidable) predicate which states that there is some
guard which is satisfied.
wp skipQ := Q
wp aQ := a ◦Q
wp (s; t)Q := wp s (wp tQ)
wp (if G)Q := Ĝ ∩ wp∗ GQ
wp (do G)Q := λσ.
wp
∗ G (wp(do G) Q)σ if Ĝ σ
Qσ otherwise
Ĝ := λσ. ∃(b⇒ s) ∈ G. b σ
wp∗ GQ := λσ. ∀(b⇒ s) ∈ G. b σ → wp sQσ
The definition of wp formalizes the intuitive explanation of the semantics of GC.
The skip command and sequencing s; t are realized with the identity predicate
transformer and the composition of predicate transformers respectively. Individual
actions operate on the postcondition by precomposition. The precondition of a
conditional if G is only satisfied in a state where some guard in G is satisfied, i.e.,
Ĝ holds. Moreover, every command in G whose guard is satisfied by a state σ must
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satisfy the postcondition for σ.
Writing b⇒ P for the predicate λσ. b σ → P σ, we can characterize wp∗ as follows.
wp∗ GQ =
⋂
{ b⇒ wp sQ | (b⇒ s) ∈ G }
Finally, the semantics of loops are handled by unfolding. When a guard in G is
satisfied, the loop do G is equivalent to the program if G;do G, otherwise the loop
is equivalent to the empty program skip.
We can also characterize the semantics of do G as follows.
wp (do G)Q = (Ĝ⇒ wp∗ G (wp (do G)Q)) ∩ (¬Ĝ⇒ Q)
It is clear that wp preserves monotonicity and is itself a monotone function between
monotone predicate transformers. Thus, as explained in Chapter 8.2, we obtain
weakest and weakest liberal preconditions, total and partial correctness judgments,
and total and partial Hoare-triples from the evaluation functional.
Apart from the semantics of loops wp (do G), the definition of wp is modular in
that the semantics of a program is defined in terms of the semantics of its parts.
We give a fully modular recursive specification of wp and wlp by computing the
semantics of loops via least or greatest fixed-points.
Lemma 8.28 The weakest precondition transformer (wp) of GC satisfies the following
equations.
wp skipQ = Q
wp aQ = a ◦Q
wp(s; t)Q = wp s (wp tQ)
wp(if G)Q = Ĝ ∩ wp∗ GQ
wp(do G)Q = µ (λPσ. if Ĝ σ then wp∗ GP σ else Qσ)
Analogously, the weakest liberal preconditions of GC satisfy the following equations
wlp skipQ = Q
wlp aQ = a ◦Q
wlp(s; t)Q = wlp s (wlp tQ)
wlp(if G)Q = Ĝ ∩ wlp∗ GQ
wlp(do G)Q = ν (λPσ. if Ĝ σ then wlp∗ GP σ else Qσ)
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Proof The cases for skip, a, s; t, and if G follow by unfolding fixed-points. The case
for do G follows from monotonicity and (co)directed (co)induction. 
Lemma 8.28 can be used to give a recursive definition of wp and wlp. Meanwhile,
the total and partial correctness judgments of GC admit inductive definitions.
Lemma 8.29 The total correctness judgment of GC 〈σ〉 s 〈Q〉 can be inductively





〈σ〉 s 〈P 〉 〈P 〉 t 〈Q〉
〈σ〉 s; t 〈Q〉
Ĝ σ ∀(b⇒ s) ∈ G. bσ → 〈σ〉 s 〈Q〉
〈σ〉 if G 〈Q〉




The partial correctness judgment of GC {σ} s {Q} can be coinductively defined by





{σ} s {P} {P} t {Q}
{σ} s; t {Q}
Ĝ σ ∀(b⇒ s) ∈ G. bσ → {σ} s {Q}
{σ} if G {Q}
I σ {I ∩ Ĝ} if G {I} I ∩ ¬Ĝ ⊆ Q
{σ}do G {Q}
Proof The characterization of total correctness judgments is clear from the definition
by unfolding fixed-points, using monotonicity in the case of sequencing and loops.
The characterization of partial correctness judgments follows from Lemma 8.28 with
the characterization of the greatest fixed-point from Theorem 6.11. 
The rule for sequential compositions s; t in Lemma 8.29 uses a predicate P that
serves as postcondition for s and as precondition for t. We refer to P as an inter-
polant. The rule for loops also uses an interpolant. The structure of the rules for
the total correctness judgments is similar to the structure of the rules for a big-step
semantics, where interpolants and postconditions appear as single states.
Additionally, the characterization of partial correctness judgments is close to the
typical presentation of axiomatic semantics using Hoare triples. To establish a triple
{σ}do s {Q} we have to find an interpolant I which holds at σ and is preserved by s.
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The usual proof rules for Hoare triples {P} s {Q} can be derived from Lemma 8.29
by expanding the definitions.
Corollary 8.30 The following rules are admissible for partial correctness judgments.
{P} skip {P} {a ◦Q} a {Q}
{P} s {Q} {Q} t {R}
{P} s; t {R}
P ⊆ Ĝ {P}G {Q}
{P} if G {Q}
{I ∩ Ĝ}G {I}
{I}do G {I \ Ĝ}
{P}G {Q} := ∀(b⇒ s) ∈ G. {P ∩ b} s {Q}
The predicate transformer semantics of GC is distributive in the sense of Defini-
tion 8.16.
Lemma 8.31 wp and wlp are distributive and wlp distributes over wp.
Proof By Lemma 8.19 it suffices to show that wlp distributes over wp whenever wlp
distributes over wp for arbitrary predicate transformers wlp,wp.
This holds by unfolding definitions in the case of skip and actions a. For sequencing,
we have
wp (s; t)P ∩ wlp (s; t)Q = wp s (wp t P ) ∩ wlp s (wlp tQ )
= wp s (wp t P ∩ wlp tQ )
= wp s (wp t (P ∩Q) )
= wp (s; t) (P ∩Q)
For conditionals, we have
wp (if G)P ∩ wlp (if G)Q = Ĝ ∩ wp∗ GP ∩ Ĝ ∩ wlp∗ GQ
= Ĝ ∩
⋂
{ b⇒ wp s P ∩ wlp sQ | (b⇒ s) ∈ G }
= Ĝ ∩
⋂
{ b⇒ wp s (P ∩Q) | (b⇒ s) ∈ G }
= Ĝ ∩ wp∗ G (P ∩Q)
= wp (if G) (P ∩Q)
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For loops, we have
wp (do G)P ∩ wlp (do G)Q = (Ĝ⇒ wp∗ G (wp (do G)P )) ∩ (¬Ĝ⇒ P )
∩ (Ĝ⇒ wlp∗ G (wlp (do G)Q)) ∩ (¬Ĝ⇒ Q)
= (Ĝ⇒ wp∗ G (wp (do G)P ) ∩ wlp∗ G (wlp (do G)Q))
∩ (¬Ĝ⇒ P ∩Q)
= (Ĝ⇒ wp∗ G (wp (do G)P ∩ wlp (do G)Q))
∩ (¬Ĝ⇒ P ∩Q)
= (Ĝ⇒ wp∗ G (wp (do G) (P ∩Q)))
∩ (¬Ĝ⇒ P ∩Q)
= wp (do G) (P ∩Q) 
While GC is not deterministic, the predicate transformer semantics of GC is contin-
uous.
Lemma 8.32 The predicate transformer wp is continuous.
Proof By Lemma 8.21 it suffices to show that wp is continuous whenever wp is.
First note that wp∗ is continuous whenever wp is. Let D be a non-empty directed









| (b⇒ s) ∈ G
}
=
⋂  b⇒ ⋃
Q∈D

















Where we have used the directedness of D (and hence of b⇒ wp sQ for Q ∈ D) to
commute the finite intersection over the supremum (Lemma 8.26).
The remainder of the proof consists of equational reasoning analogous
to Lemma 8.31. 
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8.4 Imperative Continuations
The second language we study is a low-level language with linear sequential compo-
sition and lexically scoped gotos which we call IC. We see the declaration of a target
for a goto as the definition of an argumentless, possibly recursive procedure to be
used as a continuation. IC is an idealized version of an intermediate language IL
used in previous work on compiler verification [109].
We define the syntax of IC with a family of terms T : N→ U indexed by the size of
a context of terms.
Tk 3 sk, tk := a; sk | if b then sk else tk | def sk+1 in tk+1 | fk where fk ∈ Ik
Actions a and guards b are as in GC. Capture-avoiding instantiation s[θ] is defined on
programs as usual. We write θ for substitutions, since we are using σ, τ to refer to
states.
Instantiation satisfies the following equations, along with the general laws of the
σ-calculus.
(a; s)[θ] = a; s[θ]
(if b then s else t)[θ] = if b then s[θ] else t[θ]
(def s in t)[θ] = def s[⇑θ] in t[⇑θ]
f [θ] = θ f
Operational Semantics We define a small-step operational semantics for IC. The
semantics is formulated as an inductive predicate providing judgements (s, σ)B (t, τ)
describing single execution steps between configurations. A configuration (s, σ) is a
pair of a program and a state.
(a; s, σ)B (s, aσ) (def s in t, σ)B (t[def s in s · id], σ)
bσ
(if b then s else t, σ)B (s, σ)
¬bσ
(if b then s else t, σ)B (t, σ)
Things are arranged such that terminal configurations are pairs (f, σ) consisting of
a label and a state. We see such configurations as calls to external continuations. By
design, a closed program such as
Ω := def 0 in 0
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must loop forever.
Local continuations are introduced with programs of the form def s in t, where
both s and t have an additional free variable. Informally, execution of a program
def s in t binds the free variable to the program s and proceeds with the execution
of the program t. The small-step semantics realizes this idea by reducing the pro-
gram def s in t to its unfolding t[def s in s · id]. Since s is bound in itself as well as
in the body of the definition this rule provides for recursive and lexically scoped
continuations.
Example 8.33 (Greatest Common Divisor in IC) The following program computes
the greatest common divisor of x and y and terminates with a call to the exter-
nal continuation ret.
def if x > y then x := x− y; 0
else if y > x then y := y − x; 0 else ret
in 0
8.5 Axiomatic Semantics of IC
Just as in GC, we describe the axiomatic semantics of IC using an evaluation func-
tional. We write wp for the application of the evaluation functional to the predicate
transformer wp. Unlike in GC, in IC we make a distinction between initial and final
states. The initial states of IC are drawn from the type Σ as before, but the final
states are pairs of an index, which represents the name of the final continuation, and
a final state drawn from Σ. Hence predicate transformers for IC would have the type
∀n. Tn → (In × Σ→ P)→ Σ→ P
To ease notation and to reuse the “scons” operation on substitutions we will curry the
postcondition and work with predicate transformers taking a family of postconditions
instead.
wp : ∀n. Tn → (In → Σ→ P)→ Σ→ P
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With this convention, we define the evaluation functional of IC as follows.
wp (a; s)Q := a ◦ wp sQ
wp f Q := Qf
wp (if b then s else t)Q := λσ.
wp sQσ if b σwp tQσ otherwise
wp (def s in t)Q := wp t (wp (def s in s) ·Q)
Just as for GC, the predicate transformer semantics of IC is monotone and admits
a modular characterization.
Lemma 8.34 The weakest precondition transformer (wp) of IC satisfies the following
equations.
wp (a; s)Q = a ◦ wp sQ
wp f Q = Qf
wp (if b then s else t)Q = λσ.
wp sQσ if b σwp tQσ otherwise
wp (def s in t)Q = wp t (I ·Q)
where I = µ (λP. wp s (P ·Q))
Analogously, the weakest liberal preconditions of IC satisfy the following equations.
wlp (a; s)Q = a ◦ wlp sQ
wlp f Q = Qf
wlp (if b then s else t)Q = λσ.
wlp sQσ if b σwlp tQσ otherwise
wlp (def s in t)Q = wlp t (I ·Q)
where I = ν (λP. wlp s (P ·Q))
Proof The cases for actions a; s, calls f , and conditionals if b then s else t follow
by unfolding fixed-points. The for for recursive definitions def s in t follows by
monotonicity and (co)directed (co)induction.
We illustrate the case for wp. Let wp be a predicate transformer for which the
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equation holds. We have
wp (def s in t)Q = wp t (wp (def s in s)Q ·Q)
= wp t ((wp s (µ(λP. wp s (P ·Q)) ·Q) · Q))
= wp t (µ(λP. wp s (P ·Q)) ·Q)
by folding the fixed-point. 
This modular characterization of wp and wlp implies that the predicate transformer
semantics of IC are compatible with instantiation. For renaming this also follows
directly by (co-)directed (co-)induction3.
We prove this in two steps following the structure of instantiation, by first consid-
ering the case of renamings.
Lemma 8.35 For every renaming ξ we have
wp s[ξ]Q = wp s (ξ ◦Q)
wlp s[ξ]Q = wlp s (ξ ◦Q)
Proof Since the statement is evidently inf- and sup-closed, it suffices to show that
it is preserved by the evaluation functional and the result follows by (co)directed
(co)induction.
The only interesting case is the one for recursive definitions. Assuming that the
statement holds for a predicate transformer wp, we have
wp ((def s in t)[ξ])Q = wp (def s[⇑ξ] in t[⇑ξ])Q
= wp (t[⇑ξ]) (wp (def s[⇑ξ] in s[⇑ξ])Q · Q)
= wp t ((⇑ξ) ◦ ((wp ((def s in s)[ξ])Q) · Q))
= wp t (wp (def s in s) (ξ ◦Q) · ξ ◦Q)
Since by the general laws of the σ-calculus (⇑ξ) ◦ (P ·Q) = P · (ξ ◦Q). 
In particular, we obtain the weakening statement for IC.
Corollary 8.36 For all s, P,Q we have
wp s[↑] (P ·Q) = wp sQ
wlp s[↑] (P ·Q) = wlp sQ
3This implies the soundness of (co-)induction up-to renaming.
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Using weakening we obtain compatibility with instantiation.
Lemma 8.37 For every substitution σ we have
wp s[σ]Q = wp s (wp σQ)
wlp s[σ]Q = wlp s (wlp σQ)
where wp σQ := λi. wp (σ i)Q and analogously for wlp σQ.
Proof By induction on s but otherwise analogous to the proof of Lemma 8.35,
using Corollary 8.36 in the case of recursive definitions. 
And in particular, compatibility with single variable instantiation.
Corollary 8.38 For all s, t we have
wp s[t · id]Q = wp s (wp tQ · Q)
wlp s[t · id]Q = wlp s (wlp tQ · Q)
Just as in GC, the predicate transformer semantics of IC is distributive.
Lemma 8.39 wp and wlp are distributive and wlp distributes over wp in IC.
Proof By Lemma 8.19 it suffices to show that wlp distributes over wp whenever wlp
distributes over wp.
This follows directly by unfolding the definitions. The case of recursive definitions
is analogous to the case for sequencing in GC. 
From the operational semantics of IC it is clear that IC is deterministic. The same
holds for the predicate transformer semantics.
Lemma 8.40 The weakest precondition transformer wp of IC is deterministic.
Proof By Lemma 8.25 it suffices to show that the evaluation functional of IC preserves
deterministic predicate transformers. The cases of actions, calls, and conditionals are
clear by unfolding the definitions.
Assume that wp is a deterministic predicate transformer. In the case of recursive
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definitions we have
wp (def s in t)Q = wp t (wp (def s in s)Q · Q)
= wp t ((
⋃
τ∈Q




= wp t (
⋃
τ∈Q








wp (def s in t) {τ} 
In particular, wp is continuous, hence the least fixed-point in Lemma 8.34 can be
defined in terms of finite unfolding of recursive definitions.
Lemma 8.41 Define the n-th unfolding of s, written sn, as follows
s0 := Ω
sn+1 := s[sn · id]
We have
wp (def s in t)Q =
⋃
n∈N
wp t[sn · id]Q
Proof By Lemma 8.37 and Lemma 8.40 we have
⋃
n∈N
wp t[sn · id]Q =
⋃
n∈N




wp t (wp snQ · Q)
= wp t ((
⋃
n∈N
wp snQ) · Q)
By Lemma 8.34 it suffices to show that
⋃
n∈N
wp snQ = µ(λP. wp s (P ·Q))
But this is precisely the content of Lemma 8.22 after unfolding the definitions
using Lemma 8.37 and noting that wp ΩQ = ⊥. 
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8.6 Operational Correctness Statements
In this section we connect the operational and axiomatic semantics of IC. In particular,
we show that the total correctness judgments of IC characterize the small-step
operational semantics (see Theorem 8.46):
〈σ〉 s 〈Q〉 ↔ ∃τf. (s, σ)B∗ (f, τ) ∧Qf τ
The axiomatic semantics of IC is compatible with small-step reduction.
Lemma 8.42 If (s, σ)B (t, τ), then
〈σ〉 s 〈Q〉 ↔ 〈τ〉 t 〈Q〉
{σ} s {Q} ↔ {τ} t {Q}
Proof By case analysis on the step relation using the WP semantics of IC. For local
definitions we use Corollary 8.38. All other cases are immediate. 
Corollary 8.43 If (s, σ)B∗ (f, τ), then 〈σ〉 s 〈Q〉 ↔ Qf τ and {σ} s {Q} ↔ Qf τ .
In particular, for terminating programs, partial and total correctness coincide.
In order to show that 〈σ〉 s 〈Q〉 implies termination of s, we generalize in a way
reminiscent of logical relations. According to Lemma 8.37, a post-condition can be
read as a semantic substitution. Conversely, if 〈σ〉 s 〈Q〉 holds, then s terminates
under all substitutions which are compatible with Q.
Lemma 8.44 Assume that 〈σ〉 s 〈Q〉 holds and let θ be a substitution such that
∀fτ. Q f τ → (θf, σ)⇓
then (s[θ], σ)⇓.
Proof By directed induction. 
Corollary 8.45 〈σ〉 s 〈Q〉 → (s, σ)⇓
We can now show that the axiomatic semantics of IC coincides with the small-step
semantics.
Theorem 8.46 〈σ〉 s 〈Q〉 ↔ ∃τf. (s, σ)B∗ (f, τ) ∧ Qf τ
Proof In the left-to-right direction, we use Corollary 8.45 to obtain (f, τ) such that
(s, σ) B∗ (f, τ) from 〈σ〉 s 〈Q〉. By Corollary 8.43 we obtain Qf τ . The right-to-left
direction is a special case of Corollary 8.43.
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8.7 Translation from GC to IC
In this section, we verify a compiler C from GC to IC. Formally, we translate a GC
program into an IC program with at least one free label. The compiler arranges
the target program such that a call to the label 0 indicates successful termination.
The compiler correctness statement we prove is preservation of total and partial
specifications.
wp sQ ⊆ wp (C s) (Q · ⊥)
wlp sQ ⊆ wlp (C s) (Q · ⊥)
Where ⊥ is the empty specification, which implies that C s may only terminate with a
jump to label 0. Together with Theorem 8.46, this yields the following correctness
statement, which connects the axiomatic semantics of GC to the small-step semantics
of IC.
〈σ〉 s 〈Q〉 → ∃τ. (Cs, σ)B∗ (0, τ) ∧ Qτ
The compiler is defined in Figure 8.1.
The main transformations are the sequentialization of guarded command sets and
the translation of loops to recursive functions. The compiler exploits underspecifica-
tion of GC and the fact that the compiled program only needs to be correct for states
σ in which the program cannot get stuck.
8.7.1 Sequencing Guarded Command Sets
The compiler realizes guarded command sets with nested IC conditionals.
Example 8.47 (Translation of Conditionals) The program
(if b1 ⇒ a1 || b2 ⇒ a2 || b3 ⇒ a3); s
can be translated to
if b2 then a2; C s else if b3 then a3; C s else a1; C s
Underspecification in GC allows us to test the guards b2, b3 in any order. The guard b1
does not need to be tested, because if the GC programs terminates, then one of the
guards b1, b2, b3 is satisfied.
The flattening function F maps a guarded command set to nested IC conditionals.
F takes two arguments, a guarded command set to translate and an IC program v.
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C _ : C→ Tn+1
C s := T s 0
T _ _ : C→ Tn → Tn
T skipu := u
T a u := a;u
T (s; t)u := T s (T t u)
T (if ∅)u := Ω
T (if b⇒ s || G)u := let u in F G (C s)
T (do G)u := def F G u[↑] in 0
F _ _ : G→ Tn+1 → Tn+1
F ∅ v := v
F (b⇒ s || G) v := if b then C s else F Gv
let _ in _ : Tn → Tn+1 → Tn
let s in t :=
def s[↑] in t if |s| > 1t[s · id] otherwise
Fig. 8.1.: Compiler from GC to IC
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F translates each guarded command to the corresponding conditional and places the
program v in the final else case. The program F (b1 ⇒ s1 || . . . || bn ⇒ sn) v tests the
guards bi in order, and continues execution with the first program si for which bi is
satisfied. If no guard bi is satisfied, execution continues with v.
The compiler uses F to translate conditionals if b⇒ s || G to nested conditionals
in IC by placing s in the final else case. The compiler is allowed to translate the
empty conditional if ∅ to any program, because the empty conditional is stuck.
8.7.2 Linearizing GC
In addition to sequencing guarded command sets, the compiler translates loops
to tail-recursive continuations. We call this translation linearization, because full
sequentialization s; t as it occurs in GC is translated to the linear sequenzialization
a; s as it is available in IC.
Example 8.48 (Translation of Loops) The program
(do b1 ⇒ a1 || b2 ⇒ a2); s
is translated to
def if b1 then a1; 0 else if b2 then a2; 0 else (C s)[↑] in 0
Underspecification in GC allows the guards b1, b2 to be tested in any order. The final
else case is reached if none of the guards b1, b2 is satisfied. In this case, the loop
terminates and execution continues with u.
Linarization is implemented by a function T s u, which takes a GC program s and
an IC program u to be used as continuation. Intuitively, the program T s u is the
sequentialization of s and u: First s is executed, and then execution continues with u.
8.7.3 Avoiding Exponential Blowup
A direct translation of guarded command sets may cause exponential blowup. Con-
sider the duplication of the continuation s in Example 8.47.
We avoid duplicating the continuation by capturing it in a local definition in the
compilation of conditionals. Using a local definition for every continuation works,
but can introduce more continuations than necessary. In particular, we do not want a
new definition if the continuation is already a call to a continuation. We define an
auxiliary function let, which introduces definitions only when necessary.
Semantically, let behaves like a non-recursive definition.
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Lemma 8.49 For all s, t,Q we have
wp(let s in t)Q = wp t (wp s Q · Q)
wlp(let s in t)Q = wlp t (wlp s Q · Q)
Proof If |s| ≤ 1 then (let s in t) = t[s · id] and the result follows by Corollary 8.38.
Otherwise, let s in t = def s[↑] in t and by Lemma 8.34 and Corollary 8.36 we have
wp(let s in t)Q = wp t (µ(λP. wp s[↑] (P ·Q)) · Q)
= wp t (µ(λP. wp sQ) · Q)
= wp t (wp sQ ·Q)
with the same proof in the case of wlp(let s in t)Q. 
8.7.4 Compiler Correctness
Since the definition of C, T , and F are mutually recursive, we also show the compiler
correctness by mutual induction. The cases for wp and wlp are entirely analogous
and so we only illustrate the case for wp.
We have already given the correctness statement for C in the beginning. The
semantics of T is sequencing a GC program in front of an IC program. The semantics
of flattening F corresponds to wp∗.
Theorem 8.50 For all GC programs s, IC programs u, GC postconditions P and IC
postconditions Q we have
wp s P ⊆ wp (C s) (P ·Q)
wp s (wpuQ) ⊆ wp (T s t)Q
For guarded commands G and IC programs u we have
Ĝ ∩ wp∗ GP ⊆ wp (F Gu) (P ·Q)
¬Ĝ ∩ wp uQ ⊆ wp (F Gu)Q
Proof The correctness of C follows from the correctness of T , as P = wp 0 (P ·Q).
We show the correctness of T and F by induction on GC programs. The cases
for empty programs skip, actions a, and sequencing s; t can be shown by equational
reasoning. In the case of conditionals and loops it is easier to argue in terms of
correctness judgments.
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• For the empty program skip we have
wp skip (wp uQ) = wp uQ = wp (T skipu)Q
• For actions a we have
wp a (wp uQ) = a ◦ wp uQ
= wp (a;u)Q
= wp (T a u)Q
• For sequential composition s; t we have
wp (s; t) (wp uQ) = wp s (wp t (wp uQ))
⊆ wp s (wp (T t u)Q)
⊆ wp (T s (T t u))Q
= wp (T (s; t)u)Q
• For conditionals if G, the semantics of GC ensures that G is non-empty, since
wp(if ∅)Q = ∅̂∩ . . . = ⊥. Thus we can assume that G is of the form b⇒ s ‖ G.
By assumption we have 〈σ〉 if b⇒ s ‖ G 〈wpuQ〉 and we have to show that
〈σ〉 letu inF G (C s) 〈Q〉.
By Lemma 8.49 it suffices to show that 〈σ〉 F G (C s) 〈wp uQ · Q〉 holds.
Our assumption implies that either b σ or Ĝ σ hold. Assume that Ĝ σ, and hence
also wp∗ G (wpuQ) hold. The result follows from the correctness of F .
Otherwise assume that Ĝ σ does not hold but b σ does. Then by assump-
tion, we have 〈σ〉 s 〈wpuQ〉 and by the correctness of C we conclude that
〈σ〉 (C s) 〈wpuQ · Q〉 holds. The result follows by the correctness of flattening
in the case where no guard is satisfied.
• In the case of loops do G, the semantics of the source program gives
wp (do G) (wp uQ) = µ
(
λPσ. if Ĝ σ then wp∗ GP σ else 〈σ〉u 〈Q〉
)
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The semantics of the target program is
wp(T (do G)u)Q = wp(def F Gu[↑] in 0)Q
= wp 0µ(λP. wp (F Gu[↑]) (P ·Q)) ·Q
= µ(λP. wp (F Gu[↑]) (P ·Q))
And so we need to show an inclusion between two least fixed-points. Since
taking fixed-points is a monotone operation, this inclusion holds if the statement
if Ĝ σ then wp∗ GP σ else 〈σ〉u 〈Q〉
implies
〈σ〉 F Gu[↑] 〈P ·Q〉
for all P, σ.
We proceed by case analysis on Ĝ σ.
If Ĝ σ holds we can assume that wp∗ GP holds. By the correctness of flattening
this implies that 〈σ〉 F Gu[↑] 〈P ·Q〉 holds, which is what we needed to show.
Otherwise, if ¬Ĝ σ holds, we can assume that 〈σ〉u 〈Q〉 holds and hence
by Corollary 8.36 also 〈σ〉u[↑] 〈P · Q〉. The statement again follows by the
correctness of flattening.
The correctness of flattening follows by induction on G. If G is empty we have
¬Ĝ σ and the statement follows since 〈σ〉u 〈Q〉 = 〈σ〉 F∅u 〈Q〉.
If G is of the form b⇒ s ‖ G′, we translate it as a conditional.
〈σ〉 F (b⇒ s ‖ G′)u 〈Q〉 = 〈σ〉 if b then C s else F G′ u 〈Q〉
= if b σ then 〈σ〉 C s 〈Q〉 else 〈σ〉 F G′ u 〈Q〉
Now assume that Ĝ σ does not hold and that 〈σ〉u 〈Q〉 holds. Then in particular, b σ
does not hold and the statement reduces to 〈σ〉 F G′ u 〈Q〉 which follows by induction.
On the other hand, let us assume that Ĝ σ and wp∗ GP hold. We proceed by case
analysis on b σ. If b σ holds, we have wp s P by assumption and thus 〈σ〉 C s 〈P ·Q〉
follows from the correctness of compilation. Otherwise, we have wp∗ G′ P and the
statement follows by induction. 
Since the proof of Theorem 8.50 proceeds by induction on programs and then
shows the inclusion of fixed-points by monotonicity we can use exactly the same
proof with weakest liberal preconditions.
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From this, we obtain the following correctness statement for the compiler.
Corollary 8.51
wp sQ ⊆ wp (C s) (Q · ⊥)
wlp sQ ⊆ wlp (C s) (Q · ⊥)
8.8 Discussion
There are three contributions in this chapter. The (co-)directed (co-)induction
principles, the axiomatic semantics for GC and IC, and the verification of a compiler
from GC to IC.
(Co-)directed (co-)induction. We identify the (co)directed (co)induction principle
as a general method for proving statements about least and greatest fixed-points in
complete lattices. While induction is readily available in type theory, it only applies to
inductive definitions which pass a syntactic guardedness check. For GC, the definition
of wp in terms of the evaluation functional would not pass this guardedness check.
Indeed, this definition is only monotone between monotone predicate transformers,
not between arbitrary predicate transformers (consider the definition of wp (s; t)Q).
Furthermore, there is no analogue to induction for coinductive definition. We claim
that codirected coinduction can be used as a stand-in for such a native coinduction
principle. Most proofs in this chapter are completely symmetrical between their
inductive and coinductive variants.
In a complete lattice, inductive and coinductive definitions are dual, yet the simple
reasoning principles offered by Tarski’s theorem are inadequate for mechanized
developments. Tarski’s theorem allows us to show statements of the form µf ≤ x
whenever we can show that fx ≤ x and dually for νf . One problem with using this
principle in a mechanized development is that we need to reformulate the statement
we are trying to show in the form of an inequality µf ≤ x. Directed induction does
not suffer from this problem. It applies to arbitrary goals of the form P (µf) for a
predicate P , subject to a side-condition on P which is usually easily discharged.
Directed induction in particular has several applications to simple statements
which are otherwise difficult to show. For example, in Example 6.13 we introduced
the notion of similarity as a greatest fixed point and argued that it is transitive.
This follows directly by tower induction, since the set of transitive relations is inf-
closed. The set of transitive relations is not sup-closed, but it is closed under directed
suprema. By directed induction, the corresponding least fixed point is transitive.
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Axiomatic Semantics for GC and IC. The second contribution consists of a novel
presentation of axiomatic semantics for two idealized programming languages GC
and IC.
We present an axiomatic semantics for Dijkstra’s GC language [41] with an evalu-
ation functional. This is in contrast to the presentation in [107], which was based
on an inductive definition of the correctness judgments 〈σ〉 s 〈Q〉. The main reason
for this difference in presentation is that we wanted to handle total and partial cor-
rectness in a unified fashion. It is possible to define the partial correctness judgment
{σ} s {Q} coinductively, since the type theory underlying Coq has some support for
coinductive definitions. Unfortunately, there is an asymmetry between inductive and
coinductive definitions in type theory, which makes coinductive definitions more dif-
ficult to handle. In order to obtain a more symmetric definition, we define both total
and partial correctness directly using least and greatest fixed-points in a complete
lattice.
At this point we are no longer restricted to defining inductive relations. Instead we
define weakest (liberal) preconditions as least and greatest fixed-points in the lattice
of monotone predicate transformers. This way we obtain some properties for free,
since every predicate transformer is automatically monotone.
We present this approach in a more abstract setting and show that many desirable
properties of weakest (liberal) preconditions can be shown from properties of the
evaluation functional. The (co)directed (co)induction principle plays a large role in
this abstract developments. For example, we do not know of any more direct proof
of Lemma 8.17, even though concrete instances of this theorem may admit a simpler
proof.
We show that the definition of partial correctness using the greatest fixed-point
of the evaluation functional admits the usual Hoare logic proof rules for partial
correctness.
At the same time, the weakest preconditions admit a recursive definition on the
syntax of programs. Dijkstra’s original semantic specification of GC [41] is such a
recursive function computing weakest preconditions. We characterize the weakest
precondition of loops using a fixed-point operator, while Dijkstra uses ω-iteration.
We show that the predicate transformers computing weakest preconditions for GC
and IC programs are continuous. This ensures that the fixed-points that occur in our
definitions can be characterized in terms of ω-iteration.
Besides GC, we consider a low-level language IC with a substitution-based small-
step semantics. We give an axiomatic semantics for IC and show that it coincides
with the small-step semantics. The axiomatic semantics allows us to give particularly
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simple characterizations for the semantics of programs under instantiation in IC. We
have used this characterization throughout this chapter to show properties of IC.
Compiler Verification. We verify a compiler from GC to IC. We formulate compiler
correctness in terms of the axiomatic semantics as preservation of specifications. The
axiomatic semantics makes it easy to account for the semantic underspecification
of GC. The correctness proof makes use of both the recursive and the inductive
characterization of the semantics of GC and IC. Simple cases such as the translation
of sequential composition are handled by equational reasoning, while the slightly
optimized translation of conditionals is better handled using correctness judgments.
Since the proof did not proceed by induction on derivations, but rather by induction
on programs with a nested induction in the case of loops we can adapt it without
change to show the preservation of total and partial correctness.
In terms of operational semantics, compiler correctness for non-deterministic
languages has to establish a backwards simulation of the form
∀τ. (C s, σ) ⇓ τ → (s, σ) ⇓ τ
This is problematic to prove directly [76], since we would have to analyze all possible
reductions of the compiled program C s. Depending on the complexity of C, this can
easily become infeasible.
In contrast to this, proving compiler correctness using axiomatic semantics remains
straightforward in the presence of non-determinism.
We show preservation of partial correctness judgments
{σ} s {Q} → {σ} C s {Q}
It is possible to show an operational correctness statement of the form
{σ} s {Q} = ∀τ. (s, σ) ⇓ τ → Qτ
for partial correctness. Assuming that we have operational semantics for both the
source and target languages, this implies
(∀τ. (s, σ) ⇓ τ → Qτ) → ∀τ. (C s, σ) ⇓ τ → Qτ
for Qτ := (s, σ) ⇓ τ the premise is vacuously true and we obtain
∀τ. (C s, σ) ⇓ τ → (s, σ) ⇓ τ
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It follows that preservation of partial specifications implies backwards simulation,
even though we only had to analyze the possible source programs. Preservation of
total specifications supplements this and implies preservation of termination.
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9Autosubst: Automation for
de Bruijn Substitutions
In this chapter we describe the design and implementation of the AUTOSUBST library
for Coq [106]. AUTOSUBST is available at
https://www.ps.uni-saarland.de/autosubst/
It should be apparent by now that there is a great deal of redundancy when
formalizing proofs about syntax with binders. The definition of instantiation and
the laws of the σ-calculus are fixed as soon as we know the syntax of terms and the
location of binders.
The idea behind AUTOSUBST is that we can encode this information directly in
the definition of an inductive type and generate the corresponding definitions for
instantiation and proofs of substitution lemmas. Coq has a built-in metaprogramming
language called Ltac [40], which is adequate for this purpose.
We also use Ltac to define automation tactics asimpl and autosubst. The tactic
asimpl uses the laws of the σ-calculus, in addition to the definitional simplification
built-into type theory to normalize all substitution expressions which occur in a goal
or context. The tactic autosubst tries to solve substitution lemmas.
While the σ-calculus is complete in theory, there are some practical issues to
consider as well. For one, the definitions of the substitution operations are not
opaque and have to interact with other user-defined functions. This is why the
autosubst tactic sometimes has to perform additional cases analyses, which would be
undesirable in asimpl.
For efficiency we also extend the σ-calculus with n-ary shift operations (+n), which
creates a number of critical pairs in the rewriting system of the σ-calculus which need
to be handled. However, the process of completing the extended rewriting system is
entirely mechanical.
Due to inherent restrictions in Ltac at the time of this writing, we only provide
support for pure de Bruijn terms, not for well-scoped syntax. Additionally, we provide
a different implementation of heterogeneous substitutions which occur in multi-
sorted languages such as System F. Instead, of using a single vector substitution
operation as presented in Chapter 5 we provide different type and term substitutions
and commutativity laws between them.
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These restrictions are mostly resolved in AUTOSUBST 2 [116], which at the time of
this writing is still work in progress. We touch upon the differences between again
briefly at the end of this chapter.
Since this chapter deals with implementation details specific to the Coq proof
assistant, we use the concrete syntax of Coq in this chapter.
The content of this chapter is based on [106].
9.1 Automating de Bruijn Substitutions in Coq
We describe the implementation of AUTOSUBST on the example of the untyped
λ-calculus.
In Coq we define the pure de Bruijn representation of untyped λ-terms as an
inductive type with variable and binding annotations.
Inductive tm : Type :=
| Var : (x : var)
| App : (s t : tm)
| Lam : (s : {bind tm}).
Every term type must contain exactly one constructor for de Bruijn indices, i.e., a
constructor which takes a single argument of type var. The type var is an alias for N.
Additionally, all binders must be marked. In this example, Lam is the only binder.
It introduces a new index into the scope of its argument s. The annotation {bind tm}
is definitionally equal to tm.
Substitutions are represented as functions σ, τ : N→ tm, with the cons operation
defined generically for functions of type N → X for every type X. We reuse the
notation s · σ to refer to this cons operation in this section. Similarly, we write ids for
the identity substitution, which is the constructor Var in the case of λ-terms. By post-
composing with the identity substitution, we can lift arbitrary renamings (functions
ξ : N → N) to substitutions. In Coq we write f >>> g for forward composition of
functions. For readability, we also introduce notation for the coercion of renamings
into substitutions, ren ξ := ξ >>> ids. The shift renaming ↑ is written (+1).
From the definition of the inductive type with annotations, AUTOSUBST generates
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the following definition for instantiation under renamings.
Fixpoint rename (ξ : N→ N) (s : tm) : tm :=
match swith
| Var x ⇒ ids (ξ x)
| App s t ⇒ App (rename ξ s) (rename ξ t)
| Lam s ⇒ Lam (rename (0 · ξ >>> (+1)) s)
end
AUTOSUBST uses rename to define instantiation. In particular, using rename we define
upσ := ids 0 · σ >>> rename(+1). Using up, we define the full instantiation operation
on terms.
Fixpoint inst (σ : N→ tm) (s : tm) : tm :=
match swith
| Var x ⇒ σ x
| App s t ⇒ App (instσ s) (instσ t)
| Lam s ⇒ Lam (inst (upσ) s)
end
With instantiation, we define substitution composition σ >> τ := σ >>> inst τ . We
write s[σ] for instσ s.
To complete the definition we need to show that these definitions satisfy the laws
of the σ-calculus. The only definitions that are specific to the term language at hand
are the identity substitution, and the definition of instantiation. In order to show that
our definitions yield a model of the σ-calculus, we only need to know that renaming
is a special case of instantiation and that instantiation and the identity substitution
behave correctly. For this, it suffices to show
rename ξ s = s[ren ξ]
(idsx)[σ] = σ x
s[ids] = s
s[σ][τ ] = s[σ >> τ ]
It is easy to check that given these four equations all the other equations in the
σ-calculus follow without any other assumptions about ids or instantiation.
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In the case of the untyped λ-calculus, the first equation (idsx)[σ] = σ x holds by
definition, while the second follows by a straightforward term induction. The third
equation is more interesting, since the proof has to follow the inductive structure of
the instantiation operation, as described in Chapter 3.
Formally, the proof proceeds in three steps. First we show (rename ξ s)[τ ] =
s[ξ >>> τ ], by induction on s. Using this result we can show that (rename ξ s[σ]) =
s[σ >>> rename ξ], again by induction on s. We finally show the full equation, with
another term induction. This proof boils down to showing that ⇑σ>>⇑τ = ⇑(σ>>τ),
which depends on both specializations.
Realization in Autosubst In type theory there is no way to distinguish between var
and N, or between {bind tm} and tm. In Coq, we use the metaprogramming facilities
of Ltac [40] to detect annotations and guide code generation.
The Ltac language is designed for proof automation and works on a goal, which is
a type in a context. Ltac provides operations, called tactics, for building recursive
definitions (fix), case analysis (destruct), as well as a powerful matching facility based
on higher-order unification. An Ltac match can inspect the types in the current goal
and syntactically match it against a pattern, i.e., an open type.
We use this facility to locate the variable constructor and all binding arguments.
Formally, the notation {bind tm} expands to an application _bind tm tm 1 where
_bind is a constant function defined as follows.
Definition _bind (T1 : Type) (T2 : Type) (n : N) := T2.
The annotation _bindT1 T2 n means that we bind n arguments of type T1 in a term of
type T2.
Using Ltac, this is enough information to generate renaming and instantiation
operations. Consider the definition of renaming. Renaming is a recursive definition
of type (N → tm) → tm → tm. We can generate this definition in Ltac by first
generating a recursive definition, introducing the two arguments and proceeding by
case analysis on the second argument. Notice that the definition of renaming and
instantiation are both homomorphic in the term structure. Thus we can handle each
case independently. In the case of a constructor C, we apply the same constructor
again, generating subgoals for each argument of the constructor.
Unfortunately it is not possible to directly remember the current constructor
with Ltac’s primitive case analysis tactic. The case analysis tactic will add additional
assumptions to the context, but will not automatically report the form of the argument
after case analysis. Our workaround is to use another annotation on the goal. We
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first transform the goal from the form tm into the definitionally equal form K tm s,
where s is the name of the argument on which we will perform the case analysis
and K is the constant function K ab := a. We then perform case analysis and match
the resulting goal against the pattern K _ ?s to recover the shape of the current
constructor.
After applying the constructor we obtain subgoals for each argument position.
AUTOSUBST distinguishes five cases.
• The subgoal is of type var, in which case we apply the renaming.
• The subgoal is of some constant type T 6= tm. This marks a constant argument
to the constructor and we leave it unchanged.
• The subgoal is of type tm. This is a recursive position without a binder, so we
insert a recursive call to the renaming operation.
• The subgoal is of the form _bindT2 tmn. In this case we are binding n additional
terms of type T2 in the argument position using the appropriate up operation
on renamings. For now we consider only the case where T2 = tm, since we
need additional structure to deal with the general case.
• The subgoal is a “container” with elements of type tm. For example, the subgoal
could be of type list tm, tm + tm, or N → tm. In this case we have to recurse
through the container and apply the renaming at each position. Again, we need
additional structure to handle this case, which we introduce in Chapter 9.2.
With this we can build the definitions of renaming and instantiation in Coq.
We use Coq’s type class mechanism [114] to obtain common names for operations
and lemmas. We use operational type classes [115] to obtain common notations for
the identity substitution and the instantiation operation.
The substitution lemmas are proven using Ltac’s usual proof automation techniques,
following the structure of the proof from Chapter 3.
At this point we can solve substitution lemmas by rewriting.
Internally, AUTOSUBST differs from a straightforward implementation of the σ-
calculus in several ways. The σ-calculus contains a number of equations which are
specific to the untyped λ-calculus. If we wanted to use the same approach for a new
term language, we would need to extend the rewriting system with equations specific
to the new term language. Instead, we construct a definition of instantiation with
the appropriate simplification behavior. The automation tactics use a combination of
rewriting and term simplification.
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There are two complications that arise when trying to obtain appropriate simplifi-
cation behavior.
Internally, instantiation is defined in terms of renaming. We hide this fact by
making the definition of up opaque. The automation tactics work by unfolding up
in terms of instantiation instead of renaming (as upσ = ids 0 · σ >> ren(+1)). This
effectively hides the renaming operation.
The second point is a technical problem with the notation for instantiation. Using
operational type classes, we bind the notation for instantiation to a function Inst. The
name Inst does not refer to the actual definition of instantiation, instead it is merely
an annotation. The type class mechanism will replace the notation s[σ] with an
application Inst instσ s, which is definitionally equal to instσ s. When unfolding the
definition of instantiation in (App s t)[σ] we obtain the term App (instσ s) (instσ t),
loosing the notation and making it impossible to apply further rewriting rules with
lemmas that refer to the notation. Instead, we replace the recursive calls to inst by
annotated calls to Inst inst during code generation. Fortunately, Coq’s termination
checker is clever enough to resolve this indirect recursive call.
For the λ-calculus, AUTOSUBST ends up generating the following definition for
instantiation.
Fixpoint inst (σ : N→ tm) (s : tm) : tm :=
match swith
| Var x ⇒ σ x
| App s t ⇒ App (Inst instσ s) (Inst instσ t)
| Lam s ⇒ Lam (Inst inst (upσ) s)
end
9.2 Traversable Containers
We use a type class to register types as containers. For example, we can consider the
type listX as a container with elements of type X. We can operate on the elements
of a container using a function map.
map : (A→ B)→ listA→ listB
The function map satisfies the usual categorical laws of a functor: compatibility
with identities map id = id and composition map g ◦ map f = map(g ◦ f). These
laws suffice to generate a well-behaved instantiation operation. Compatibility with
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identities implies the identity substitution law. Compatibility with composition
implies associativity of substitution composition.
However, sometimes we are dealing with types which are not functors in the
categorical sense, yet still contain terms. This is why internally we use a typeclass
MMapX Y 1, which expresses that the type Y contains elements of type X. In Coq
we define
Class MMap (X Y : Type) := mmap : (X → X)→ Y → Y.
Class MMapLemmas (X Y : Type) ‘{MMapX Y } := {
mmap_idx : mmap idx = x;
mmap_comp f g x : mmap f (mmap g x) = mmap (g >>> f)x
}.
It is important to use an operational type class for mmap, even though we do not
care about binding a notation to mmap. The generated code for renaming and
instantiation will contain recursive calls in the argument of mmap. In order for Coq’s
termination checker to accept these calls it has to inline the definition of an instance
of mmap and find the recursive call in a non-recursive position. This also means that
the actual definition of mmap needs to be written so as not to confuse the termination
checker2.
This is why we provide another tactic for deriving the definition of mmap.
9.3 Heterogeneous Substitutions
In order for the notations and setup from the previous sections to work, we need all
instantiation operations to have a type of the following form.
inst : (N→ X)→ X → X
This means that we cannot introduce vector parallel substitutions for multi-sorted
language like we did in Chapter 5.
Instead we will introduce a new operation hinst for heterogeneous instantiation of
the following type.
hinst : (N→ X)→ Y → Y
1MMap stands for “monomorphic map”.
2Essentially, we have to introduce the function argument before building the fixed-point for the
recursive definition.
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The idea is that hinst will instantiate terms of type X which occur in terms of type Y .
We write s|[θ] for heterogeneous instantiation and σ•θ for heterogeneous composition.
As before, we shall introduce the necessary machinery with a concrete example. In
this section we consider a two-sorted presentation of System F.
A,B ::= X | A→ B | ∀A
s, t ::= x | s t | λAs | Λs | sA
Instantiating types in types works as before. Term instantiation is complicated by
the fact that terms contain type binders.
x[σ] = σ(x)
(s t)[σ] = s[σ] t[σ]
(λAs)[σ] = λAs[⇑σ]
(sA)[σ] = s[σ]A
(Λs)[σ] = Λs[σ • ↑]
Upon traversing a type binder, we need to increment all type variables in σ. In
order to substitute types in terms, we introduce heterogeneous instantiation and
composition operations. To avoid confusion with term substitutions, we will write θ,
θ′ for type substitutions.
x|[θ] = x




(σ • θ)x = (σ x)|[θ]
We need a number of lemmas about heterogeneous instantiation in order to work
with it using equational reasoning. The situation is analogous to the case of ordinary
instantiation, except that heterogeneous substitutions have to be invariant in the
image of the identity substitution on terms.
(idsx)|[θ] = idsx
s|[ids] = s
s|[θ]|[θ]′ = s|[θ ◦ θ′]
Note that the identity substitution in the first equation is the identity substitution on
terms, while in the second equation, it refers to the identity substitution on types.
Furthermore, in order to show the substitution lemmas for terms, we need to know
something about the interaction between the two kinds of substitutions. The fact to
take care of is that terms may contain types, but types do not contain terms. Thus,
we can push a type substitution under a term substitution, so long as we take care
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that the type substitution was applied in the image of the term substitution.
s[σ]|[θ] = s|[θ][σ • θ]
This approach to instantiation for multi-sorted theories is less general and uniform
than the vector parallel substitutions in Chapter 5. However, it has the advantage
that it can be implemented using exactly the same technique that we have already
described for deriving instantiation operations.
9.4 Automation Tactics
The automation tactics work by unfolding definitions and rewriting substitution
expressions to an internal normal form. In the case of asimpl, we then fold the
expressions back into a more readable format.
We start by unfolding up in terms of instantiation as described previously, as well
as unfolding substitution composition in term of function composition, i.e. σ >> τ
becomes σ >>> inst τ . We also unfold the notation ren ξ as ξ >>> ids. This makes
it simpler to handle heterogeneous substitutions, since it reduces the identity and
associativity laws into the corresponding laws for function composition (which holds
definitionally) and simpler rules for (heterogeneous) instantiation. For example, we
have
ren (+1)>> upσ = ((+1)>>> ids)>>> inst (ids 0 · σ >>> inst ((+1)>>> ids)
= (+1)>>> ids>>> inst (ids 0 · σ >>> inst ((+1)>>> ids)
= (+1)>>> (ids 0 · σ >>> inst ((+1)>>> ids))
= σ >>> inst ((+1)>>> ids)
Since ids>>> instσ = σ. Apart from this equation and the unfolding, all other laws
used in this derivation hold definitionally.
Finally, we fold the expression σ >>> inst ((+1)>>> ids) back to σ >> ren (+1).
9.5 Related Work
There are a number of libraries and tools supporting proofs about syntax. We mention
the ones that are available for Coq. What sets AUTOSUBST apart from the related
work is our usage of parallel substitutions. This allows us to offer an automation
tactic for solving substitution lemmas and simplifying terms involving substitutions
based on a clearly defined equational theory. Additionally, AUTOSUBST is completely
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implemented within Coq and does not require external tools.
• CFGV [15] uses a generic type of context free grammars with variable binding.
Custom term types are obtained by instantiating the generic construction.
The library provides a number of general lemmas to work with CFGVs. The
representation is named and explicitly deals with issues of α-equivalence.
• DBGen [96] is an external tool that generates de Bruijn substitution operations
and proofs of corresponding lemmas. It includes support for syntax defined by
mutual recursion. It generates a single-variable substitution operation.
• DBLib [97] is a Coq library for de Bruijn substitutions. It offers a generic type
class interface and support for defining single-variable substitution operations
in a uniform way. The substitution lemmas are solved by generic tactics. It
offers tactics that nicely unfold the substitution operations. Also, DBLib offers
some automation in the form of a hint database with frequently needed lemmas.
• GMeta [75] uses a generic term type and automatically generated isomorphisms
between it and custom term types. It supports a de Bruijn and a locally
nameless interface. Moreover, it has support for mutually recursive syntax
and the corresponding heterogeneous substitutions. It supports single-variable
substitutions, but lacks automation for substitution lemmas.
• Lambda Tamer [31] is a small library of general purpose automation tactics. It
provides support for working with higher-order and dependently-typed abstract
syntax.
• LNGen [16] is a generator for single-variable locally-nameless substitution op-
erations and the corresponding lemmas for Coq. It is based on the specification
syntax of the Ott tool [110].
• Needle & Knot [68] generates code for unscoped, single-point pure de Bruijn
substitutions based on the Knot specification language. The distinguishing
feature of Needle & Knot is its support for type systems and well-scopedness
predicates.
9.6 Discussion
We have described the implementation of AUTOSUBST [106]. Apart from the support
for heterogeneous instantiation and the lack of well-scoped syntax, AUTOSUBST offers
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a faithful implementation of the strategies for formalizing syntax with binders that
we present in this thesis.
There are some restrictions and design decisions which were forced upon us in
order to implement AUTOSUBST completely in Coq using Ltac. For example, Ltac
does not handle mutually recursive definitions, thus AUTOSUBST cannot generate
code for mutually recursive instantiation operations. There are examples, such
as the call-by-value presentation of System F in Chapter 5, or Levy’s Call-by-push-
value calculus [77], which feature mutually inductive types of terms and values.
In particular, in CBPV values are bound in terms, while values contain variables
and terms but no binders of their own. This example is beyond the simple code
generation in AUTOSUBST and requires a global analysis of the dependencies between
term sorts [65].
Since the implementation of AUTOSUBST, we have discovered vector parallel sub-
stitutions [116] as a unifying framework for instantiation in multi-sorted languages.
There are languages which do not fit into the framework for heterogeneous instantia-
tion as implemented in AUTOSUBST. For example, the λµµ̃-calculus of Curien and
Herbelin [37] contains mutually inductive sorts of terms and stacks with binders
for both. The corresponding heterogeneous instantiation operations do not satisfy a
commutation law, since terms contain stacks and stacks contain terms. Vector parallel
substitutions do not suffer from these problems.
The implementation using Ltac also does not permit us to implement useful error
reporting, since our code generation only has a local view of single constructors.
We are currently implementing all of these improvements in AUTOSUBST 2 [116].
Nevertheless, using Ltac for the implementation of AUTOSUBST also had advantages.
Since AUTOSUBST is completely implemented in Coq it could be distributed as a
library with no external dependencies. This helped with adoption, since it is easy to
integrate AUTOSUBST into existing developments.
Containers The class MMap is an example of a Haskell “lens” [48]. In the context of
Haskell lenses, MMap is usually called Setter and mmap is called over. The intended
laws in both cases are the same.
Formalizations using Autosubst AUTOSUBST has been successfully used in numer-
ous formalizations. We have already presented several case studies in this thesis, all
of which are also available for AUTOSUBST with their original publications.
We give a short selection of other formalizations implemented using AUTOSUBST
or AUTOSUBST 2.
• Forster et al. [47] present a formalization of the metatheory of Call-by-push-
value.
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• Kaiser et al. [67] formally verify the correspondence between the two sorted
presentation of System F and its presentation as a pure type system.
• Mizuno and Sumii [84] formally verify the correspondence between call-by-
need and call-by-name. Their development also includes a proof of the stan-
dardization theorem for λ-calculus.
• Pottier [98] presents a machine checked development of the CPS translation
for the pure λ-calculus with a let construct.
• Timany et al. [123] present a logical relations model of a higher-order func-
tional programming language with impredicative and imperative features and
show that scoped effectful computations are observationally pure.
• Timany and Birkedal [122] build a tool for interactive mechanized relational
verification of programs written in a concurrent higher-order imperative pro-
gramming language with continuations.
• Wand et al. [128] present a complete reasoning principle for contextual equiva-
lence in an untyped probabilistic programming language.
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ARepresenting Syntax with Binders
We give an overview over some of the existing approaches to formalizing syntax with
binders.
As mentioned in the introduction, the different approaches can be classified into
synthetic and explicit methods. Synthetic methods encode syntax with binders at the
level of logic and require special support from a proof assistant. Explicit methods
work directly with an encoding of syntax with binders.
We use the types of System F as a running example. The syntax of System F types
is informally given by the following grammar.
A,B ::= X | A→ B | ∀X. A
We will give a brief overview over existing synthetic and explicit methods followed
by a more in-depth discussion of de Bruijn representations.
Synthetic Methods
We start with an overview over the existing synthetic methods.
Higher-order abstract syntax (HOAS) [89] uses functions to represent binders. The
idea is that an open term may be represented as a function taking its free variables
as arguments. For example, the syntax of System F types would be modeled as an
“inductive type” T with the following constructors.
_→ _ : T→ T→ T
A : (T→ T)→ T
The type ∀X. X is represented using the higher order constructor A as A id, where id
is the meta-level identity function idx = x. There is no constructor for variables, as
object-level variables are represented using meta-level variables.
This use of meta-level binders to represent object level binders leads to very
natural definitions. Single variable instantiation is built into the HOAS approach
and implemented by function application. This also implies that all definitions
automatically respect instantiation.
On the flip side, the HOAS representation implies that the term function space
T→ T must correspond to the type of open types with a single free variable. Without
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this restriction the encoding would contain “exotic” terms which do not correspond to
any type defined by the original grammar. For example, when working in a classical
metatheory we can define the following function.
g x =
x if x = A→ BA id otherwise
But now A g does not correspond to a System F type.
It follows that a synthetic approach based on HOAS is incompatible with classical
reasoning and more generally disallows writing any non-trivial function on terms.
Moreover, since variables are represented as metalevel variables, they are implicit
and we cannot write any definition which mentions them explicitly. For example, it
is impossible to write a function to compute the set of free variables of a term in a
HOAS representation. Within this framework, not even the statement makes sense,
since every statement must be stable under instantiation.
This makes it impossible to use HOAS in a general purpose proof assistant. It is
still possible to work explicitly within a model of HOAS [45], but doing so involves
additional proof obligations and looses many of the benefits of the synthetic approach.
Dedicated proof assistants based on HOAS exist [49, 90], but carry restrictions
especially when it comes to recursive definitions on terms.
Contextual modal type theory (CMTT) [85] can be seen as an extension of the HOAS
approach with a modality that allows one to talk directly about open terms. This
capability is otherwise missing from a system based on HOAS and adds a great deal
of expressivity.
With this modality comes a notion of context morphism or parallel substitution.
CMTT is unique among synthetic approaches in being able to talk about parallel
instantiation directly.
The proof assistant Beluga [90] implements CMTT.
There is recent work [91] which incorporates some recursive definitions into CMTT.
In the future this could potentially lead to an integration of CMTT into a general
purpose proof assistant. At the time of this writing, such an integration is not yet
available.
Nominal logic [92] is a synthetic approach that seeks to faithfully reproduce informal
paper proofs. Unlike in the HOAS approach, variables are explicitly manipulated.
Variables are named and have identity.
Internally, every term carries a support, a finite set of variables that it may contain,
and every definition is invariant under injective renaming. Freshness side conditions
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and quantification over fresh variables are directly encoded as new operations in
nominal logic by relying on the support. Writing A for the type of variables and «A»T
for the abstraction of a fresh name in T we can represent the types of System F in
nominal logic as an inductive type T with the following constructors.
V : A→ T
_→ _ : T→ T→ T
A : («A»T)→ T
Injective single variable renaming, that is swapping a variable for another poten-
tially fresh variable, is a first-class operation. The nominal approach is unique among
synthetic approaches in that it is compatible with classical reasoning.
On the flip-side, general renaming and instantiation are not first-class and have to
be defined. The corresponding substitution lemmas have to be shown by hand and
definitions need explicit freshness side-conditions. Essentially, Nominal Logic offers
a sound approximation to the Barendregt convention. There is an operation which
introduces only fresh variables, but freshness side conditions must still be kept track
of explicitly.
Beyond this, the main drawback for us is that there is currently no model of
nominal type theory [94] with type universes, which would be required for practical
use in constructive type theory.
Weak higher-order abstract syntax [60] represents binders as functions of the form
V→ T, where V is a special type of variables and T is a type of terms. For example,
we represent the types of System F using an inductive type with the following
constructors.
V : V→ T
_→ _ : T→ T→ T
A : (V→ T)→ T
Analogous to the HOAS approach this implies that all definitions are automatically
compatible with renaming. Single variable renaming is built-into the definition and
realized by function application.
On the other hand, general instantiation has to be defined and not all definitions
are compatible with instantiation.
The main advantage of weak HOAS over HOAS is that the former admits larger
function spaces of the form T→ T. This makes it easier to model weak HOAS. In fact,
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weak HOAS can almost be internalized in type theory in the form of polymorphic
HOAS.
Polymorphic HOAS [31] can be seen as internalizing weak HOAS in a type theory
with internal parametricity [24]. We model a type of terms TV parameterized over a
type of variables. Binders are represented using functions V → TV . For the types of
System F we obtain an inductive type with the following constructors.
V : V → TV
_→ _ : TV → TV → TV
A : (V → TV )→ TV
The type of System F types is obtained by quantifying over the type V of variables as
∀V. TV . In a type theory with internal parametricity, every term is parametric in the
choice of V and this can be exploited to show that there are no exotic terms.
Polymorphic HOAS is unique among the synthetic approaches in that the para-
metricity axiom for a specific term type can be asserted in a general purpose proof
assistant. The assumption is anti-classical, but beyond that PHOAS offers a practical
methodology for working with weak HOAS inside of a proof assistant.
Discussion In general, for synthetic approaches we build in certain well-formedness
conditions and only allow well formed definitions. Well-formedness is always some
form of compatibility with instantiation. At one end of the spectrum we have Nominal
Logic, where definitions are only compatible with injetive renaming. On the other
end we have HOAS where all definitions are compatible with arbitrary instantiations.
The weak HOAS approach sits in between and offers compatibility with arbitrary
renamings.
Ultimately, we should strive for a synthetic approach to syntax with binding, yet at
this point it is not clear which features an ideal synthetic framework should have.
For many proofs (e.g., of normalization properties) it is convenient to talk about
full parallel instantiation. Similarly, compatibility with instantiation is a fundamental
property that all of our definitions should satisfy. This combination is realized to
some extent in CMTT. Every other synthetic approach lacks a good notion of parallel
instantiation, or offers only partial compatibility with instantiation.
Yet CMTT currently does not offer good support for specifying recursive definitions
on terms.
From all synthetic approaches, only weak HOAS can be axiomatized in a general
purpose proof assistant in the form of PHOAS. However, weak HOAS offers few
guarantees and makes parallel substitutions more difficult to handle.
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In practice, we prefer to work with an explicit encoding of syntax with binders.
Explicit Methods
The following are some of the existing explicit approaches to representing syntax
with binders.
Named terms modulo α-equivalence [32, 18] are by far the closest to informal paper
proofs. Writing V for a fixed countably infinite type of variables (for instance, we can
take V = N) we represent the types of System F with an inductive type T with the
following constructors.
V : V→ T
_→ _ : T→ T→ T
A : V→ T→ T
We represent α-equivalence with an inductively defined relation A ∼α B between
types. Informally, we then obtain the representation of System F types as the quotient
of types by α-equivalence.
There is a large gap between informal presentations and a completely formal
treatment of named terms modulo α-equivalence. There are many side conditions
and complicated substitution lemmas when working with named terms modulo
α-equivalence.
On the practical side, the type theory underlying Coq currently does not support
quotient types. This forces us to work with a concrete representation of equivalence
classes of terms. A clever choice of representation for these equivalence classes then
leads to the de Bruijn and locally nameless representations.
De Bruijn representation [30] is based on the simple observation that we can han-
dle α-equivalence by switching to a canonical nameless representation where α-
equivalence is term equality. Names for variables are useful for communication,
but are not relevant for the semantics of terms. Formally, a variable represents a
reference to a binder or to a context outside of a term. In de Bruijn representation,
these binders are implemented using natural numbers — the so-called de Bruijn
indices — where the number n refers to the n-th enclosing binder counting from 0.
In de Bruijn representation, the types of System F are represented by an inductive
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type T with the following constructors.
V : N→ T
_→ _ : T→ T→ T
A : T→ T
Note that it is not clear from the type where variables are bound.
One oft cited drawback of de Bruijn representation is that individual terms become
less readable. For example, the type ∀XY. X → Y → X is represented by the
de Bruijn term A(A(1→ 0→ 1)).
Locally nameless representation [56] partially addresses this issue by representing
bound variable using de Bruin indices and free variables with explicit names. This
makes it easier to translate informal proofs about syntax with binders.
For example, assuming that there is a type of names A, System F types are repre-
sented with an inductive type T with the following constructors.
VB : N→ T
VF : A→ T
_→ _ : T→ T→ T
A : T→ T
In particular, there are two variable constructors. The constructor VB represents
bound variables and VF represents free variables.
Unfortunately, working with locally nameless terms leads to duplication of work,
since there are now two different forms of instantiation: instantiation on named
terms and de Bruijn instantiation. This means that every substitution lemma appears
in two forms. Alternatively, it is possible to restrict attention to terms without free
de Bruijn indices. This requires a different set of side conditions, which are somewhat
analogous to the freshness side conditions in a named approach.
Finally, locally nameless syntax offers only a partial fix to the readability problem
of de Bruijn terms. In particular, the closed terms coincide in both representations.
Discussion The main disadvantage of explicit over synthetic methods is analogous
to the main disadvantage of set theory over type theory — we have to work directly
with an encoding. It is unavoidable that any encoding contains more structure than
the ideal we wish to formalize. In order to work effectively with an encoding we need
to restrict ourselves to semantically meaningful operations. For example, variables in
de Bruijn terms are natural numbers, but this is merely an encoding for a reference
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to a binder or a position in a context. While constant addition on de Bruijn indices
has some semantic meaning — it corresponds to context extension — there are other
arithmetic operations such as multiplication which are meaningless for the de Bruijn
representation.
The basic spectrum of explicit methods for representing syntax with binders is
between named and nameless terms. To some extent these representations are all
equivalent, but differ in whether quotient types are explicit or implicit. Named terms
are more readable, but complicate the formalization and require support for quotient
types. Among nameless representations, there seems to be little advantage to the
locally nameless approach. Locally nameless terms inherit some problems from both
the named approach (additional side conditions) and de Bruijn approach (unreadable
terms).
De Bruijn Representations
The basic idea behind the nameless approach is that variables are references. There
are several ways of encoding references. De Bruijn chooses to represent references as
natural numbers, but there are other encodings which work equally well.
The main complication with other encodings for references is that we need to settle
on an encoding for free variables. Remember that free variables represent references
to an outside context — yet the context is implicit in pure de Bruijn representation.
We can make this context explicit by parameterizing the type of terms by contexts in
some way.
This leads to a spectrum of de Bruijn representations.
Pure de Bruijn terms As already mentioned, in de Bruijn terms [30] the context is
fully implicit and terms are not parameterized. This is the simplest possible encoding,
and can be used without dependent types.
On the other hand, it also offers the least amount of type safety.
In general, it requires some insight to translate an informal presentation to
de Bruijn terms [17], since some side conditions must be encoded using instan-
tiation. For example, the η-reduction rule for λ-terms states that a lambda term of
the form λx. s x reduces to s when x does not appear free in s.
x 6∈ FV s
λx. s xB s
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In de Bruijn representation we render this rule by saying that the term λ(s[↑] 0)
reduces to s.
λ(s[↑] 0)B s
This is not so much a side condition as it is the only sensible way of writing this rule.
Since s appears on its own on the right hand side, it must be a valid term in this
context. On the left, s appears under an additional binder, hence must be shifted into
this extended context. This sort of reasoning about the scope of terms is required
when working with de Bruijn terms, and is usually better encoded directly into the
types of terms.
Finally, since de Bruijn terms do not constrain the size of the context, we do not
statically know that the context is finite, i.e., that terms contain only finitely many
free variables. This is sometimes required for syntactic translations, for example,
when interpreting simply typed λ-terms into cartesian closed categories [73].
Well-scoped terms [25] represent terms as a family T : N → U of types indexed
with the size of the context. Variables are positions in the context, thus encoded by
the elements of the corresponding finite type.
Writing In for the finite type with n elements, the types of System F are represented
by an inductive family T : N→ U with the following constructors.
V : In → Tn
_→ _ : Tn→ Tn→ Tn
A : T (n+ 1)→ Tn
Well-scoped de Bruijn terms offer more type safety compared to pure de Bruijn
terms. For example, due to the types there is never any ambiguity over when shift
renamings have to be inserted, as in the η-rule above. The types enforce correct
scoping, which we have found to be the most error prone part of encoding definitions
into de Bruijn representation.
Well-scoped terms also make the size of the context explicit and moreover, encode
the assumption that the context is finite. Even beyond this, it is still helpful in that
it allows us to choose a more precise encoding of contexts for type systems. For
example, in the typing judgment for System F (Γ ` s : A) we can represent Γ as a type
substitution, i.e., a mapping from the finite type of term context positions to types.
This correctly encodes the fact that there is only a single context in which to typecheck
a closed term, namely the empty context. In the plain de Bruijn representation we
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are instead sometimes forced to supply “dummy” values.
The main drawback with using well-scoped terms over plain de Bruijn terms is
that it is sometimes beneficial to talk about ill-scoped terms. For example, Girard’s
normalization proof for System F [52] implicitly uses ill-scoped terms to show that a
certain logical relation is non-empty, by showing that it always contains variables.
However, in an empty context, there would be no variables and the proof breaks
down.
Monadic terms [10] represent terms as a monad T : U → U of types indexed with
the type of context positions. This naturally admits terms in a context with infinitely
many variables and is more general than using well-scoped terms.
In monadic style, System F types are represented by an inductive family T : U → U
with the following constructors, where we writeX+1 for the inductive type extending
the type X by a single additional element (this type is usually called option X or
Maybe X).
V : X → TX
_→ _ : TX → TX → TX
A : T (X + 1)→ TX
The main drawback with this approach is that variables do not have identity.
Conceptually, the reason for this is that we do not have access to the context, merely
to the type of context positions. This makes it more difficult to represent type
systems which use variable identity, for example, the algorithmic typing judgement
of System F<: which is the subject of the POPLmark challenge [17].
Beyond this, monadic terms offer the same advantages and drawbacks as well-
scoped terms.
Well-typed terms [22] are the most precise representation, where terms are indexed
by a typing context and type T ΓA. This provides even better type safety than well-
scoped or monadic terms and allows us to encode many properties of typing right
into our definitions. For example, type preservation under evaluation is naturally
enforced by the type of the evaluation relation.
Incidentally, well-typed System F types correspond to well-scoped System F types,
since the kinding judgment on System F types is degenerate.
Well-typed terms represent a sweet spot for representing simply typed systems. For
more expressive type disciplines, the additional type constraints can become difficult
to manage. For example, in a well-typed representation of System F we need to
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introduce the following dependently typed constructor for type abstraction.
Λ _ : E (Γ ◦ ↑)A→ EΓ (∀A)
where E is the type of System F terms and Γ ◦ ↑ refers to composition of substitutions.
This is only applicable to arguments whose context is exactly of the form Γ ◦ ↑.
Unfortunately, this results in difficult unification problems during elaboration, which
at least the Coq proof assistant cannot solve automatically. Moreover, there are cases
where the context is equal to a context of this form, but not definitionally so. For
example, we have Γ ◦ (↑ ◦ ↑) = (Γ ◦ ↑) ◦ ↑ propositionally but not definitionally. This
means that terms have to be manually transported along this equality.
The situation becomes even more complicated when we move to dependent types,
where we need inductive-inductive types to represent well-typed terms of a depen-
dently typed language [9]. With a presentation of dependent types a la Russel (with
no distinction between types and terms, see Chapter 4) there does not seem to be
any sensible definition of well-typed terms at all. Specifically, in a type theory a la
Russel, the type of well-typed terms would have to be indexed over itself.
There is one final drawback to using well-typed terms, namely that it is sometimes
beneficial to talk about syntactically ill-typed, but semantically well-typed terms. For
example, Krishnaswami and Dreyer [71] use semantically well-typed terms to show
the admissibility of a strong eliminator for Church-encoded Σ-types in type theory.
The terms involved would not exist in a well-typed presentation.
Discussion Summarizing, well-typed terms are the most precise encoding of syntax
with binders, but not always applicable. Having an explicitly sized context, as in the
well-typed or well-scoped representation is also helpful in practice. In terms of type
safety we have found that well-scoped, monadic, and well-typed terms perform very
similarly. All variants catch most common mistakes in practice. Finally, out of the
well-scoped and monadic term representations we recommend using well-scoped
terms. Although it is easy to obtain well-scoped terms from monadic terms and vice
versa in well-behaved examples [13], the assumption that terms depend only on a
finite context is sometimes useful.
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